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Electromagnetic Theory, Vol II, §239,
London 1895.
“We have now to consider a number of problems which can be solved at once 
without going to the elaborate theory of Fourier series and integrals. In  doing this, 
we shall have, primarily, to work by instinct, not by rigorous rules. We have to find 
out first how things go in the mathematics as well as in the physics. When we have 
learnt the go of it we may be able to see our way to an understanding of the meaning 
of the processes, and bring them into alignment with other processes. And I  must 
here write a caution. I  may have to point out sometimes that my method leads 
to solutions much more simply than Fourier’s method. I  may, therefore, appear 
to be disparaging and endeavouring to supersede his work. But it is nothing of 
that sort. In  a complete treatise on diffusion Fourier’s and other methods would 
come side by side -  not as antagonists, but as mutual friends helping one another. 
The limitations of space forbid this, and I  must necessarily keep Fourier series and 
integrals rather in the background. But this is not to be misunderstood in the 
sense suggested. No one admires Fourier more than I  do. It  is the only entertaining 
mathematical work I  ever saw. Its lucidity has always been admired. But it was 
more than lucid. It  was luminous. Its light showed a crowd of followers the way 
to a heap of new physical problems.
The reader who may think that mathematics is all found out, and can be 
put in a cut-and-dried form like Euclid, in propositions and corollaries, is very
iii
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much mistaken; and if he expects a similar systematic exposition here he will 
be disappointed. The virtues of the academical system of rigorous mathematical 
training are well known. But it has its faults. A very serious one (perhaps a 
necessary one) is that it checks instead of stimulating any originality the students 
may possess, by keeping him in regular grooves. Outsiders may find that there are 
other grooves just as good, and perhaps a great deal better, for their purposes. 
Now, as my grooves are not the conventional ones, there is no need for any formal 
treatment. Such would be quite improper for our purpose, and would not be 
favourable to rapid acquisition and comprehension. For it is in mathematics just 
as in the real world; you must observe and experiment to find out the go of it. A ll 
experimentation is deductive work in a sense, only it is done by tria l and error, 
followed by new deductions and changes of direction to suit circumstances. Only 
afterwards, when the go of it is known, is any formal expression possible. Nothing 
could be more fatal to progress than to make fixed rules and conventions at the 
beginning, and then go by mere deduction. You would be fettered by your own 
conventions, and be in the same fix as the House of Commons w ith respect to the 
dispatch of business, stopped by its own rules.
But the reader may object, ‘Surely the author has got to know the go of 
it already, and can therefore eliminate the preliminary irregularity and make it 
logical, not experimental?’ So he has in great measure, but he knows better. It  is 
not the proper way under the circumstances, being an unnatural way. It  is ever 
so much easier to the reader to find the go of it first, and it is the natural way.
iv
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The reader may then be able a little  later to see the inner meaning of it him self, 
with a little  assistance. To this extend, however, the historical method can be 
departed from to the reader’s profit. There is no occasion whatever (nor would 
there be space) to describe the failures which make up the bulk of experimental 
work. He can be led into successful grooves at once. O f course, I  do not write for 
rigourists (although their attention would be delightful) but for a wider circle of 
readers who have fewer prejudices, although their mathematical knowledge may 
be that of the rigourists as a straw to a haystack. It  is possible to carry waggon­
loads of mathematics under your hat, and yet know nothing whatever about the 
operational solution of physical differential equations.”
Anonymous Fellow of the Royal Society 
to Sir Edmund T . W hittaker.
See, J.L.B. Cooper [Co].
“There was a sort of tradition that a Fellow of the Royal Society could print 
almost anything he liked in the Proceedings untroubled by referees: but when 
Heaviside had published two papers on his symbolic methods, we felt the line had 
to be drawn somewhere, so we put a stop to it.”
v
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A bstract
In itia l and boundary value problems for linear differential and integro-differential 
equations are at the heart of mathematical analysis. About 100 years ago, Oliver 
Heaviside promoted a set of formal, algebraic rules which allow a complete analysis 
of a large class of such problems. Although Heaviside’s operational calculus was 
entirely heuristic in nature, it almost always led to correct results. This encouraged 
many mathematicians to search for a solid mathematical foundation for Heaviside’s 
method, resulting in two competing mathematical theories:
(a) Laplace transform theory for functions, distributions and other generalized 
functions,
(b) J. Mikusinski’s field of convolution quotients of continuous functions.
In  this dissertation we will investigate a unifying approach to Heaviside’s opera­
tional calculus which allows us to extend the method to vector-valued functions. 
The main components are
(a) a new approach to generalized functions, considering them not primarily as 
functionals on a space of test functions or as convolution quotients in Mikusin­
ski’s quotient field, but as limits of continuous functions in appropriate norms, 
and
(b) an asymptotic extension of the classical Laplace transform allowing the trans­
form of functions and generalized functions of arbitrary growth at infinity.
The mathematics cue based on a careful analysis of the convolution transform 
/  —► fc *  / .  This is done via a new inversion formula for the Laplace transform,
vii
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which enables us to extend Titchmarsh’s injectivity theorem and Foias’ dense 
range theorem for the convolution transform to Banach space valued functions- 
The abstract results are applied to abstract Cauchy problems. We indicate the 
manner in which the operational methods can be employed to obtain existence and 
uniqueness results for initial value problems for differential equations in Banach 
spaces.
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I. Introduction
Oliver Heaviside’s 1893 classic “Electromagnetic Theory” [Hel-3] proposed formal 
rules governing manipulations of the differential operator, such that linear differ­
ential equations are transformed into algebraic ones; however, his work is not free 
from debate to say the least. Many mathematicians questioned the platform of 
his operational calculus. K. Yosida ([Yo], preface) notes, the explanation of 
this operator p (the operator of differentiation) as given by him was difficult to 
understand and to use, and the range of the validity of his calculus remains unclear 
still now, although it was widely noticed that his calculus gives correct results in 
general.”
Though O. Heaviside may deny K. Yosida’s assessment of the rigor of under­
standing and explaining the calculus, he was unconcerned with remarks on the 
strength of the foundation of his work (see the prelude). 0 . Heaviside clearly il­
lustrates his utilitarianism in respect to the calculus in many remarks throughout 
his work.
In  the 1930’s, G. Doetsch, D. V . Widder, and many other mathematicians 
began to strive for the mathematical foundation of Heaviside’s operational cal­
culus by virtue of the Laplace transform / 0°° e~xtf ( t )  dt. However, as K . Yosida 
([Yo], preface) remarks, “the use of such integrals naturally confronts restrictions 
concerning the growth behaviour of the numerical function / . ”
Among the goals of this dissertation is the construction of a solid mathemati­
cal foundation of Heaviside’s operational calculus. The basis of this foundation lies
1
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strictly upon Laplace transform methods and fully extends the operational calcu­
lus to Banach space valued functions. J. C . Vignaux’s [Vi] asymptotic version of 
the Laplace integral /  dt, which does not require any growth conditions
on the locally integrable function / ,  provides the mathematical mechanism of this 
work.
For numerical functions, a mathematically sound, algebraic foundation of 
Heaviside’s operational method was given in  1949, when J. Mikusinski introduced 
the theory of convolution quotients as a basis for Heaviside’s operational calculus. 
Due to Titchmarsh’s Theorem ([Ti], Theorem V II), the continuous functions on 
[0, oo), w ith addition and the convolution
k * f : t * - +  f  k (t — s)f(s )ds  
Jo
as product, form a ring with no zero divisors, and thus can be extended to a 
field consisting of the convolution quotients As anticipated by O. Heavi­
side, this theory has been successfully applied to Volterra integral equations,
Despite Miknsinski’s contributions, Heaviside’s original operational calculus 
has all but vanished horn modern mathematics. The standard treatment of oper­
ational calculus is now almost exclusively based on the Laplace transform. During 
the last two decades, one of the few proponents of Heaviside’s original operational 
method was Professor Kosaku Yosida. H . Komatsu remarks in [Ko]: “ It  has al­
ways been controversial whether or not Operational Calculus is a mathematics. As 
far as we know every textbook on Operational Calculus starts with a discussion on 
this issue. When the Mathematical Society of Japan revised its Encyclopedic Dic­
tionary of Mathematics about ten years ago, the chief editor Professor K. ltd  asked 
opinions of foreign scholars about the then second edition, hi his reply a french 
mathematician wrote ‘Operational Calculus has no value of being mentioned; it is 
a bad succedaneum of distributions and is very far from being useful.’ Incidentally 
Professor Yosida was the author of that item . He liked Operational Calculus very 
much on the contrary. [...] His fondness for Operational Calculus comes proba­
bly from his belief that a good mathematics must be not only beautiful but also 
useful.”
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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integro-differential equations, some nonlinear integral equations, difference equa­
tions, differential-difference equations, delay equations, partial differential equa­
tions, and naturally to linear ordinary differential equations, in particular to 
Laplace’s equation
(a2t  +  b2 )y "(t) +  (« i(t) +  b i)y '(t) +  (oo(t) +  b0)y(t) =  g(t). (LE)
The above shown equation contains as special cases the Bessel, Airy, Laguerre,
Hennite, Euler, and the confluent hypergeometric differential equation. See, for 
example, the books *Operational Calculus”  by J. Mikusinski ([M i2]), “Opera­
tional Calculus: A Theory of Hyperfunctions”  by K. Yosida ([Yo]), or L. Berg’s 
“Einfuhrung in  die Operatorenrechnung”  [Ber].
O f course, Mikusinski’s method cannot be extended to functions with values 
in an arbitrary Banach space since the convolution between two vector-valued 
functions is in general no longer defined. However, by an extension of Titchmarsh’s 
theorem to vector-valued functions (see Theorem II.3.12), the space C([0, oc);X ) 
forms a torsion free^ module over the convolution ring of scalar functions. We 
can extend this module to a vector space/3) considering the set of ordered pairs
M  :=  : k, m  €  C[0, oo), m  ?  0, /  € C([0, oo);X )} ,
and set =  iEa^ a. jf and oniy if  m2  *  fci *  / i  =r m i *  Is? *  f%. If  one defines
(2) Torsion free means that k *  f  =  0 implies that /  or k  is 0.
(3) For an introduction to module theory, see for example W . A. Adkins and 
S. H. Weintraub [Ad-We].
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4addition of two elements via
-I_  ^  +  ~~~ "  =  ~ (m 2 * k i * f i  + m i*fc 2 * /a ),
T ill 7712 J 7 lj *1712
then A4 becomes a vector space over Mikusinski’s quotient field, a vector space of 
generalized vector-valued functions.
The abstract nature of the convolution quotients presents a problem in the 
application of the purely algebraic approach. C. Foias provided an extremely 
useful analytic result which helps us to understand the nature of such quotients. 
He showed in 1961 ([Fo]) that Mikusinski’s convolution quotients can be approx­
imated by continuous functions; i.e., for Jfe, m in the Frech^t space C[0, oo) with 
A:(0) =  0 and 0 €  3upp(m) (i.e., m  is not identically zero on [0,e) for all e >  0), 
there exist hn €  C\0 ,oo) such that hn -km —+ k. Thus, the continuous functions 
hn “approximate” the convolution quotient Unfortunately, Foias’ proof of the 
density of the image of the convolution transform in Co[0, oo) was done by con­
tradiction, as a result it does not lead to a concrete approximating sequence of a 
given quotient. The same holds true for the proofs of Foias’ density theorem by 
J. Mikusinski [Mi3], W . Kierat and K. Skornik [Ki-Sk], or K. Skoraik [Sk]. We 
w ill give a constructive proof of Foias’ density theorem based on a new inversion 
formula for the Laplace transform, which holds for the Banach space valued case 
as well as for the convolution of certain operator families K (t)  € £ (jf)(4) with 
vector-valued functions.
We denote by C(X, Y) the Banach space of all bounded linear operators be­
tween two Banach spaces X  and Y. If  X  =  Y, then we write C (X) in lieu of 
C(X, X ). Throughout this dissertation, X  w ill always stand for a Banach space.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
5Our approach to a mathematical foundation of Heaviside’s operational calcu­
lus is not algebraic but entirely analytic in nature. Motivated by Foias’ theorem
we view generalized functions primarily as limits of continuous functions in ap­
propriate topologies, rather than defining them as linear functionals on a space of 
test functions or as convolution quotients. For example, we define Banach spaces 
of vector-valued generalized functions on the interval [0,1] to be the completion 
of £ ([0 ,1 ];X ) equipped with a norm ||| • ||| which is weaker than the supremums
norm || • ||oo; i-e., |||/||| <  ||/||oo for all /  €  C ([0 ,1 ];X ). Generalized function
spaces are of particular interest in applications to differential equations, where the 
weaker norm is defined by a convolution operator; i.e.,
where K  is a strongly continuous operator family in C(X, Y ). In  order for ||| • ||| to 
be a norm, the convolution operator /  —► K * f  has to be injective on C ([0 ,1]; X ). 
We give a proof of Titchmarsh’s injectivity theorem of the convolution transform 
that holds for Banach space valued functions /  €  C ([0 ,1]; X ), as well as for certain 
operator families K (t)  €  C(X, Y); in particular, it holds for numerical continuous 
functions k(t) w ith 0 € supp(k) and strongly continuous semigroups K (t) .
Besides generalized functions (defined as limits of continuous functions), a 
second major aspect of our approach to Heaviside’s operational calculus is an ex­
tension of the classical Laplace transform theory, developed by G. Doetsch [Dol-3] 
and D . V . Widder [W il-2], to asymptotic Laplace transforms. Based on Poincare’s 
method of asymptotic power series (see, for example, R. Remmert [Re], p.294),
|| /  K { t - s ) f { s ) d s l  
Jo




asymptotic Laplace transforms extend the classical Laplace transform to include 
functions of arbitrary growth at infinity, while maintaining all essential operational 
properties of the classical Laplace transform. The Argentinean mathematicians 
J. C. Vignaux and M. Cotlar ([Vi],[Vi-Co]) first considered asymptotic Laplace 
transforms in 1939 and 1944. Further contributions were made by W . A . D itkin 
(1958) p i], L. Berg (1962) per], Y . I. Lyubich (1966) \Ly], and M . Deakin (1993) 
p e ]. We follow and extend the approach taken by G. Luiner and F. Neubrander in 
[Lu-Ne]. Asymptotic Laplace transforms are certain equivalence classes of analytic 
or meromorphic functions, and as such, they can be multiplied and divided in the 
obvious manner. The scalar valued asymptotic Laplace transforms form a field, 
and the vector-valued ones form a vector space over that field. Combining gener­
alized functions and asymptotic Laplace transforms, one can formulate an “oper­
ational calculus” for vector-valued functions. Since convolution is transformed by 
the asymptotic Laplace transform into multiplication, Mikusinski’s quotient field 
has a one-to-one correspondence to the multiplicative field of asymptotic Laplace 
transforms. The same holds for the vector space of vector-valued functions over 
the convolution field of scalar functions and the vector space of vector-valued 
asymptotic Laplace transforms.
We w ill demonstrate the use of an operational calculus based on asymptotic 
Laplace transforms by applying it to Laplace’s differential equation (LE ) as well 
as to abstract linear initial value problems
u '(t) =  A u(t), u(0) =  x, (AC P)
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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where A is a linear operator with domain and range in some Banach space X , 
where the graph is not necessarily closed in X  x X .  In  particular, we introduce 
and study the notion of a generalized lim it solution of the so-called “Abstract 
Cauchy Problem” (ACP). The notion of a lim it solution resembles the “bonnes 
solutions” introduced by Ph. B6nilan (see [Ben] or [Ben-Cr-Pa]). They turn out to 
be helpful in explaining the structure of integrated, ^-generalized, C-regularized, 
distributional, ultradistributional and hyperfunction solutions of (ACP).
Furthermore, we discuss existence, uniqueness and regularity properties of the 
solutions o i (ACP) in terms of the characteristic equation
(X I -  A)y( X) = x  +  r (  A), (CE)
where r  is a remainder term of exponential decay. The existence, uniqueness 
and regularity of a solution u =  u(t) of (ACP) depends on the existence of lo­
cal asymptotic resolvents y(X) solving (CE), their regions of analyticity and the 
growth therein. This gives us a fine gauge to study (ACP).
This dissertation grew out of the following recent papers and research work 
by the author, G. Lumer, and F. Neubrander.
•  B. Baumer and F. Neubrander: Laplace transform methods for evolution 
equations. Conference del Seminario d i Matematica dell’ University d i Bari 
259 (1994), 27-60.
•  B. Baumer and F. Neubrander: Existence and uniqueness of solutions of 
ordinary linear differential equations in Banach spaces. Submitted.
•  G. Lumer and F. Neubrander: Asymptotic Laplace transforms. Preprint.
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It  is a great pleasure to acknowledge the influence of Prof. G. Lumer’s recent 
research work on the convolution transform, extending Titchmarsh’s injectivity 
theorem and Foias’ dense range theorem to vector-valued functions in several vari­
ables. Although I  know from his results only by hearsay, the knowledge about 
the existence of such results was a great help and stimulation to find proofs of my 
own. The proofs of Titchmarsh’s and Foias’ theorem given here were developed 
independently, with methods disjoint from those used by Professor G. Lumer. We 
believe that the Laplace transform methods developed (see Section II.3 ) for the 
proofs are of independent interest and can be considered as one of the main results 
of this work.
i
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II. G eneralized Functions
n .l Basic Concepts and Exam ples
“It  has been a standard tactic of the analyst, since the dawn of anal­
ysis, that, when forced to deal w ith a ‘bad’ function, he should try  to 
approximate it w ith ‘nice’ ones, study the latter and prove that some 
of the properties in which he happens to be interested, if  valid for the 
approximating nice functions, would carry over to their lim it. O f course, 
the concept of a ‘bad’ function has evolved in time, with the resulting 
effect that the set of functions considered ‘good’ has steadily increased 
(but so has the set of functions, or , more generally, of ‘function-like’ 
objects, considered ‘bad’). We might imagine that Taylor and Mac Lau- 
rin felt ill at ease when confronted w ith analytic functions, and that is 
why they strove to approximate them by polynomials, whereas for our 
purposes here, from the local point of view, analytic functions w ill be 
regarded as the nicest type of functions (right after polynomials, which 
retain their supremacy); later on, nondifferentiable continuous functions 
and the functions which are only measurable would be regarded as bad 
(they s till are), and approximation techniques were devised to deal w ith 
them (e.g., approximation by step functions). As we shall see in Part 
II, functions can become so bad as to stop being functions: they become 
Dirac’s ‘function* and measures, and in distribution theory we «h»11 be 
dealing with derivatives of arbitrary order of measures. In  any one of 
these situations, it w ill help to have at our disposal approximation tech­
niques, so as to approximate those objects by very smooth functions.”
F. Treves [Tk], p. 150.
Usually generalized functions are defined as functionals on a space of test functions. 
Starting from this definition, one tries then to shed light on their local structure, 
for example, by characterizing them (locally) as (pseudo) -derivatives of continuous 
functions. In  other words, the local structure theorems for generalized functions 
give regularising functions k such that k *  <f> is a continuous function or, at
t1) For example, for any distribution <t> € V {y i) ,  O c  1R open, and any relatively 
compact subset W  C D with W C 0 , there exists n € IN such that 0 *  ^  € C (W ). 
See, for example, [Bar], p.70.
9
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least formally, that 0 =  j ^ - / ,  where k (A) :=  e~xtk (t) dt and D  denotes the 
first derivative operator.
In  this section we w ill explore an alternative approach to generalized functions, 
taking the local structure theorems as definitions. The following guidelines (see 
also W . Rudin’s comments in [Ru], p. 149) w ill give us some directions for the 
definition and construction of particular classes of generalized functions.
(a) Every continuous^ function should be a generalized function.
(b) Every generalized function should have derivatives which are again generalized 
functions. For differentiable functions, the new notion of derivative should 
coincide w ith the old one.
(c) The usual formal rules of calculus should hold.
(d) There should be a supply of convergence theorems that is adequate for han­
dling the usual lim it processes.
Our approach to generalized functions is related to a classical approach, 
suggested by S. Bochner [Bo] and J. Mikusinski and R. Sikorski ([M i-Si]), re­
garding generalized functions as an equivalence class of approximating functions. 
As mentioned above, this approach is different to the predominant approach via 
functionals originated by L. Schwartz [Schw] and extended by I. M . Gelfand and 
G. E. Shilov [Ge-Sh], or the approach taken fay J. Mikusinski [Mi], G. Temple 
[Te], and M . J. Lighthill [Li]. Comparing the three approaches, G. Temple ([Te],
(3) This requirement is rather arbitrary. It  would be perfectly justifiable to 
require (as in the above quote of F. Treves) that C°°-functions, analytic functions 
or just polynomials are seeds for generalized functions. However, in many of 
our considerations it w ill not matter if we start with polynomials or continuous 
functions since the resulting generalized function spaces w ill coincide.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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p.180) remarks: “ [...] if any reasonable meaning can be attached to the concept 
of the derivatives D pf  of a continuous function / ,  then there are at least three 
different constructive definitions of that concept, namely,
•  (Schwartz) D pf  is the continuous linear functional T  over the space (V) of 
test functions 0, specified by T (0 ) =  (—1 )p( /£ p0);
•  (Mikusinski) D pf  is the class of equivalent regular approximations gn such 
that gn(x) is indefinitely differentiable and {gn<t>) —* (—1)P(/-D P0);
•  (Bochner) Dpf  is the class of equivalent regular approximations gn such 
that <7n(x) is indefinitely differentiable, gn =  Dpf n and /„  -+ /  uniformly as 
n —► oo.
[.. .j Each of these three representations has its advantages and disadvantages. 
The third definition (Bochner) is the simplest since it does not require the use 
of the test functions 0, but it suffers from an aesthetic disadvantage when the 
number of independent variables is greater than one [...].”
G. Temple clarified and simplified J. Mikusinski’s approach. This was docu­
mented by M . J. Lighthill [Li], who remarks in the introduction: “Now, Laurant 
Schwartz in his Thiorie des Distributions has evolved a rigourous theory of these, 
while Professor Temple has given a version of the theory (generalized functions) 
which appears to be more readily intelligible to students.”
J. Mikusinski and R. Sikorski also investigated the method suggested by 
Bochner in their book [Mi-Si]. Their approach, however, as well as the one taken 
by G. Temple and M . J. Lighthill, had one further drawback: working with defin­
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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ing sequences is not as aesthetic as working with a linear functional, a well defined 
single mathematical object. For example, E. J. Beltrami in [Bel] was commenting 
on Mikusinski’s approach by claiming that “the approach of Mikusinski is to work 
with the concretely defined approximating class {0<} rather than with the more 
ideal object $ . It  is somewhat like considering irrational numbers only by virtue 
of their approximation by rationale (which, in fact, is what is done in numerical 
analysis).”
J. Mikusinski and R. Sikorski noted themselves in their preface of [Mi-Si]: 
“[...] Notre but est de presenter la thiorie des distributions d’une manifere simple, 
accessible £galement aux physiciens et aux ing&iieurs. Afin d’atteindre ce but, 
nous avons abandonne les m^thodes d’analyse fonctionelle et nous avons utilise le 
fait que les distributions se laissent approodmer par des functions.”
The novelty in our approach is that we bring back the “abandoned func­
tional analytic” aspect by regarding sequences that converge in the above sense 
of Bochner as elements of a completion of a function space under a new topology. 
The “unaesthetic” defining sequences vanish in the background of this approach 
and we can readily consider properties of generalized functions without worrying 
about the nature of the equivalence class of defining sequences.
In  order to define a generalized function space, we adhere to condition (a). 
Thus, if  X  is a Banach space and SI C lRn, we say that any completion^3) of 
the space of continuous functions /  : SI -+ X  equipped with a weaker topology
(3) The completion of a topological vector space can be obtained by taking the 
quotient space of all Cauchy sequences modulo sequences converging to zero. See, 
for example, H. H. Schaefer [Scha]
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than the one of uniform convergence on compact subsets of ft is called a space of 
generalized functions from f t  into X .
To obtain not just a complete topological space, but -  more conveniently -  a 
Banach spaces of generalized functions the following construction is useful. Let X  
be normed vector space, let Y  be a Banach space and u : X  —► Y  be a sublinear 
operator; Le., v  is continuous, t/(x) — 0 if  and only if  *  =  0, ||i/(Ax)|| =  ||A i/(x)||, 
and \\v(x +  z)\\ <  ||*/(*)ll +  IIK ^)II all « ,y ,z  € X  and A 6 <B. A weaker norm 
on AC is then given tiy
IIM II ~  IK * )I|.
We call the completion of X  equipped with the new norm the {/-extension of X , 
denoted by X * '. ^
Exam ple 1.1 (Z^-spaces). Consider X  :=  C [0 ,1], the space of continuous 
functions on [0,1] equipped with the supremums norm. For 1 <  p <  oo define
U pf-.t*-*  Q f |/(s )|pds^
Since up is a sublinear operator from X  into X ,
\\f\\p :=  H fW o o  *  SUP I I * \ f W  ds|l /P = f / 1 | / ( s ) r d s ) VP 
t€[0,l] Jo \J o  )
defines a norm on C [0 ,1] and C [0,1]*^  is isometrically isomorphic to I? [0,1].
It  is worthwhile to note that one does not need the definition of the Lebesgue 
integral nor any notion of measurabilily to define antiderivatives or definite inte-
■ ■ ■ f / m
grals on intervals of C7[0,1] -functions. Let /  be a continuous function and I f  be
Since we w ill not consider closed sets of incomplete spaces, this abuse of 
notation should not cause any confusion.
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given by £ •—► Jq/ ( s ) ds, where the integral is taken in the Riemann sense. Then
for a ll /  €  C [0 ,1]. Thus I  extends to a continuous linear operator from C [0,1]**
into X  =  C[0, 1] (endowed with the supremums norm); i-e., if  /  € C [0 ,1]^ ” and 
f n €  C [0 ,1] w ith f n ~ * f  with respect to the p-norm, then the continuous functions
converge uniformly to the antiderivative I f  :=  g 6  C[0,1] of / .  We can now define
Clearly, following the above construction, any bounded, injective, linear operator T  
from C ([0 ,1]; X ) into a Banach space Y  w ill yield a space of generalized functions 
by setting
and completing C ([0 ,1 ];X ) with respect to the norm || • ||t - In  the context of 
semigroup theory, G. DaPrato and G. Grisvard [DaP-Gr], R. Nagel [Nal-2], and 
T . Walther [Wa], have used a similar construction to obtain extrapolation spaces 
which include, for example, the C~n spaces below as a special case. For further 
references in this direction, see A. Verrusio [Ve].
■ ■ . p
the definite integral of /  €  C [0,1] on an interval (a, 6) by
f (s )  ds :=  g(b) -  g(a) = lim gn(b) -  gn(a) =  lim  f
Ja
where the latter integral is taken in the Riemann sense. ❖
ll/llr  IIT /II
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For us the most important examples for such operators T  are the antideriva­
tive operator T : f  —► f(s )  da and, more generally, the convolution operators
r(*)
Tk'. f  : =  I  &(• — s )/(s ) da.
Jo
ha the following example we w ill give an outline of the main ideas behind our 
construction of generalized function spaces by studying the antiderivative operator 
T. For the general convolution case, we refer to the Sections II.2 , II.3 , and IL4.
Exam ple 1.2 (C ^ -sp aces). We consider next Banach spaces consisting of the 
n**-derivative8 of continuous functions. For simplicity we start with n =  1. Let 
C[0,1] be equipped with the supremums norm || • ||qo. Consider the antiderivative 
operator T f  : t  *-* / 0* f (a ) da. Then T  is in C (X ) and is one-to-one. Define 
II/H t :=  Hr/Boo and consider the completion of C[0,1] under the new norm, in
_____ T
the following denoted as C[0,1] . Then
C p u f* -------     I m ( T )  =  Co[0,1]
isom.isom.
J u
C[0,1] .--, r .----- . Im (T )  = : Cq[0, 1].
mjective
We show first that the operator T  can be extended to an isometric isomorphism T
 -J*
between C [0,1] and Co[0,1]. In  order to prove this fact, we start by showing that
— — —T T
T  can be extended to a bounded linear operator T  on C [0,1] . Let /  €  C [0,1] . 
Thus, by definition of a completion, there easts a sequence (/n )n6u  C C [0,1] such
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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th a t^
/  = : [/n] — (/n )n€K +
where O — {(hn) C C [0 ,1] : T h *  —► 0} Is the set of zero-sequences, and ( /n)neN is 
a Cauchy sequence in the T-norm; i.e., T fn is Cauchy in C[0,1]. Hence T fn —* v 
for some v €  C [0,1]. Let (<7n)nGN be another sequence w ith /  =  T  — limgn. W ith  
the same argument, w  :=  limTVfa exists and
||v -  tn|| =  lim  \\T fn -  r^ „|| =  lim ||/„  -  gn\\T =  || /  -  f \ \ r  =  0.
Thus, T f  :=  lim  T fn is well defined. Clearly, T  is linear and ||T /|| =  lim ||T /n|| =  
hm ||/n||r  =  | | / | | t  for all /  €  C[0,1] . Thus f  is one-to-one and maps isometri- 
cally into C7o[0,1].
To show that T  is onto, observe that every function g € Co[0,1] =  Im (T ) 
can be approximated by functions gn € C$[0,1] =  Im (T )  and thus g =  lim<?n =
lim Tgfn. The sequence (gtl)n€n  is Cauchy with respect to the norm || • ||r and
-  -  x
thus there exists an element g' €  <7[0,1] with
Tg' =  lim  Tg'n =  lim ^n =  g.
Hence, the antiderivative operator T  is an isometric isomorphism between C[0,1] 
and Co[0,1].
(5) The notation [/n] was introduced by J. Mikusinski and R. Sikorski [Mi-Sil 
and will be used if we want to stress the approximative nature of the generalized 
function. Using the natural embedding, we can also say that /  =  T  — Um /n.
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We call g* the generalized derivative of g and denote by
C„-l [0 ,1] :=  C p T if
the space of generalized derivatives of continuous functions in Co[0,1]. Note that 
the generalized derivative is so far only defined for continuous functions /  with 
/(0 ) =  0.
Since the antiderivative operator is an isomorphism, we also have that every 
generalized function /  €  Cq 1 is integrable on intervals; i.e., if  /  =  [ /n] w ith 
f n €  C [0,1], then T f : = g €  Co[0,1], T fn :=  gn € Cb[0,1], and
=  lim  f  f n(s)ds,
»—00 Ja
where the latter integral can be taken in the Riemann sense. It  is easy to see that 
this construction also works for functions with values in a Banach space X . Thus, 
we can formulate the following version of the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus.
Theorem  1.3 (Fundam ental Theorem  o f C alculus). Let X  be a Banach 
space and g 6  Cb([0,1]; X ). Then g is differentiable, gf €  C^"1([0 ,1]; X ) is inte­
grable and
f  g'(s) ds =  g(b) -  g(a)
Ja
for all 0 <  a <  b <  1. Moreover, any f  €  C'J‘ l ([0 ,1]; X )  is integrable, g(t) :=  
j f / W  € Co([0,1]; JT) andgf =  f .
Next we want to shed some light on the nature of the generalized derivatives. 
Referring to our guidelines (a) — (d) we ask the question, whether this notion of
r f(s )  ds :=  g(b) -  g(g) =  lim  gn(b) -  gn(d)n *oo
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a generalized derivative coincides with the classic notion of a derivative. Clearly, 
the generalized derivative of a differentiable function /  €  Cq [0,1] is its derivative 
modulo 0-sequences; i.e., sequences (/« )» €n  C Co[0,1] w ith the property that
sup I /  /« (*) da\ -» 0 .
te[o,i] Jo
A nontrivial example for such a zero-sequence is given by the functions /„  : 1 1-» eint 
since T fn(t) =  £  (eint - 1) -► 0.
Secondly, note that
£ '[O ,l]c C 0- l [O,l]
for all 1 <  p <  oo, since
l l / l l - i  -  l ir /| |  <  ll/lUx <  \\f\iu, <  (i/iioo-
Moreover, consider the above sequence of functions f n : t e int . Then f n does 
not converge in L l  since
/ l |/n (* )-/« + i(*)l< fc =  f  \eint ~  e‘(n+l)t| dt =  f 1 \ l - e i t \ d t> 0  
Jo Jo Jo
for all n € IN. Therefore, the space CJ'1[0,1] is strictly larger than £*[0, 1] and 
thus strictly larger than £**[0,1] for all 1 <  p <  oo. h i the following we identify 
functions in IP [0,1] w ith the corresponding generalized functions in C^'1[0,1].
Further it is important to notice that the space P [0 ,1], the space of all poly­
nomials on [0,1] (or just the liner span of monomials t  t ° n satisfying the Muntz 
condition ~  =  oo) is dense^ in C[0 ,1]T. The reason is that P [0 ,1] is
Following E. H ille  and R. S. Phillips, [Hi-Ph], we say that a set M  is dense in 
a closed set X 0 if X 0 — M  n X 0.
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dense in Co[0 , 1 ] -  in the supremums norm and thus in the Z^-norm and in the 
C(j"l [0 , l]-nonn. The space Co[0 , 1 ] itself is dense in C [0,1 ] in the L x-nonn and 
thus in  the C^"l [0 , l]-norm. Hence
We employ these embeddings to show that the notion of a generalized deriva­
tive coincides also with derivatives of an absolutely continuous function. Let /  be a 
any absolutely continuous function w ith / ( 0 ) =  0 . Since C[0 , 1 ] is dense in Z f^O, 1 ] 
there exists a sequence (<7n)nen  c  C?[0,1] such that gn -+ / '  in Z^-norm, and thus 
also in || • ||r- Thus f  — [gn] can be identified with an element in C^_1 [0 ,1 ]. Fur­
thermore, since /q^„(s) ds —*• f { t )  uniformly in t, it is the generalized derivative
Another important class of examples are generalized derivatives of Banach 
space valued functions. Define /  : [0,1] —► L °°[0 ,1] = : X  via t  *-+ X[o,t]* Then /  is 
not almost separably valued and hence /  £  L I ([0 ,1]; X ). However, /  is Riemann- 
integrable and /„*/(«) ds =  ( t -  -)X[o,t] =  lim„-*oo /q /u (s) ds, where
and the lim it is uniform in t. Thus f  :t*-+  X[o,t] can be identified with an element 
uaC0- I (|O ,l];A ').
As another example, for t  €  [0,1], define T (t)  : L°°([0 , oo) —► L°°[0, oo) via
T (t)h  : s h(t +  s).
P[0,11T =  Co[0, l | r  *  C(0, i f  =  LP\0 ,i f  =  C0- '[ 0 , 1 ],
of / .
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Then the operator family (T (t))te[01j is not strongly Bochner integrable since 
T ( ‘)h  is not separately valued for all discontinuous h. But similar to the previ­
ous example, T(-)h  can be identified with an element in C ‘^ 1 ([0 ,1 ];X ), and thus 
(r W )t6 [o,i] “  strongly “integrable.”
Next, we want to comment on item (d) of our guidelines. Clearly, through the 
approximative nature of the generalized functions we have already an abundance 
of convergence theorems.^ 7) On top of them, we w ill show that the embeddings 
are compact. Let ( /n) be a bounded sequence of continuous functions. Then 
the sequence (T fn) is equicontinuous and thus, by the theorem of Arzela-Ascoli, 
there exists a subsequence ( /„ fc), such that T fnk converges; i.e., f nk converges in 
C ^l [0 , 1 ]. Thus every bounded sequence of continuous functions has a convergent 
subsequence in C£"l [0 , 1 ], which means that the embedding of C[0,1] into C^'1 [0 , 1 ] 
is compact. In Section n.2 we w ill show that any embedding into a generalized 
function space, that was obtained via a compact operator with a dense image, is 
compact.
Next, we want to investigate, whether the usual formal rules of calculus hold 
(see part (c) of our guidelines), h i order to talk about the derivative of a product or 
a composition we have to define products and compositions of generalized functions
(7) For example, if C [0,1] 9  / n —► /  in C ^ O , 1 ], then /„  might not converge 
pointwise as the example f n( t ) emt shows, but f n converges towards /  in the 
mean; i.e., for all 0  <  a <  b <  1 ,
first.
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Clearly, we would like to define a product on C^'1 [0 , 1 ] that coincides with the 
product of continuous functions. The naive approach would be to multiply the 
approximating sequences and hope that they converge in the || • | | r ,  but that does 
not work even for the embedded continuous functions in Cj"l [0 , 1 ]. For example, 
let / n : t *-» sin(2nirt). Then / n —► 0  in C ^fO , 1 ]. But with the above definition 
we would have 0 *0 =  [/n] • [/»] =  [/;*] 0 , since
||[/n lllr >  sin2(2u7rs) ds =  J  sin2  sds =  £ sin2  sds ■/* 0.
Another hint that defining a meaningful product on all of Cq'1 [0, 1 ] might be 
difficult or impossible, is the fact that even on L^O, 1 ] one cannot define a product 
that stays in L x[0,1].
The next attempt, mimicking the situation in L 1, is that we try  to define 
the product between a continuous function and a generalized function; i.e., for 
/  :=  [ fn] €  C£"l [0,1 ] and g € C[0 ,1 ] we would like to define
f9  :=  [fn } 9  :=  [ fng] =  T  -  lim  f ng. (1)
Unfortunately, as we w ill see, the lim it does not always exist. In particular, there
exists a zero sequence ( /n)ngN and a continuous function g such that 0  • g =  [ /n] • g
does not converge, which implies that the product defined as above is not well
defined. Let h  : t  *-►= V ising. Then h '(t) =  sin y — ^ c o s }. Let n^,en be
such that in+iW <  Zn <  M l  0  <  €n <  £n/2 and h 'itn )  =  h'(en) =  0. Define
{ 0  for 0  <  t  <  e„,h '(t) for en < t < £ n
0  for t  >  £n.
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Then /„  —► 0 in || • ||T-norm, since
/•* i i
ll/n llr <  sup I I  h'(a) ds\ =  sup |V ts in - -  v/e^sin— | -►0 .
t€[£n»(n] Jcn te[Cn,(nl 1
Let g i t * - *  y/tcoe j .  However, f ng does not converge since
sup I f  fn(s)g(s) ds| > | f  fn(s)g(s) ds\ =  \ f  i  sin i  cos -  -  i  cos2  \  rfs| 
t€[0 ,l] Jo Jen Jen 2  8  8  8  3
^  1  2  1  . , . /*»  1 . 1  1  . .> | I  -  cos -  as| — | I  -  sin -  cos -  ds\
Jen 3 8 Jen 2 8 8
[ 1/€~ 2 j  , /* *  1  . 1  1 , ,=  /  s cos sds — \ /  -  sin -  cos -  as —♦ oo.
A /e . A . 2  *  »
However, one can multiply w ith C 1 -functions, taking (1) as definition. Sup­
pose g €  C l [0 ,1 ], f n 6  C[0 , 1 ] and / n —► f  in Co"l [0 , 1 ]. Let Fn :=  T /„  and 
F  : = T f  E Co[0 , 1 ]. Then, in Cq[0 , 1 ],
T ( fng) =  f  fn (s )g (s )d s -F n g -  f Fn(s)g'(s)ds 
Jo Jo
- *  F g — f  F(a)g'(s) ds =  F g -T (F g [) .
Jo
Thus fng  —► fg  T ~ 1 (Fg) — Fg ' in C ^fO , 1]. Since T ~ l  corresponds to differ­
entiation and /  =  T ~ l F  we have proved the following proposition.
Proposition 1.4. a) Let f  — [ /n] €  Co"l [0,1] and g € C^O, 1 ]. Then fg  :=
T  — lim  fng  exists in  C£*l [0,1].
b) Let F e  C0 [0 ,1 ] and g €  C l [0 , 1 ]. Then (Fg)' =  F 'g  +  fg '.
In  a similar fashion, we can define the composition of a C^1-function /  and a
C2-function g w ith g'(t) £  0 for all t  € [0 , 1 ]. Define
f ( 3 ) : = T - lim /„ ($ ).
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F(g) =  limFnG/) =  \im T (F n(g))' =  ] im T ( fn(g)g')
in Co[0,1]. Thus f ~ l  (F(g)) =  T  -  lim  f n{a)sf €  C ^ O , I]. Since g '{t) ^  0, we 
have that ^  €  C l [0 , 1 ], and hence, by the fact that we can multiply with differen­
tiable functions, T ~ l  (F{g)) j r  6  Cq1 \0,1] and T “ l  (F fo )) j? =  T  -  ] im fn(g) = : 
/(^ ). This shows that the following proposition holds.
Proposition 1.5. a) Let f  =  [/n] 6  C7^ l [0 ,1 ] and j  6  (^ [0 ,1] with g '{t) ^  0 
for a ll t  £  [0,1]. Then /(< 7) :=  T  — lim /n(^) exists in C^'1 [0 , 1 ], 
b) Let F  6  Co[0 , 1 ] and g €  C f^O, 1] with g '(t) ^  0 for all t  € [0,1]. Then 
(FG/))' =  F'(g)gf.
Last, we consider item (6 ) of our guidelines for constructing generalized function 
spaces. To acquire the differentiability of every generalized function, we w ill con­
struct a tower of generalized function spaces by considering powers^ of T . The 
derivative of a generalized function will then be a generalized function in a gen­
eralized function space of higher order. For the antiderivative operator T , the 
operators T 2 ,T n are also bounded and one-to-one on C[0 , 1 ]. W ith the same ar- 
gument as above we can define 1 ] :=  C [0,1 ] . If  we identify Co[0 , 1 ] with
its embedding in C^_1 [0 , 1 ], the fact that T  is an isometry between C^'1 [0 , 1 ] and 
CQ[0 , 1 ]) implies in particular that f  € 1 ]) and that T  is one-to-one. We
will show in Section II.2  that C q 1 [0 , 1 ] =  C[0,1] =  C~2[0,1]. In  particular, we
We give here the discrete version. Fractional powers T ° of T  for a  >  —1 , 
which are convolutions with f(a+ i) are discussed in Section II.4 .
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can look at C~ 2 [0 , 1 ] and, inductively at C~n[0 ,1 ], in the following way.
C -"[0 ,1] --------   ► C_n_1[0,1]
isom. isomorph
•  •
•  •• •
C -J(0 , 1 ] ;-------     C0- ‘ [0,1]
isom. isomorph
J u
C0- l [0 , l ]     . Co [0,1]
isom. isomorph
J u
Co[0,1] ;------- 1 --------------C i0[0,l]
isom. isomorph
Here Co‘.0 [0 , 1 ] :=  { /  6  C l [0,1 ] : / ( 0 ) =  / ' ( 0 ) =  0 } with ||/||, =
Clearly, we can construct similar towers for IP  spaces, completing them with 
the new norm
l l / l l - . ,  ~  l|T " /ll,-
Since Co[0 , 1 ] *-+ IP [0 , 1 ]«-+ C^*l [0 , 1], we obtain the embeddings
C0- n[0 , 1 ] - 1 * — 10 , 1 ] -  Co' (n+1 ) [0 , 1 ].
It  is worthwhile to note that the spaces C *^n[0 ,1] have a partial ordering if we 
set /  < - n g if T*1/  <  T 'g .  They are in fact Banach lattices, and, even more, A M - 
spaces (see H. H . Schaefer [Scha2 ] for an introduction to Banach lattices). The
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positive cones are getting larger if we increase n. For example, t  ►-» sm2 irt  x _ i 0  
in C ~l [0 , 1 ], whereas t  cos2irt 0, but t  »-*• cos2nt 0 in C~2 [0,1].
We end the section by giving examples of distributions which are contained in 
the spaces C£"w[0,1 ]. First we consider Dirac’s 5-function. Since the constant 1 -
between C_ 2 [0,1] and C ^l [0 , 1 ], the generalized derivative T  of the constant 1 - 
function cannot be zero. We can identify the constant 1 -function as the generalized 
derivative of the function F (x ) =  x. Thus, the generalized derivative of the 
constant 1 -function is the same as the second generalized derivative of F.
bet (/„ )neN be a sequence in C[0 , 1 ] such that T * fn - *  F .(9) Then (/«)«€n  
is a Cauchy sequence in C~ 2 [0,1], and /»  —► F "  €  C~*2 [0 ,1].
The generalized function /  :=  F "  has the same properties as the functional 
5 0  — 5i on C[0,1]. To see this, let g 6  C °°[0 ,1 ] w ith g, ( l)  =  0. Then
Since the functions g € C °°[0 ,1] with < /(l) =  0 are dense in C [0,1] and since
respect to the supremums norm on C°°, we can extend L f  to C\0,1] and L /(h )  =  
h(0 ) -  h (l) for all h € C [0,1 ].
This result is not too surprising. If  we identify functions on [0,1 ] with func­
tions on (—oo, oo) by extending the functions with 0 , we may identify the constant
_____ y  •
function is in C[0 , 1 ] =  C ^ p ), 1 ] c  C ~ 2 [0,1], and T  is an isometric isomorphism
f  f(s)g(s) ds :=  lim  f  f n(s)g(s) ds =  lim  / T 2 ( f n)(s)g"(s) ds 
Jo J o J o
= f  3gf'(s)d8 = g(0) -  g ( l).
Jo
the functional L f  w ith L /(g )  :=  f(s)g(s) ds =  <j(0) — g( 1 ) is continuous with
w  For example, let /„ (* )  :=  /  2 n -  2 n2*  for 0 <  x  <  1/n
1 0  else
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1 -function with the Heaviside function H(Q) — H {  1 ), whose distributional deriva­
tive is do — S i.
In  order obtain <Jo without Ji we choose the Frech6 t  space C[0 ,1 ). There, the 
C 0 0 -functions g w ith lim t_ i g(t) =  limt—i  g'(t) — 0  are dense, and thus L j(h )  =  
h(0 ). Thus, the generalized derivative of the constant 1-function coincides with 
the Dirac functional on the space C [0,1) and with So — as functional on C[0,1].
As an other example, we locate the function t  *-* j ,  or, in the language of 
distributions, the finite part of \  in the tower of spaces C^n[0 , 1 ]. Since the second 
derivative of /  : t *-» t in t—t  is j  for t >  0 , and since /  €  Co[0 , 1 ], we check whether 
the generalized second derivative of /  has the distributional properties of the finite 
part of jH o ; i.e., whether f"(t)g(t) dt =  dt for all g € C 2 [0 , 1 ] with
supp(g) € [0,1 ) (See, for example, A. H. Zemanian [Ze], p. 18 for a discussion of 
finite parts).
Let /"  =  [&n] be the second generalized derivative of / ,  i.e., hn €  C[0 , 1 ] and 
T^hn —*■ / .  Let g €  C 2 [0 , 1 ] w ith supp(g) 6  [0,1). Then
f 1 An(t)9(t) dt =  f l Ta(A„(‘))9 " (0 < « - t m f W d t .
Jo Jo Jo
However, for all 0  <  e <  1 ,
[ l  f(t)g"(t) dt = f  f(t)g "(t)d t +  [ l m g "  (t)d t 
Jo Jo Je
=  jT dt - - J  In fs '( f )
=  d t  -  f{e )g f( t)  +  ln£ (s(e ) -  ,(0 ) )  +  £  *
■1.1  9( t ) ~  9(0) £
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since e was chosen arbitrarily and the first three terms converge to 0  as e —*■ 0 . 
Thus, the generalized derivative of 1 1 -+ In t 6  L l [0,1] C 1], which is the
same as the second generalized derivative of t  *-* t in t — t €  Co[0 , 1 ], corresponds 
to the finite part distribution jH o .
Instead of just looking at the antiderivative operator, we will consider in the 
following sections the convolution operator T* with 7 * / :=  £(• — s )/(s ) ds.
B. C. Titchmarsh showed in 1925 ([T i], Theorem V II) that 7* is one-to-one if  
0  e  supp(k). C. Foias showed in 1961([Fo]), that under the same condition (i.e., 
0 € supp(k)), the image of 2* is dense in L^O, 1 ]. K . Skdmik in [Sk] proved 
the density of the image in Co[0 , 1 ]. Thus the same construction of generalized 
function spaces works if one takes the convolution operator Tk instead of the 
antiderivative operator T. Since this is a central point in this dissertation, we 
w ill give proofs of vector-valued versions of Titchmarsh’s Injectivity Theorem and 
Foias’ Dense Range Theorem in Section II.3 . The “towers” of generalized function 
spaces, defined via 7 *, are investigated in Section II.4 . They lead to a “continuous” 
diagram of spaces which allow, if  combined with asymptotic Laplace transforms, 
an operational calculus as powerful as the one developed by J. Mikusinski in [Mi2] 
or by K. Yosida in [Yo].
n.2 Linear Extensions o f Banach Spaces
In  this section we collect some basic properties of linear extensions of Banach 
spaces. A  linear extension of a Banach space X  is a completion of X  with respect to 
a new topology which has been obtained via a bounded, linear operator T  : X  —>Y
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(Y  Banach space) that is one-to-one.^ 1) In  other words, the new norm, has been 
obtained by measuring the image of the linear operator with respect to the old 
norm; i.e.,
\\x\\T  :=  ||Tx||.
The linear extensions, denoted by X  , have the following crucial property which 
explains why they play an important role in many applications.
Theorem  2.1 W  Let X ,Y  be Banach spaces and let T  € C(X, Y) be one-to-one.
—rOn X  define a new nor.m via ||x ||r :=  ||Tx|| and let X  denote the completion o f 
the normed vector space X'T :=  (X, || • ||r). Then
 T f  ______
X  -------------------- ► Im (T )
isom. isomorph
J u
X  — ► Im (T );
i.e., X  is continuously embedded in  X  , and the operator T  extends to an isometric 
isomorphism T  between X  and Im (T ). In  particular, (X , || • ||t) is already a 
Banach space i f  and only i f  Im (T ) is closed in  Y. Moreover, the operator T  is
compact i f  and only i f  every bounded sequence in X  has a convergent subsequence
 t
in  X  .
C1) For the sake of claritv and brevity we confine ourselves to Banach spaces. 
The whole section also holds for spaces equipped with a separating set of semi­
norms || • ||a . A ll the theorems can be reformulated replacing “Banach space” with 
“Frech^t space” and || • || with || • ||a . Moreover, the operator T  may depend on a.
(2) See also R. Nagel [Na] and T . Walther [Wa],
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J
P roof. Clearly, X  can be identified w ith a subset of X  by identifying x € X  
w ith the constant sequence x modulo the set of zero-sequences w ith respect to 
|| - ||t- Since
IM Ir =  l|Tx|| <  ||T|| ||x||
for all x  €  X , the identity is a continuous map from the Banach space (X , || • ||) 
into X T .
— t  — rLet z €  X  . Then there exist xn €  X  such that xn —* z in  X  . This
—Timplies that the sequence (xn)n€N is Cauchy in X  or, equivalently, that the 
sequence (Txn)n6N is Cauchy in Y. This shows that y :=  limn-»oo T xn exists. 
Consider another sequence (un)n6N €  X  such that vn —► z in X  . Then, as 
above, w :=  limn_ ao Tvn exists in Y. Now,
111/ - H I  =  lim ||Tx„ - Tt/nll =  lim ||xn -  v„||T =  ||x - z\\T =  0 .
Thus,
Tz  :=  lim  T xnn—*0 0
 j* -
is a well-defined extension of T  mapping X  into Im (T ). Clearly, T  is linear and
||fz || =  lim  ||rx n|| =  lim  ||xn||r =  I^ Ht
for a ll z €  X T. This shows that T  6  C (X T, Im (T )) maps isometrically and is
one-to-one. To show that T  is onto, let y  € Im (T )  and yn € Im (T )  w ith yn —*V
in Y. Let x n e X  with T xn =  yn. Since ||yn|| =  ||Txn|| =  ||xn||r it follows that
——T —Tthe sequence (xn)n€N is a Cauchy sequence in X  . Let z 6  X  such that xn —* z
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in X T. Then
Tz  =  lim Tx„ =  lim yn =  y.
Thus T  is an isometric isomorphism between X  and Im (T ).
Suppose X T  =  (X , || • ||r) is a  Banach space. We show that Im (T )  is closed. 
Let y €  Im (T ). Then there exist x» €  X  such that ||Txn — y|| —*• 0. Since the 
sequence (Txn)n€tf is Cauchy in Y  it follows that the sequence (xn)ri6N is Cauchy 
in X T . Since X T  is complete, there exists z €  X  such that ||xn — z||r  —► 0, or, 
equivalently, that ||Txn — Tz|| —► 0. Thus, Tz =  y and therefore Im (T )  is closed.
Suppose that Im (T )  is closed. Let (* n)n6N be a Cauchy sequence in X T. 
Thus (Txn)neN is Cauchy and, due to the closedness of Im (T ), converges to Tx  
for some *  € X .  Hence xn - *  x  in X T  and thus every Cauchy sequence in X T 
converges. Thus X T is a Banach space.
The last statement follows from the fact that a map T  is compact if and 
only if  for every bounded sequence (xn)n€N in X , the sequence (Txn)n6N has a 
convergent subsequence (Txn<)i6N ; i.e., (xn<)t€N is convergent in X  . 0
As explained in the previous section, a typical situation we have in mind is 
when X  — Y  =  C [0,1 ], and T  is given by the antiderivative operator T  : /  »-► 
/ 0( ) f (s )  ds. Then T  is injective and tm T  =  C7o[0,1 ]. Thus, the derivative operator 
T ~ l  extends to a bounded linear operator from C{)[0,1 ] onto C[0,1] . Since we
r
want to do analysis on C[0 , 1] we would like to extend typical operations S of
----- J*
analysis (such as integration or convolution) from C[0 ,1 ] to C[0 , 1 ] . This can be 
achieved via the mechanism described in the following theorem.
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Theorem  2.2. Let X  be a Banach space, and let T  € C (X) be one-to-one. Let 
S  €  C (X ) with ST  =  TS. Then the following statements hold.
(a) The operator S has an extension S  €  C (X T) with  ||5|| <  ||S|| and ST =  TS. 
Moreover, S is one-to-one i f  and only i f  S is one-to-one.
—~ST T  ^(b) Let S be one-to-one. Then X  is isometrically isomorphic to  (.X  ) (=
).
(c) Suppose there exists V  €  C {X ) w ith V T  =  TV, V  is one-to-one and Im (V ) =  
Im (T ). Then ~XT C i f  and only i f  there exists S €  L (X T) w ith S being
- _y
one-to-one and ST — TS  such that X  is isometrically isomorphic to X  . 
Moreover, S can be chosen to be T ~ l V .
(d) I f  S is compact then S is compact, and the converse holds i f  the image o f T  
is dense in X .
—X TP roo f, (a) Let r  € X  . Then there exist xn €  X  such that x n —► z in X  . 
Since ||S *« -S *m||T =  ||T S in-T S rrm|| =  ||S rx „ -S T x m|| <  ||S|| ||T i„ -T x m|| =
- - -  J*
||5|| ||xn — xm||r, it follows that there exists y 6  X  such that Sxn —* y in X  .
 rp
Consider another sequence (vn)n€K c  X  such that v„ —* z in X  . Then, as above, 
there exists w €  X  such that Svn —*• tw in X  . Now,
lly -  ti;||T =  lim ||Sarn -  5 u„||t  =  lim ||T5xn -  rS v„||
< ||5 || lim  ||x„ -  v„||r  =  IIz -  z||T =  0 .
~  —T
Thus, Sz :— T  — lim n _ 0 0  Sxn is a well-defined extension of S mapping X  into 
X T. Clearly, S is linear and
||Sz||r =  lim ||S *n||T <  ||5|| lim ||zn||T =  ||S|| ||z||r
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for all x € X T. This shows that S €  C (X T) and ||<S|| <  ||S||. The commutativity
of S and T  follows from
STz  =  S fz  (since Tz  €  /m (T ) c  X )
=  5(lim Txn) (where the lim it is taken in X  and xn —► x in X T)
=  lim STxn =  lim TSxn =  lim TSxn 
=  T  — lim TSxn (if in =  lim u/„, then w =  T  — lim in„)
=  f { T  -  lim  Sxn) =  fS z .
If  S  is one-to-one, then trivially, S  is one-to-one. Suppose that S is one-to-one. 
I f  0  =  Sz, then Sxn —♦ 0  in JCT , where xn —► z in X T . Thus TS xn =  STxn —* 
0  in X .  Since lim Txn exists in  X ,  it follows from the boundedness of S that 
S (lim rxn ) =  lim STxn =  0. Thus T xn - *  0 in X . This shows that ||x „||t  —► 0 
or, equivalently, z =  0. Hence S  is one-to-one.
 CT
(b) For x € X  with x =  S T  — lim xn for some xn € X  define
$ (x ) :=  S — lim  xn in X T.n—*oo
First we show that $ (x ) always exists. This follows from
|[Sx„ 5x»ji||^r =  IJTS^ Xn Ti?Xm||x =  (JiSTXri STXm^X —* 0*
Next we show that $ (x ) is well defined. Suppose x =  ST  — lim xn =  ST  — 
lim yn. Then
lim ||Sxn -  5yn||^ r =  lim  ||5Txn -  STyn \\x =  0 .
Thus S — lim xn =  S — lim yn in X T.
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Clearly, $  is linear. Nov we show that $  is one-to-one. Suppose $ (x ) =  0 . 
Then <fc(x) =  S — lim xn =  0  in "XT . implies that
||5Txn|U  =  ||rs x „ |lx  =  \\SXnW-fr -  0 .
Thus x =  S T  — lim xn =  0.
The fact that $  is isometric follows from
||z|| - st =  lim  USTxnlU =  lim  ||T5xn|U  =  lim USxJUr =  ||$ (x ) ||_ * .
*  OF)
It  remains to be shown that $  is onto. Let z € X  . Then z =  S —lim yn for 
some yn €  X T. Thus ||5 yn—5 ym||-^r —► 0  and therefore \\TSyn—TSym\\ —► 0 . For 
each yn choose a sequence (xn,i) fc6l(I C X ,  such that yn — T  — lim *-,*  Xn,k and 
\ \ fy n- T x n,k\\ <  £ for all n, k. Thus ||Tyn- r x n,n|| <  £ and thus ||!fy „ -rx „ ,„ || -► 
0 . Combining this with the fact that \\TSyn — TSym\\ —> 0 yields 
||5Txn,n — *5Txmtm||
< ||5 T x n,n -  S f  yn|| +  \\STyn -  STyro|| +  ||STym -  5Txm,m||
<\\S\\ \\Txn,n -  f y n|| 4- \\TSyn -  fS y m\\ +  ||5|| ||rx TOlTO -  t y m\\ -  0.
Let x =  ST  — limxn,«• Then $ (x ) =  S — lim xn>n in ~XT. Since
||iSxn>n 5yn||^ r =  \\fS xnin T5yn|| <  ||5|| ||Txn,n — 0
we obtain that z =  $ (x ). Hence $  is onto.
(c) Suppose X T C X V. Let 5  :=  T ~ l V. Then clearly S €  C (X T), S is 
one-to-one and TS  =  ST =  V . Since ||*||= 5 ?s =  ||TSx|| =  ||Vx|| =  ||x||v for all
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x  €  X  we obtain that
^  =  (X 1', M * s) =  (X T,||.||y )= X ''.
Suppose X y  s  X 1* . Then obviously X r  C X V.
** J*
(d) By definition, S is compact if  and only if for every X  -bounded sequence 
(zn)n€N in ~XT there exists a subsequence (-£«<) t-6 i«i such that Szni converges in
 J* -  -
X  or, equivalently, TSz^  converges in X .
—T -Assume 5  is compact. Let (zn)n6N be a X  -bounded sequence; i.e., ||T 2:n|| 
is bounded. Therefore TSzn =  STzn =  STzn. Since 5  is compact and Tzn is 
bounded, there exists a subsequence (zm)i€N such that STzni =  TSzn< converges. 
Thus S is compact.
Suppose S is compact and the image of T  is dense in X . Let (xn)ncN be a 
bounded sequence in X . Then there exists a sequence (l/n)neN c  X  such that
\\Tyn — xn|| <  Hence yn is X  -bounded and therefore Syn =  Syn has a
—rX  convergent subsequence, i.e., there exists a subsequence (y«<),-€ such that 
TSyni =  STyni converges. Thus (5xnJ i6N is convergent, and therefore S is 
compact. 0
In  case that S =  T, the last theorem leads to the following observation.
C oro llary 2.3. Let X  be a Banach space. Let T  €  C{X) be one-to-one, and
.  -  ^  -ttT
let Xo :=  Im (T ). The isomorphism T  : X  - *  X q also defines a bounded, linear
—T —T -operator from X  into X  . As such, i t  is one-to-one and \\T\\c^ t  ^ <  ||T||£(x)-
 x
P roof. The statement follows immediately from the fact that X q «-*■ X  . 0
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— —T —TUsing T  of the above corollary, we can extend X  to X  . Iterating this procedure
_ y *
leads to the following tower, where, by Theorem 2.2 (b), X  =  X
C o ro llary  2.4 (Tow er o f lin ear extensions o f X ). Let X  be a Banach space, 
and le t T  €  C(X) be one-to-one. Then
J u
 t3 T  .  T —
X  =  X  --- ► Im (T ) = Im (T )
isometric isomorphism
J u
X T --------------   ► h M T ) = Im if )
isometric isomorphism
J u
X  :  —  (/m (r ),|| - llr - i) .
isometric isomorphism
   = -f
Suppose that the image of I 1 is dense in X ; i.e., Im (T )  =  X . Since /m (!f) =
(Jm (!T)) =  X T, the image of T  is dense in X r . Denoting X „  :=  X  for n >  0
and X _ „  :=  Im (T n) equipped w ith ||/||_ n := ||T~n/||, we obtain the following
Sobolev-tower (See also [DaP-Gr], [N al-2 ], [Wa]). We identify T  w ith its natural
extension or restriction on X n.(3)
In  the case that T  is the antiderivative operator discussed in Example 1.2,
we would take X  =  Co[0 , 1 ]. Since C<j[0,1|J =  C[0 ,1 ]T , the following corollary 
coincides with the tower-diagram following Proposition 1.5.
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C oro llary 2.5 (A bstract Sobolev tow er). Let X  be a Banach space and let
T  €  £ (X )  be one-to-one w ith  Im (T ) =  X . Then
J U
X n - - - -  ► X n — 1
isametnc isomorphism
J U
X l  ------------------------------ ► X q
isometric isomorphism
J u
X q ---------------   ► X - x
isometric isomorphism
J u
X -x  : ► X - 2,
isometric isomorphism
h i particular, T3 is an isometric isomorphism between X t and X i+J- for a ll i , j  €  Z . 
I f T  is compact, so are the embeddings.
In  Section IL4 we w ill apply the results of this section to convolution operators 
Tk : /  —► k * f  acting on generalized function spaces X n =  C ^n((0 ,a ];X ). Before 
doing so, we will study in the following section some properties of the convolution 
operator on spaces C7([0, a]; X ).
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The convolution transform Tk  '■ f * - * K * f y where (K * f ) ( t ) =  s)f(s)ds,
holds a central place in modern analysis/1) In  1925 E. C. Titchmarsh ([Ti], The­
orem VTI) showed that the convolution T* is one-to-one on L 1 [0, a] as long as 
0  €  8npp(k) and k €  L x\D, a]. Clearly this implies the injectivity of as an oper­
ator on C[0 , 1 ]. C. Foias showed in 1961 ([Fo]) that with the same condition, the 
image of the convolution transform is dense in L x[0 , a]; K . Skomik [Sk] extended 
the result to Co[0 , 1 ]. Thus, the convolution operator Tk satisfies the conditions of 
the previous section; i.e., Tk is one-to-one and the range of Tk is dense in Co[0,1 ]. 
Therefore, we have the following diagram.
a n p f *  -------- —------- - Co(0,11 =  Im (Tk)
isom. isomorph
J u
C [0,1 ] — Im (Tk),
where the extension Tk of the convolution operator is an isometric isomorphism 
between the generalized function space Cq[0, 1 ] * and C<)[0,1 ].
^) W . Kecs noted in the preface of his book “The Convolution Product” ([Ke]) 
that “ The extension of the convolution product in the distribution space created a 
natural framework for the extension and enrichment of its properties, and it is due 
to this fact that the convolution product has become a powerful mathematical tool 
in symbolic calculus, distribution approximation, Fourier series, and the solution 
of boundary-value problems. The mgh effectiveness of the convolution product 
is especially reflected in its properties with respect to the Fourier and Laplace 
transforms [...]
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We will extend Titchmarsh’s injectivity theorem and Foias’ dense range the­
orem to convolution operators Tk  : C ([0 , a ];X ) —*■ C([0 , a]; Y ), defined by
where K {t)  €  C (X ,Y )  for all t €  [0,oo), t  t—► K (t)  is strongly continuous on 
[0, oo), 0 6  supp(K(-)x) for all x € X p ^  and satisfies a technical condition. These 
conditions are automatically satisfied for scalar-valued k and uniformly continuous 
semigroups (X ( t ) ) t > 0  (see Example 3.11). The technical condition can then be 
weakened considerably, and we w ill show that Titchmarsh’s injectivity theorem 
and Foias’ dense range theorem also hold for strongly continuous semigroups, 
compositions of strongly continuous operator families that have the injectivity 
and dense range properties, as well as the composition of such strongly continuous 
operator families w ith bounded injective linear operators (see Theorem 3.15).
Contrary to the proofs of Foias’ theorem by C. Foias [Fo], K . Skornik [Sk] 
and J. Mikusinski [Mi2 ], our proof is constructive and yields an approximating 
sequence of continuous functions.
The proofs given here are based on a generalization of the Phragm&i-Doetsch 
inversion formula for the Laplace transform which states that if
W If  0  £  suppK(-)x; i.e., K (t)x  =  0  for 0  <  t  <  e for some e >  0 , then for all 
/  6  C[0 , a] with f ( t )  =  0  for 0  <  t  <  a — e, K  *  f x =  0, where f x(t) :=  f ( t ) x
TkS ' t *-* [  K ( t -s ) f (s )d 8 ,  
Jo
/(A ) =  f  e Xtf ( t )  dt =  lim —* oo [  e ~ \ t f ( t )  dt 
Jo n Jo
for some exponentially bounded /  €  £/oc([°> <»);*)>  then
(1)
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where the lim it is uniform for all t  >  0 (see [Ba-Nel], Thm.1.7). The proof of 
the following extension of this inversion formula was inspired by J. Mikusinski’s 
proof of a uniqueness theorem for the Laplace transform (see [Mi2], Chapter V II). 
We obtain Mikusinski’s uniqueness result as a corollary to the inversion procedure 
to be described below (see Theorem 3.6). The extraordinary aspect of this new 
inversion formula for the Laplace transform is that it does not require taking 
infinite sums like in the Phragmdn-Doetsch inversion ( 1 ).
We say that a sequence (J3n) satisfies the M iintz condition (Af) if  there exists 
S >  0 , such that for all n € IN,
00 .
0n >  o, 0n+ 1 - 0 n > 5 > O ,  and ^  —  =  oo. (A f)
n=l
Theorem  3.1 (Phragm dn-M ikusinski inversion). Let f  €  L 1([0,T j;X ) 
fo r some T  >  0 , and q(A) :=  e~xtf ( t )  dtS3) Furthermore, let (/?n)n€N be a se­
quence satisfying the M iintz condition (M ) and Nk € IN be such that —
T. Define
3 = 1
Then |afc,n| <  e2/3kn^ kS and
Lt  Nkf(s )  ds =  lim  ock,ne0 kntq(/3kn),0
where the lim it is uniform fo r t e  [0 , T].
(3) We w ill extend the result later on to the case that T  =  oo; i.e., we w ill 
consider in Corollary 3.3 exponentially bounded /  € £^ .([0 , oo); X ) and q(X) =  
/o °° e~At/W  dt.
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P roof. Let N’t  be such that ck :=  — T- Such Nk exists since the fact
that K7 >  ^ < = 1  3^77 ““P1* 8  that
O O t OO k 1 °° i *  1
* E £ * E E s ^ - E £ - E £ « ~y = i y = i  »=i HfcJ+t j= i y=i
Thus, E ,“ ijfc  =
The proof of this theorem is built on the fact that the sequence of functions 
0*.: I t  —* 1R+ with
1  *  pke - W  *  foke-0* ^  * . . .  *  &Nkke~^Nkk^) (t +  ck) for t  >  - c k
<i>k(t)
else
converges pointwise towards the Heaviside function H (t) =  X(0 ,oo) (f°r all t  ^  0). 
We w ill show first that 4>k(t) =  1  — £ n = i a k,ne~l3knt for t  >  —ck. Consider 
ipk :=  1  *  (3ke~^k^  * . . .  *  0Nkke~^lfkk^  • Then
j f  * - * * » >  *  - x i + s  •"  a + ^ t
= 7 f c ' 0  i +7 fc i x t a + ' • • + 7 M ,‘
for some coefficients 'yk,n- Multiplying t>y A and putting A =  0, we obtain that 
7 fc,o =  1- Similarly, if we multiply with A+ 0 nk and put A =  -@nk, we obtain that
Nk n =  _  TT - wlk,n I I  a a ’AA Pjk — Pnk 
/ - 1
Since the inverse Laplace transform of is e~0nkt, we obtain that V'fc(^ ) =
1  +  S n ii 7k,n^~0nkt for t >  0. Therefore
tfk
<f>k(t) =  +  Cfc) =  1  +  5 3  7k,ne~M t+Ck)
n = l
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for all t  >  —Cfc. Let
« * ,. :=  ^  Tj2VAA Pjk — Pnk
7=1j* n
= i  TT ■ e - ^ .
7=1
j¥»
Then 0fc(t) =  1 -  5 ^ x afc,ne“A‘*t for all t >  -c * .
Next we show that |a*jn| <  e ^ r1 f^cn. We have that
to K » | =  - A * E T T  +  E ln 3 - ^ V - +  E  h fl 0ika ~ s l + s 2 + s 3.jZ i  Pjk ^  Pn* “  Pjfc y j  Pjfc -  Pn*
We first look at S3 . Since /3yfc <  /?„* — k<J(n — j )  for j  <  n, and since the function 
‘ ~  s i = i  »  increasing on (0 ,/U ) , we know that =
and thus
c .. V ' l .  A>* — M (n — i )  v - 'i .A i*  — M i
I t  W - J )  U  ~ 1^ ~ '
The fact that the function t  *-* is decreasing for t  >  0 yields
Now, ln (l/t  — 1) >  0 if t  €  (0 ,1 /2 ) and ln (l/t  — 1) <  0, if t  € (1 /2 ,1 ). Thus
* < 4
=  £ “*  / ~ 1 / 2  1  ^  f l* ln 2
m  /„  i - t  w  ■
In  a similar fashion we find an estimate for S i +  S3 . The function t  >-» 
-& *• 4- In t-frnh “  positive and decreasing on (/?„*, 0 0 ), because its derivative
fink t  ~~ fink t  fink t  _  fink fink
t2 t (t — fink)2 t2 Kt-fink)
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is negative and the lim it as t  - *  oo is equal to 0 . Since /?„* +  k5 (j — n ) <  (3jk we 
obtain that
o  , a _  __ V '  &nk , V "  &jk V 2'  , Pjk
^ P jk  Pjk-Pnk Pjk Pjk-Pnk
<  f _________ffnfc . , Pnk + k6(j -  Tl)\
j * * + « & - » )  k6U-n) J
_  Y '  ( ___P”k__ , in Pnk+_k6j\
V /5 n J b + ^ J  kSj J
- f r f  ( - I T i+ h l T£) *
a *  r , (  i  , t t - g - n n
w V o v ( i+ o j  i+ < ' «j  J
_Pnkf i  I I Pnk 1 ». _  Pnk
Hence In |afe,n| <  ^n*t^ -n2  ^ and thus
gnfc(i-Haa) a/»t„
|afct„| <  <  e T T .
Next, we show that 0&(t) -*■ 1 for all t > 0. This can be seen via the following 
inequality. Let t >  0, and let k be such that jjy <  t/2. Then
Nk OO
WkW -  H <  £
it=oo
n = l n = l
< ^ e ~ 0 k n t / 2  <  ^ c-(fc» -l) « / 2  
n » l n = l
“ l _ c -fc«/2>
since ( 1  — e~kSt/2) =  e~^k~ 1^ 2. Thus <j>k(t) —► 1  as Jfc —► oo,
uniformly for t  >  e >  0 .
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Notice from the definition of 0&, that 4>k as convolution of positive functions 
is positive. Since




m  := {
is also positive, we know that <f>k is monotonically increasing. Thus
f°°
/  e ' t<f>k{t) dt -*• 1 .
Jo
Next, we show that e- t 0fc(t) dt —* 1 , which implies -  again by the positivity 
and monotonicity of <t>k -  that <f>k(t) —► 0  for all t  <  0  and thus uniformly for all 
t  <  — e <  0 .
Let k  be such that 0kn >  (kn  — 1)£ >  1 . Since
0 * *  + 1  =  1  +  _L_ <  ei/^ k» <  1  _  A n
0kn 0kn 1 ~  1/ Pkn 0kn ~  1'
we know that
1 <  _A lL _eV A » <  Pkn _ <  , . 1  <  el/((fcn -l)ai 2 - l )
0kn +  l  0kn — 1 (Jen — l ) 2 ^ 2  — 1
Since by the definition of <f>k,
roo f o o  /-oo
f  e t<t>k(t) dt =  f  e~Vjb( 0  dt =  eCk [  e~l<j)k(t -  ck) dt 
J—oo J—Ck Jo
= eE " :, » /* .  TT _ B sl-  ,  TT em
i i l + A -  M 1 + a .
we can conclude that
1  <  r  e~‘* K !)  <* -  TT <  TT
n=l +  Pkn n=l
E OO 1__
 v  n > l ( k n - l ) ^ i^ - l  g® — J .
Thus <f>k(t) —► 0 for t  <  0, uniformly for t  <  — e <  0.
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Finally, let e >  0 and ko be such that 0fc(—e) +  1 -  0*(e) <  e for all k >  ko. 
Then, for t  €  [0, T],
II f  /(«) is - £
•'» S t
=  II / * / ( • )  < * > - / £  dA||
•'o /o  S i
=  II /  / ( * )  *  -  /  ( l- « k ( A -  t))/(A ) rfA||
Jo Jo
= ii [ m  -  a  -  m *  -  m m  d s - f  a  -  « , ( « - 1 » / ( j )  <bu
£ /•<+£ i*T
f & ( * - » ) / ( » )  <fe|| +  /  11/(5)11 d s + I I  I ( 1 - * * ( > - « ) ) / ( * )  <fa||
0 J t-c  Jt+e
<  l l / l l i0 * ( -€ )  +  2e||/lli +  -  fe (e ))
<3€ ||/|U .
Thus ak ,n ^ kntr{fikn) converges uniformly to Jof(s) ds. <>
We show next that the Phragmdn-Mikusinski inversion does not register pertur­
bations of exponential decay T; i.e., if for t  € [0, T ),
Nkf  f{s )  d s =  Km Y ' cck,ne?nktq{0nk)
J °  n=I
for some function 9 , then
Nik
' /(s ) ds =  lim  otk,ne?nktq{pnk)
0  in = l
for all perturbed functions q =  q +  r, where r  is some perturbation of exponential 
decay T.
C oro llary 3 .2 . Let r  : (w, 0 0 ) —► X  be a function, and let (/?n)n6N C 1R+ be 
a sequence of positive numbers satisfying the Muntz condition (M ). Suppose r  is
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o f exponential decay T  >  0 ; i.e.,




lim Y ]  cck,ne0 nktr(J3nk) =  0 
* - ♦ 0 0 n=l
for allO < t  < T  where cck,n and Nk are as in  the previous theorem, and the lim it 
is uniform for all t  €  [0, S] and 0 <  S <  T.
Proof. Let t  €  [0 , T). Then —T  <  — Thus there exists ko such that 
||r (/3n)|| <  e-22^ '3* for all n >  ko and such that 2/IzqS  <  (T  — t ) / 3.
By the previous theorem we know that |afc,n| <  e ^ kn <  ex^L^nh. Thus
n= 1  n=l
OO 0 0I= l»  . -
n=l n=l
n=l 1  — e T
as k oo, uniformly for all t  6  [0,5] for all 0 <  S <  T. 0
In  the following two corollaries we w ill reformulate Theorem 3.1 in terms of 
Laplace transforms. The resulting “Phragm&i-Mikusinski” inversion formulas for 
the Laplace transform seem to be new.
C orollary 3.3. Let /  €  £ ^ ([0 , oo); Af) be exponentially bounded and /(A ) :=  
/ 0°° e~xtf ( t )  dt for sufficiently large Ee(A). Let (/?n)n€N be a sequence satisfying 
the Muntz condition (M ). Let 0 <  T ; let Nk € IN be such that Y in ^ i — T,
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and let aktn be as in Theorem 3.1. Then, for all t €  [0 , T),
Ft Nh
/  /(s ) ds ® lim  <Xk,net0 knf ( 0 kn),
J0 ~ n = l
where the lim it is uniform for 1 6  [0 ,5 ] and all 0  <  S <  T.W
Proof. Let q(A) :=  / 0T e~Xtf ( t )  dt, and r(A) :=  e~xtf ( t )  dt. Then /  =  g +  r  
and
ATk  ^ ATfc Nk
V  O‘k,net0 i~f(j3kn)  =  J Z a k,net0knq(0kn) +  Y h a ^ t0knr { p kn).
n = l n=*l n= l
By Theorem 3.1, the first term converges uniformly on [0, T] to j^ /(s ) ds. Since 
11/(011 <  Meut for almost all t  >  0 and some positive constants M  and or, it 
follows that
||r(A) || <  M  e~xteut dt <  - ^ —euTe -XT
Jt  A — uj
for all A >  u. Thus r  is of exponential decay T  and therefore, by Corollary 3.2, 
the second term converges uniformly to 0 for all t  6  [0, <S] and 0  <  S <  T. 0
C oro llary 3 .4 . Let f  €  /^ .([O , oo);X ) be exponentially bounded and /(A ) =  
/ 0°° e~Xtf ( t )  dt for sufficiently large Re(X). Let (/3n)n6N be a sequence satisfying 
the Muntz condition (M ). Let Nk be such that 52n=i as k  —► oo, and
let ak,n be as in Theorem 3.1. Then for a ll t >  0,
Nk
/  /(s ) ds =  lim  <xk,net0 knf(fiim ),
J° n=I
where the lim it is uniform on compact sets.
It  follows from Corollary 3.2 that one can replace /  by any function q, as long 
as the difference /  — q is of exponential decay T.
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Proof. Since =  c» for all k 6  IN (see the proof of Theorem 3.1), there
exists a sequence (iVfc)fcGN C IN such that £ n = i ftb" Thus, for all T  >  0
there exists ko such that >  r  for all k >  ko. Hence, by the previous
corollary,
*  Mk
/  f(a ) da =  lim  £  ak,net0 knf ( 0 kn),
Jo n= i
where the lim it is uniform in [0 ,5 ] for all 0  <  S <  T  and all T  >  0. 0
If  one takes 0n =  n, then the coefficients ctk,n defined in Theorem 3.1 reduce to
1 a Ol. •=i n =«■* ne - 0 kn 1 1  J - «
i = i  j = i
n j  _  n XX j  _  n V n /j = l  * j= n + l  * x '
Thus the previous two corollaries yield the following variant of the Phragm£n> 
Doetsch inversion formula.
C oro llary 3.5. Let f  €  £/oc([0,0 0 ); X ) be exponentially bounded and /(A ) =  
J T  e-A7 (* ) «*• £et Nk €  IN be such that J £ n = i ± > T  for all k €TN. Then for 
a l l t  €  [0,T],
£ iVfc
Jf /w<fa = fca £(-l) " +1 (**) ie^ rfkn),
where the lim it is uniform on [0, S] for all 0  <  S <  T. I f  the sequence (iVfc)n€N 
is such that % °°» ^ efl lim it exists for a l l t > 0  and is uniform on
compact subsets o f JR.
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Another consequence of the Phragm£n-Mikusinski inversion formula is the follow­
ing statement characterizing the maximal interval [0 , T\ on which an exponentially 
bounded Lj^-function /  vanishes in terms of the growth of its Laplace transform
A
A *-* /(A ) at infinity. This Abelian type theorem w ill be crucial in the proof of 
Titchmarsh’s theorem.
Theorem  3.6. Let 0 <  T  and /(A ) :=  e~Xtf ( t )  d t for some exponentially 
bounded^  /  €  ££*.([0, oo);X ). Then the following are equivalentS®
(i) Every sequence (0n)nen  satisfying the Muntz condition (M ), satisfies
lim  sup In ||/(/?„)|| =  —T.
n—»oo Pn
(ii) For every sequence (Pn)n^ n  satisfying the Muntz condition (M ), there exists 
a subsequence (/?„fc)fceN satisfying the Muntz condition and
lim -J -ln ||/( f t ,J II =  -T .
K^ OO Pflk
( iii)  There exists a sequence (/Sn)n€K satisfying the M untz condition (M ) and
lim  sup ~  In ||/(/?„)|| =  - T .  
n—»oo Pn
(iv) f ( t )  =  0  almost everywhere on [0, T] and T  € supp(f).
(v) lim su p ^ *, J ln ||/(A )|| =  - T .
In  case that /  is not exponentially bounded, the theorem still holds if we 
replace /  with the truncated function f ( t )  :=  f ( t )  • X[o,S] for some S > T .
(®) G. Doetsch ([Do 1 ], Satz 14.3.1) proved that lim sup*.,,*, ^ ln ||/(A )|| <  —T  
is equivalent to the statement (tv)': /  =  0 on [0, T] a.e. In  fact, it follows from 
the proof below that statement (tv)' is equivalent to the statements (t) — (iii) if 
lim  sup In ||/(^n )|| =  —T  is replaced by lim  sup In ||/(/?„)|| <  —T.
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Proof. We show that first that (i) = >  (ii) = >  (iii) = >  (iv) = >  (i) and then 
that (iv) < = >  (v). Suppose (i) holds. Let (/?n)n6N be any such sequence. Let 
(0n)n€N ^  subsequence that is obtained by dropping the elements of (j3n)a€i f  
for which ||r(/?n)|| <  e^~T_e A^*. The dropped subsequence satisfies
lim sup i  In ||/G O  <  - 7  -  e.
n -o o  P*
Since (t) is assiuned to hold, the dropped sequence can not satisfy the Muntz 
condition. Thus the sum of the reciprocals of the dropped elements is finite, 
and the sum of the reciprocals of the remaining terms /?* is infinite; therefore, 
still satisfies the Muntz condition. Now we use a diagonal argument. 
Let j  — 1 and take the first fci elements of ( such that S f i i  j j t  >  1. 
Continue with elements of the sequence ( f in * '), picking consecutive elements until 
Y ljL i j jr  +  Y lj=k i pbr — 2- Continuing this process we clearly end up with a 
subsequence having the properties stated in (it).
Clearly (it) implies (iii). Suppose (tit) holds, ha the case that T  >  0, com­
bining Corollary 3.3 with Corollary 3.2 we obtain that
f  f(s )ds  =  0  
Jo
for all £ € [0 ,7 ). Hence /  =  0 a.e. on [0,7]. Thus (tit) implies that /  =  0  a.e. on 
[0,7] for all 7  >  0 . Now let 7  >  0 and suppose that /  =  0 almost everywhere on 
[0 ,7  +  e]. Then, for A >  0, we have that
ii < r u m < u  i i = ii r  e~M m  aw  <  —M _ e" P ,+«)e-*(T + « )j (2 )
Jo J t +€ a — u;
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where M ,ui are such that ||/(t)(| <  Meut for almost all t  >  0. Thus
lim  sup i  In ||/(A ) || <  - ( T  +  e)
A—»oo A
contradicting (ttt). Thus (tv) holds.
Suppose (iv ) holds. Then by (2), for e =  0, limsup.x_ 0 0  jln ||/(A )|| <  
—T . Thus, for any sequence (J3n) satisfying the M iintz condition we have that 
limsupn_ 0o £  In ||/(/?„)|| <  - T .  Suppose lim s u p ^ ^  In \\f(j3n)\\ <  - T  - e .  
Then Corollary 3.2 and Corollary 3.3 imply that /q /(s ) ds — 0  for t  €  [0 ,!T +  e), 
contradicting T  €  supp(f). Thus (i) holds.
The equivalence of (tv) and (v) is proved by virtue of the inequality (2). 
Suppose (tv) holds. Then, by (2), for e =  0, limsupA_oo j  In ||/(A )|| <  -T . 
Suppose limsupx_ 0 0  jln ||/(A )|| <  Then (t) can not hold, and since (tv) 
implies (i) this contradicts (tv). Thus lim sup^c*, x ln ||/(A )|| =  —T.
Suppose (v) holds. Then, by Corollaries 3.2 and 3.3, /  vanishes on [0 ,T ]. 
Suppose /  vanishes on [0, T  +  e]. Then (2) implies that limsupA_ ao j  In ||/(A )|| <  
—T  — c, contradicting (v). Thus (tv) holds. ^
For an exponentially bounded, strongly continuous family of linear operators 
(K ( t) ) t>0 c  C(X, y ) (7) we obtain similar results. We define the Laplace transform 
of such an operator family to be the family of linear operators , where
K (X )x  := [ ° °  e~XtK (t)x d t.
Jo
We often write f£ ° e~XtK {t)  dt instead of K (A).
(7) In  case the operator family is only defined on a finite interval [0 , T\ we identify 
the operator family with its extension K (t)  := |  ^  onto [0 , oo).
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Theorem  3.7. Let (K ( t) ) t>0 be a strongly continuous, exponentially bounded 
family o f linear operators and le t T  >  0. Then the following are equivalent.
(i) Every sequence (/?n)neN satisfying the Muntz condition (A f), satisfies
lim  sup In ||£(/?n)ll =  —T.
»—»oo Pn
(ii) Every sequence (j3n)neu  satisfying the Muntz condition (M ) has a subse­
quence satisfying the Muntz condition and
lim  ^ -In ||ft'(/3 „ J)|| =  - T .
] - > OO [3 n j
(iii) There exists a sequence (Pn)ne if satisfying the M untz condition (A f) and
lim  sup In || K (/?„) || =  - T .
n—»oo Pn
(iv) K ( t)  =  0 almost everywhere on [0, T] and T  € supp(K).
(v) lim supx-**, x 111 II^W H  =  ~ T .
Proof. W ith the same proof as in Theorem 3.6 we show that (i) implies (it)
and clearly, (it) implies (iii) . Suppose (iii)  holds; i.e.,
lim  sup ~  In ||£(/?n)ll =  - T .
n-»oo Pn
Then lim sup^.,,,,, ^•ln ||A '(/?n)x|| <  —T  for all x € X .  Thus, by the previous 
corollary, K (t)x  =  0 fo ra ll0 < t < T  and all x 6  X .  Thus K (t)  =  0  on [0 , T\.
Suppose K (t)  =  0 on [0, T  4- e]. Then, for A >  0, we have that
JrO O  fO O  jL jri e~xtK ( t)  dt\\ =  II /  e~XtK (t) dt\\ < - ^ — e^ T^ e ~ x^ \  (3)
0  JT+e A — u
where M ,u  are such that ||h f(t)|| <  Mewt for almost all t  >  0. Thus
lim  sup \  In \\IC(A) || <  — (T  +  e)
A—»oo A
contradicting (iii) . Thus (iv) holds.
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Suppose (iv) holds. Then, by (3), for e =  0, limsupn _ 0 0  In ||J (^/?n)|| <  —T  
for all sequences (/?„) satisfying the Muntz condition. Suppose
lim  sup In \\K (0n)\\ <  - T - e
n—*oo P n
and thus limsupn _ 0 0  £  In  ^ K (fin)x^ <  —T  — e for all x  €  X .  Then the above 
theorem implies that JqK ( s)x  ds =* 0 for t  €  [0 , T + e ) and all *  €  X , contradicting 
T  €  8upp(K). Thus (i), and w ith the same argument, (v) holds.
Suppose (v) holds. Then limsupn _ > 0 0  ^•ln||K '(/?n)x|| <  —T  for all x €  X . 
Then, by Theorem 3.6, K  vanishes on [0,T]. Suppose K  vanishes on [0 ,7  +  e]. 
Then (3) implies that lim  sup j  In ||^ (A )|| <  —T  — e, contradicting (v). Thus
(iv) holds. 0
The Theorems 3.6 and 3.7 provide us with a powerful tool to prove Titchmarsh’s 
theorem. But first we want to establish the some facts about convoluting w ith a 
strongly continuous operator family.
Lem m a 3.8. Let (^ (^ ))t€[o,<») c  Y) be a strongly continuous fam ily and 
f  €  C([0 ,o o );X ). Then s  •-* K ( t  — s )f(s ) is continuous on [0,i] for all t  >  0  
and the convolution operator T jc / : t  J q K ^  — s)f(s ) ds is a bounded linear 
operator from  C ([0 ,T ];X ) to  C ([0 ,T ];y ') for all T  >  0 . Furthermore, i f K  and f  
are exponentially bounded, then for all sufficiently large X,
f 10 e~Xt(K  *  f ) ( t )  dt =  [ ° °  e~XtK ( t)  e~Xaf(s)dsdb  =  K (X )f(X ).
Jo Jo Jo
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Proof. Let M t :=  sup,e[o,t] ||iir(s )||/8^  The function s *-*■ K ( t  — s)f(s ) is 
continuous in [0 , t] since 
\\K (t - ( . +  h ))f(8  +  * ) -  K ( t  -  8)f(3)\\
< \\K (t  -  (s +  fc))/(s +  h) -  /T (t -  (s +  h ))/(s )||
+  ||/C (t -  (s +  h ))/(s ) -  K ( t  -  s )/(s )||
<Jlft ||/(s  +  h ) -  /(s )|| +  ||K « -  (s +  h ))f(s ) -  K ( t  -  s )/(s )|| -  0 
as h —► 0 . The convolution operator T *  : C([0 ,T ];X ) —► C ([0,!T ];y) is bounded 
since
B T jr/ll- sup B t m  -  s ) m  dsll <  sup Mr f\f(.a)\\d3<  MTr ||/||.
i€[0 ,T] Vo t€[0 ,T] JO
The second statement of the theorem holds since
K 7 f { \ )  :=  e~Xt f  K ( t  -  s )/(s ) dsoft =  / ° °  e~xtK ( t  -  s)f(s)d tds  
Jo Jo Jo Ja
=  [  f  e 'x^ a)K { t ) f {s )d td s =  f  [° °e ~ xtK (t)e~x,f{s ) ds dt 
Jo Jo Jo Jo
= K {  A )/(A ).
0
As remarked earlier, we can not expect the convolution operator to be injective 
for a strongly continuous operator families K , assuming that 0 € supp(K). A 
necessary condition is that 0 € suppK(-)x for all x  6  X .  Otherwise, if K (t)x  =  0  
on [0, e], the convolution K *  f x =  0  on [0 , T] for every scalar valued function /  
with f ( t )  =  0  on [0, T  — e] and /*(£ ) := f ( t )x .  We do not know at this point,
(*) Since K  is strongly continuous, there exists for all x  €  X  and all t  >  0  
a constant M x such that ||Ar(s)a;|| <  Mx for all s € [0,t]. By the Principle of 
Uniform Boundedness, there exists a constant M t such that ||i^(s) || <  Aft for all 
€ [ 0 ,t].
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whether this condition is also sufficient. We give a technical condition, which
combined with the requirement that 0 6  supp(K) , is a sufficient condition. Once 
we proved Titchmarsh injectivity theorem and Foias’ density theorem for operator 
families satisfying this technical condition, we give ways to extend Titchmarsh’s 
and Foias’ Theorems to a wider class of operator families including, for example, 
strongly continuous semigroups. For the following definition we recall that
D efin ition  3 .9 . Let (K ( t) ) t>0 C £ (X ,Y )  be a strongly continuous operator 
family with K (T 0) ^  0 for some Tq >  0. Let T  >  Tq. We say that (K (t)) t>0 
satisfies condition (A t ) if  there exists a Miintz sequence (/3n)neN, such that for 
all e >  0  there exists a constant Ne with
for all n >  Ne and all x  €  X . We say that (K ( t) ) t>0 satisfies condition (A) if 
there exists a T  >  To such that (K (t)) t>0 satisfies condition (A t).
Proposition 3.10. Let ( lf ( t ) ) t>0  C C(X, Y ) be a strongly continuous oper­
ator family satisfying condition (A t0) for some To >  0 . Then (K ( t) ) t>0 satisfies 
condition (A t ) for a ll T >  To. If, in addition, (K ( t) ) t>0 is exponentially bounded, 
then there exists a sequence (/?„)n6N satisfying the Muntz condition (M ), such 
that for all e >  0 there exists a constant Ne with
for 0 <  t  <  T  <  oo 
else.
(At )
for all n >  Ne and all x  €  X .
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Proof. Let T  >  To, and suppose {K (t)) t>Q satisfies condition (At0). Thus 
there exists t  €  [0,To) such that K (t)  ^  0 . Let (j3n) be a Muntz sequence such 
that for all e >  0 there exists a constant Ne >  0, and such that
u*ib(&.)ii 11*11 < «*-'iiJ£jica.)*ii w
for all n >  Ne and all x  6  X .  W ithout loss of generality, it suffices to prove the 
assertion for all 0  <  e <
We show first that there exists a subsequence (/?»*) such that for all 
0  <  e <  there exists a constant J€ such that
e~@nj  (Tq—2c)
1  -  t - 1 ----------  >  e- 0 ^ /2
HtfrGMI ‘
for all j  >  J€. By Theorem 3.7 there exists a subsequence of (J3n) such that
t o  ^ - ln |lJ fr (A ^ )I> -fc3- * oo pnj
Let 0  <  e <  Hence, there exists Je such that
W K rtfn M  >  e -(t+c)^  >
for all j  >  J€. Thus
-finATo-le)
1  - s > l - e~0ni e >  e~0ni e/2
PW«,)|I “
for Pm e/2 >  1 . Let J€ be such that 0n ie/2 >  1  for all j  >  Je, and such that 
J€ >  Je. Then (/?n*)n6N satisfies the above inequality for all j  >  J€.
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We now look for estimates of (4) on both sides. We know that
ro
I|KV„(A.)Z|I - I I  /  e - ^ ‘ K (t)xd t\\Jo
<11 f  e -^ ‘K(t)xdtt\ +  \\ f T e- ^ ‘K(t)dt\\ M  Jo Jt0
S ll* r (A ,)* ll +  C 1 |e-'s- T« -  e -**r |0 * i  
for all n  >  7V( and some constant C l >  0. Oa the other hand,
II*t.(A .)II = II /  e-e- ‘K (t)d t- f  e ^ -‘K(t)dt\\Jo Jt0
> P5r0®»)ll -  II f  e-e-‘K{t)dt\\
JTa
>  U ^ rC M I -  Ca|e -'v r» -
for all n  >  N . and some constant C l >  0 . Thus
(IIKrOSaJU-Qile- * * 1 4  - e - ft-T |-C ,e ',"<|e -'J- T° - e _ft‘T |)||*||
<  e^'llhfi-O JnJill 
for all x  €  X  and for all n >  N e.
Let No >  Ne be such that
C 2\e~^Ta — e~P"T \ -f- C\e?n€\e~l3nTa — e~®rx^ '\ <  g—A»(^5>~2«) 
for all n >  Nq. Thus (5) reduces to
-  g~A»(To~2e)
ll# r (A .)ll(l -  T - r - - ■ ■ )||s|| <  eA'e|[/fr(/3„)x || 
for all n  >  Nq. Let N \ >  max{iVo, Je}. Then
e -a‘j« /2 ||if 7 .(/3„J)||||x || <  e M l^ rC A .,)*!!,
and thus
II-StCA.,) II 11*11 <  e^“. ^ 2 ||A-T (/3„J)I ||
for all x  € X  and all j  >  N i.
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Let K  is an exponentially bounded operator family. Replacing T  by oo and 
K t  by K  in the above argument, we obtain the desired properties for K .
Condition (A) is obviously satisfied by continuous scalar valued functions k ^  0 , 
if  we identify k(t) w ith the linear operator K ( t ) : x  *-* k (t)x . Another important 
class of strongly continuous operator families that satisfy condition (A ) is the class 
of uniformly continuous semigroups K (t) =  etB with bounded generator BS9^
Exam ple 3.11. Let (K ( t) ) t>0 be a uniformly continuous semigroup. Then 
(K (t) ) t>0 satisfies condition (A).
Proof. For a uniformly continuous semigroup (AT(t) ) t > 0  we know that
e~XtK ( t)  d t =  R( A, B) := (AI  -  B )~ l
Jo
for some bounded linear operator B  and all A >  u  for some ui >  0. Since
||As — Bx\\ <  A||x|| +  ||B||||x|| 
we obtain, for x  =  R(A, B)y, that
l|y ||< (A + ||B ||)||i2 (A ,S )y ||,
and thus
ll*(A)||||y|| < (A+ ||B||)||Ar(A)||||/2(A,B)|/||.
Since ||B(A, B)y\\ =  ||l^(A)y|| and ||A'(A)|| <  j r j j  for some constants M ,u  >  0 , 
we obtain that
l l * ( A ) | | M  <  eAe||if(A )y ||
for A large enough. Hence (K (t) )  satisfies condition (A ). 0
See, for example, A . Pazy [Pa] or J. Goldstein [Go] for an introduction to 
semigroup theory.
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Theorem  3.12 (T itchm arsh). Let (K (t)) t>0 c  £ (X , Y ) be a strongly contin­
uous operator fam ily satisfying condition (A ). Let T  >  0, le t f  €  C([Q,T]\X). 
Then the following are equivalent:
(i) K * f  =  0 on [0,TJ.
(ii) There exist constants 0  <  t i,t 2  < T  with t i  + t i  >  T  such that K  =  0  on 
[0 , ti] and /  =  0  on [0 , fa]*
Proof. By Proposition 3.10 it suffices to show that the theorem holds for expo­
nentially bounded, strongly continuous operator families, since any operator family 
on [0 ,T ] satisfying condition (A) can be extended to an exponentially bounded 
operator family satisfying condition (A ). Suppose K  *  /  =  0 on [0,2]. Then, 
identifying /  w ith its zero extension on [0 , 0 0 ),
lim  sup i  In * /(A )|| =  lim sup In ||^ (A )/(A )|| <  —T.
A—*00 A x—.oo A
By Proposition 3.10, for all e >  0 there exists a Muntz sequence (/3„)neN and Ne 
such that
e-A .<r-*) > > HKXMI ||/(i3„)||
for all n >  Ne. The first inequality follows from the estimate above and the second 
from condition (A ). Let
t i :=  lim  sup y  In ||ff(A )|| and t i  •= lim  sup y  In ||/(A )||.
A—*00 A A—»oo A
Then, by Theorems 3.6 and 3.7, K  — 0 on [0, fj] and /  =  0  on [0, t i \ .  By Theorem 
3.7 there exists a subsequence of (/3n)n€N satisfying the Muntz condition (Af)
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such that t \  =  limfc_ 0 0  In H-RT(/3nk) [|; by Theorem 3.6 there exists a further 
subsequence, (j3nkj )  such that £ 3  =  lim y-,*, ^  II /(A u *) II • Thus
- ( ( ,  +  * ,) =  lim  -ji-In ||K -0 3 „  )[|[|/(A , )|| <  —T  +  2e
} - * oo pnki *
for all e >  0 . Hence t \  +  £ 3  >  T.
Suppose (it) holds. By Theorems 3.6 and 3.7, we know that
lim  sup i  In ||K'(A)|| <  —1\ and lim sup i  In ||/(A )|| <  —£2 - 
A—*oc A A—*oo A
Thus,
limsup i  In ||jf**/(A )|| <  limsup \  In ||A '(A )|||I/(A )||
A—»oo ^  A—»oo ^
<  ~ {t\ +  £2 ) ^  —T.
Therefore, by Theorem 3.6, K  *  f  =  0  on [0, T\. <£
This theorem yields the following corollary.
C orollary 3.13 (In je c tiv ity  o f the convolution transform ). Let (K (t) ) t>0 
be a strongly continuous family o f linear operators w ith  0  €  s u p p (K )^  that 
satisfies condition (A), and let f  6  C ([0,T \\X ) for some T  >  0. Then K * f  =  Q 
on [0 , T\ implies that f  = 0  on [0 , T\.
Proof. Suppose K *  /  =  0 on [0, T\. Then, by the previous theorem, K  =  0  on 
[0 , £1 ] and /  =  0  on [0, T  — £1 ] for some £ 1  > 0 . Since 0 €  supp(K) we obtain that 
£ i= 0  and thus /  =  0  on [0 , T\. 0
(10) Recall that 0 € supp{K) if  there exist sequences £„ >  0 and xn € X  such that 
£n —► 0  and K ( tn)xn ^  0.
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After showing the injectivity of the convolution transform, we consider the 
density of its image. This is known in the scalar-valued case as Foias’ dense range 
theorem (see [Fo]). The proof of Foias is based on the Hahn-Banach theorem 
and the Riesz representation theorem of the dual of £ *[0 , T\. We give a different 
proof which is constructive and yields an approximating sequence of continuous 
functions in the image of the convolution transform. Moreover, we extend Foias’ 
dense range theorem to the Banach space valued setting.
O f course, we can not expect a dense image if we do not have a condition on 
the range of K (t) .  Suppose (K ( t) ) t>0 with 0 € supp(K) is exponentially bounded 
and satisfies condition (A ); i.e., there exists a sequence (/?n)n6N satisfying the 
Muntz condition (A f) and ||^(/?n)|||H I <  e/3nC||A'(/3n)x|| for all e >  0 , x 6  X , and 
n >  Ne. Let e >  0. Since 0 €  supp(K), by Theorem 3.7 there exists a subsequence 
of (Pn)ne ii satisfying the Muntz condition (Af) with \\K {0nk)^ >  e-A »fce. Thus, 
by condition (A ) there exists a constant Ne such that
||x||e“A**e <  e?n*€\\K(pnh)x\\ 
for all x € AT and all lb >  Ne. Thus K(j3nk) is one-to-one and for y €  Im (K (^ nk)),
I I (6)
Hence, K (fink)~ x is a bounded linear operator and Im (K (j3 nit)) =  V {K {fink)~ l ) 
is a closed subspace of Y. We denote this subspace as Ypnk and the intersection 
of the ranges with Y  :=  > with (J3nk) as a defining M iintz sequence.
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Theorem  3.14 (Foias1 Dense Range Theorem ). Let (K ( t) ) t>0 C £ (X ,Y )  
be a strongly continuous operator family with 0  € supp(K) satisfying condi­
tion (A ). Let K  bean exponentially bounded strongly continuous operator family 
that coincides with K  on [0,T]. Let 0n be a Muntz sequence defining Y. Then 
for a ll f  € Co([0,T \\Y ) there exist gn €  C([0,T \\X ) such that K * g n -+ fS 11)
Proof. It  suffices to show that the image is dense for K ,  since by Proposition 
3.10, K  also satisfies condition (A ) and, by definition, coincides w ith K  on [0,T]. 
Let /  6  (?o([0, TJ; Y). Let e >  0 and Let
for 0  <  t  <  e 
, /(s ) ds - 11 f{s )  ds) else.
Then
II / - /e l l  <  sup ||/( i) ||+  sup \  f ||/( t ) - /(s ) ||d s . 
t€[0,e] te[e,Tl € Jt-c
Since /  is uniformly continuous we have that f e —► / .  Thus, it suffices to show 
that we can approximate each / e. Let
/(*+?).-/(* ) for o <  t  <  T  -  e
U "  "  { !  (1 1 .
m  .
/(T?-/(T-e) e]se
Then h €  C ([0,T]; F ) and we identify h with its zero extension on C([0 , oo); V"). 
Then, in particular, h(j3n) € Y  for all n € IN.
If  /  € Co([0, oo); Y ), then the functions gn € C([0, oo );X ) that satisfy
sup ll(AT*9„)(i)-/(i)ll<i
t€[0,n] n
approximate /  in the Frech6 t topology of Cq([0, oo); Y).
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Since (/?n)„eN ^  a defining Miintz sequence there exists a constant Ne such 
that \\fc(Pn)~xv\\ <  e ^ ^ H y ll for all n >  Ne and y  €  Y.
Let
» (« ) == 5 2  a i . . ^ ‘ - ^ ll- 'K (p knr l h03kn),
n= l
where ak,n and Nk are as in Theorem 3.1. Then
Nk
K*9k(t) =  £ > * ,»  / ‘jfWeC—
S i  •'»
/.t
=  52<*kM {‘ ~,)Bk'  /  e-'«*"K W JrG 3*n)-‘ A (/W < k  
S i • ' 0
= ft ot,ne(,->*" r  e-"*- <fa
»=j ■'o
-  £  r  e -'e-'K(s)fc(j3inr lhQ3im) ds
Jtn = l 
Nh





-  E  f  e - ’ ^ K W k t f k n r 'h t f k n )  ds.
n = l -'t
hC^ fcn) =  jf° °  e~0k^ t+€)h(t) dt =  J™  e~0knth (t -  e) dt,
by Theorem 3.1, the first term converges uniformly for T  € [0, T] to
0  for 0  <  t  <  e
ft(s — e) ds else.
But
jT A (* - « ) <fa =  j  f  m - H s - e ) d s  =  U f  / ( » ) -  f(s )d s )
=  i  f ‘  f ( s ) d s -  f  f(s )d s  =  m .
6  yt-c yo
Thus the first term converges to f e, uniformly on [0 , T\.
{
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We conclude the proof by showing that the second term converges to zero. 
Choose k such that 2/kS <  e/4. Recall that ||/?fcnll >  i^ n  ~  1)<^ . Then
II I  e - e‘ ~K ($ )k(p tn ) - l hlJ3kn) <fa||
n = l Jt
<  y '  e2 ft» /M + ( t-« )A »  f ° °  e-0kn  H K '(s ) ||e ^k~2e/ 3 IIh03fcn) II ds 
rZ 1  Jt
< Me^t ||h(/3fcn)H A  e2/3fcn/JfeJ+ (t_ €)/3fcne_ ^ ntc^ fcn2£/3  
/?fcn ~ ^  -n = l
00 oo
< (7  ^  g/3ii«(2/fcf-€/3) <  £r ^  g—(fcn—l)5e/12
n = l n = l
As seen in inequality (6 ), the condition (A) implies that K{j3n)~ l  € C (Y ,X )  for 
some Muntz sequence (/3n)neN. This shows that a strongly continuous semigroup 
satisfies condition (A) if  and only if  .fif is uniformly continuous. We will now 
develop tools to extend the class of strongly continuous operator families that yield 
an injective convolution product or a convolution product w ith a dense range.
Suppose (K (t))  with 0 € supp(K) satisfies condition (A ) and thus, by Corol­
lary 3.13, yields an iqjective convolution operator Tk- Let C  be any bounded, 
injective linear operator. Then the operator family (C K (t))  does not, in general, 
satisfy condition (A ). However, Tq k  is also injective, since C K  *  /  =  0  implies 
that K * f  =  0. Furthermore, if T kx and Tk2 are injective, then T k x*k 2 is injective.
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Theorem  3.15. Let (X i(£ ))te[oi0o) C C(X, Y) and (K 2(t))t€[0>oo) C C(Y, Z) 
be strongly continuous operator families and let C  €  C(Y, Z ) be a bounded lin­
ear operator w ith a dense range. Suppose the convolution transforms Tk x ■ 
C ([0 ,T ];X ) — C([0,T\-,Y) and TK i : C{[0,T\-,Y) — C ([0 ,T ];Z ) liave dense 
ranges. Then the convolution operators Tc k , Tk 3*K i '. C ([0 , TJ; X )  - *  C ([0 , TJ; Z) 
have dense ranges in  C ([0, T]; Z).
P roof. First we show that for all /  € C([Q,T];Z) and e >  0  there exists 
<7 €  C([Q,T]',Y) such that supt€[0>Tj ||/(f)  -  Cg(t)\\z <  e. Let { t j }  be a partition 
of [0,T] such that supt6 jti>tj+1] ||/(< ) — f ( t j) \ \z  <  e for all j .  Since the range of C  
is dense, we can find y3- 6  Y  such that \\Cyj — f( t j) \ \  <  e. For t  € [ t j , t j+ 1 ] define
g(t) :«  (1 -  - t- —t\  )Vj +  7 ~ -~ -J: )v3'+1-t j+ i  — t j  * j+ l ~  t j
Then
sup ||Cg(t) -  f ( t ) || =  sup sup \\Cg(t) -  f ( t ) || 
te[o,T] j  1]
<  sup sup ||C^(t) -  C yj || + 1|C yj -  f ( t j )  || +  ||/(ty ) -  f ( t )  ||
< r - ~ %  IIC y j+ i -  Cyj\\ +  2e 
t j + 1  ~  t j
<2e +  sup sup \\Cyj+1 -  f ( t j+ 1 ) ||
3 *€[**,ty+il
+ b/(*h-i) -  m \\+ ii m  -  < se.
Let h  € C([0 , T \;X )  be such that \\Tk i h — <?|| <  e. Then
P b * *  -  /|| =  sup || f c K x(t -  s)h(s) ds -  /( t ) || 
t€[0 ,T] JO
<  sup ||C f *  K i { t  -  s)h{s) ds -  Cg(t)\\ +  ||C$(t) -  /(t) ||
«€[0 ,TJ 70
<||C||e +  5€ =  (||C || +  5)e.
Thus the image of Tc k i is dense.
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la  order to show that the range of Tk 2*k x is dense, let /  €  C([0 , T\; Z ). Then 
there exists g €  C(\f),T\-,Y) such that \\K2 *  <7 || <  e. Pick h € C ([0 ,rj;Z ) such 
that H-fifi * h  — g \\< e .  Then
IITK2*Kxh -  / | |  =  sup || f  K 2(t -  s )K i *  h(s) ds -  f ( t )  
tefo.Tj Jo
<  sup || f  K 2(t — s )K i *  h(s) ds f  K 2(t — s)g(s) ds|| 
t€[0 ,T] Jo Jo
+  || [ tK 2( t - s ) g is ) d s - f ( t ) \ \Jo
<  [  IIK 2(t -  3 ) 1 1  IliTi *  h(s) -  <7(3 ) 1 1  ds +  e <  TM e  +  e,Jo
where M  =  supt6{0>T] ||l?3 (t)||. Thus the range of Tk 2*k x is dense in C([0, T\; Z) 
0
As an application of the previous theorem we show that for strongly continuous 
semigroups the image of the convolution transform is dense.
Proposition 3.16. Let (K ( t) ) t>0 be a strongly continuous semigroup on a 
Banach space X  and T  >  0. Then the convolution operator Tk  '■ C7([0, TJ; X )  —► 
C([0 ,T ];X ) defined by T g f  :=  JqK ^  — s)f(s )d s  is one-to-one and has dense 
range/12)
Proof. Let A be the generator of (K’(t) ) t > 0  and let Ao be in the resolvent set 
of A. We show first that
m))t>o -  f(A o - A) f  K {s) ds)\ Jo J t>0
(12) Since for all g 6  C([0 , oc);X ), and for all T  >  0,e > 0 there exist fo  €  
C([0 , 0 0 ); X )  such that sup(€[0|T] ||/q AT( t—s )/r(s ) ds—g(t)|| <  e, the image is also 
dense in the Frech6 t space C ([0 , 0 0 );X ).
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satisfies condition (A ). By definition, F (t)  =  Ao(l *# (£ )) — K (t)  +  Id . Thus F (t)
is strongly continuous. Furthermore, F (A) =  / 0°° e~xtF (t)  dt =  Xaf * R ( \,  A) and
hence F (A )“ l  =  A(A — A)R(Xq, A). Therefore
11*11 =||F(A)(A(A-A)fl(Ao,A)*)|| =  ||(A(A-A)H(Ao,A)F(A)*||
<A||(A -  Ao)F(Ao, A) +/d||||F(A )*||
<A(A ||fl(Ao„l)|| +  Ao||R(Ao, A )|| +  l)||F (A )i|| <  AJC ||F (A )*|| 
for some constant C >  0 and all A >  v  for some u  >  0. Since
l|F(A)|| <  Ao(i||B(A,A)|| +  ||B(A, A)|| + 1 ) <  ^
we obtain ||x||||F(A)|| <  XMM\\F(X)x\\. Hence, the operator family (F (t ) ) t € 0^  Tj 
satisfies condition (A ) and it is easy to see that 0 € supp(F). Thus Tp is one-to- 
one (by Titchmarsh’s theorem), and the image of Tp is dense in C([0 , T]; X )  for all 
T  >  0 (by Foias’ theorem). By the previous theorem, the operator 22(Ao, A )F  =  
1  * K  also has these properties. But if (1 * K ) * f n converges to / ,  so does K * ( l-k fn), 
and if ( 1  *  K )  *  /  =  0 , then /  =  0 . Thus the convolution product with a strongly 
continuous semigroup has a dense range and is one-to-one.
Clearly, these statements can also be proved directly using semigroup methods 
without referring to Titchmarsh’s and Foias’ theorems. We w ill give the direct 
proofs next.
___ — A
To see that T fc f is one-to-one, observe that T x f  =  R{A, A )/(A ), where we
A
identify /  w ith its zero continuation onto [0, oo). Thus, if Tk S =  0 , then /  =  0  
for all sufficiently large A, and thus /  — 0.
For the semigroup proof of the density of the range of T x f  in Co([0, T]; X )  we 
show first that CJ([0,T]; [25(A)]) is dense in Cq([0 ,T ];X ), where [25(A)] denotes
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the Banach space consisting of the domain D (A ) of the generator A endowed with 
the graph norm ||x||a :=  ||x||-l-||Ax||. It  follows from the Hille-Yoeida theorem that 
the operators Ai2(A, A) are uniformly bounded (A >  Ao) and that Ai?(A, A )x — 
R(A, A) A x  +  x —► x f o r a l l x e  V {A ) as A —► oo. Thus by the density of the 
domain X>(A), it follows from the Banach-Steinhaus theorem that Ai2 (A, A )x  —* x  
for all x  €  X ,  where the convergence is uniform for x in compact subsets of X . 
Let g €  Co[0 , TJ;X ).  Then
9n ’ t '~* h j t dS~ h  J0 9^  dS € C° i[0 '
and gn —*■ g as h —► oo uniformly on [0 , T\. Let
9h,\ : t  H* Aii(A, A)flk(*) €  Col ([0, T]; [P (A )]).
Since Cf,, :=  {<7/» (i): t € [0 , T ]} is a compact subset of X , it follows that gx,x —*• <?/i 
as A —♦ oo. Now for fh ,\ € C([0 ,T ];X ), we have that Ttcfh,x =  if and only 
if f K fh,x or fh,x(p) =  in  ~  A)ghtX(n) =  H9h,x(jt) -  Agx,x(/*)• Thus, fa x  : t 
9h,\(t) -  Ayfc,A(t) € C([0 ,r ];  AT) satisfies TKfa,x - *  9- Thus, the range of TK  is 
dense in Co([0, T |;X ).  0
Consider the inhomogeneous abstract Cauchy problem
u '(t) =  Au(t) +  /(* ) , u(0) =  0 , (JCP)
where A is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup K (t)  on a Banach 
space X ,  and where /  € C([0, oo); X )  is a forcing term. Then the unique mild
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solution of (IC P )  is given by
u(t) :=  [ * K i t  -  s)K s) ds =  (TK f) ( t )
Jo
(see, for example A. Pazy [Pa], or J. Goldstein [Go]). By the previous proposition, 
the range of T k /  is dense in Co([0,T];X). Thus for any given target function 
z €  Co([0,21];X ) and any e >  0, there exists a forcing term / e € C ([0 ,T ];X )  
such that the solution uc =  Tjcfe of the evolutionary system described by (IC P ) 
satisfies
IITKfe ~  *11 =  SUP ||tie(t) -  Z(t)\\ <  €. 
t€[0 ,TJ
Therefore any evolutionary system governed by a strongly continuous semigroup 
can be steered by appropriate forcing terms f e €  C([0,T\’,X )  to any preassigned 
target orbit z €  Co([0, T]; X ).
Furthermore, since \\T x fe — z\\ =  ||ue — z|| <  e, it follows that there exists a 
generalized forcing term /o €  C ([0 ,T ];X ) Tk such that / e —» /o €  C ($ ,T \ ;X )Tk 
and
z(t) =  (Tic/oKt) =  lim  (TfcftKt) =  lim ue,
€ —♦ 0  c—* 0
uniformly in t  €  [0 , T\, where u€ is the solution of
u'€{t) =  A u & )  +  f €, ttc(0) =  0.
In  this sense, any target z €  Co([0, T ];X ) is a “lim it solution” or generalized 
solution of the inhomogeneous problem
u'(t) =  Au(t) +  f Q(t), u(0) =  0,
for a unique forcing term /o € C ([0 ,T ];X ) Tk.
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Having Titchmarsh’s and Foias’ theorems to our disposal, we do expect sim­
ilar results for cosine families, solutions of Volterra integral equations and other 
abstract integro-differential equations that can be treated with the Laplace trans­
form. However, the scope of that investigation is going beyond the range of topics 
treated in this dissertation. We w ill return to the concept of "lim it solution” in 
Chapter IV . There we w ill show how this concept arises naturally in the study of 
abstract Cauchy problems
u '(t) =  A u (t); u(0) — x,
where the operator A  generates an integrated or ^-generalized semigroup on a 
given Banach space X .
II.4 The Vector Space o f Generalized Functions
In  this section we will show that the generalized functions deduced from the convo­
lution product with a scalar valued function form, in the scalar-valued case a field, 
and in the vector-valued case a vector space over that field. Extending the domain 
of the generalized function spaces and considering all ^-generalized vector-valued 
functions on [a, oo) for some a  € R , we obtain a class of generalized functions 
that includes the abstract quotient field developed by J. Mikusinski.
But first, we want to shed some light on the structure and interplay between 
different generalized function spaces that were obtained by the convolution prod­
uct. In  Section H . 1  we introduced the notion of a generalized derivative of con­
tinuous functions. This led to the following tower of generalized function spaces,
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isom. isomorph
c-*i0,1] T C ~l [0,1]
isom. isomorph
J U






Since integrating is the same as convoluting with the constant one function, we
operators Tk- In  the last section we showed that the convolution operator 7* 
is one to one and has a dense range for k  €  C [0,r] with 0 € supp(k). In  the 
case that k  €  £ x[0 , 1 ] with 0  €  supp(k), the resulting convolution operator Tk : 
C([0,1]; X )  —*• Co([0,1]; X )  is also injective and has a dense range in Co[0,1], since 
1  *  k is continuous and 0 € su p p (l*k ). Thus Tuk is an injective operator with a 
dense range. But since k + f  =  0 implies that 1 *  k  *  /  =  0, and hence /  =  0, we 
obtain that Tk is injective and since 1  *  k  *  f n —i► g implies that k *  ( 1  *  f n) —► g 
we have that the range of Tk is dense. Thus the results of Section II.2  apply to 
k € L l [0 ,1 ] as well. In particular, Theorem 2.1 yields the following diagram  for
will consider now towers of generalized function spaces generated by convolution
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any k  €  £ *[0 , 1 ] with 0  € supp(k).
C |P f 1  :----------- -------- Cop), ij
isom. isomorph
J u
C[0,1]  —  Im (Tk).
To simplify notation, from now on we w ill identify the operator Tk w ith T*.
As special cases, consider ka :t>~* for a  >  0. Then ka € L l [0 ,1] and we 
denote w ith Ta the convolution operator f  *-* ka * f .  Then TaTp =  Ta+g. Note 
that in following diagram we consider Ta as an operator from Co[0,1] into itself. 
By Theorem 2.2, Cop), l]Tfl can be obtained by extending Co[0,1 ]T“ with 
Let 0  < a < 0 < n .  Then
C -»[0,1]
J
c i iM 1'”
J 
J













 ► Im T a
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Let <t> : t  i -  e"±. Then :=  ( £ ) n 0 € C0 [0 , 1 ], 0<n)(O) =  0, and hence 
Tn<f>^ =  *  <f>  ^ =  <f> for all n  €  IN. Hence, by Theorem 2.2 (c), all the
C0 n[0, lj-spaces are contained in the generalized function space C(0 ,1 ] . Thus
C0 [0 ,1] c p o f * «» C \ f c l f *  ^  CTn[0,1 ] c j p j f *
for all 0  <  a  <  0  <  n. Since distributions are, at least locally, distributional 
derivatives of some order n, all distributions with support in (0 , 1 ) are contained 
in some C£"n[0,1 ] space. The generalized function T ^ l (t t ) cannot be a distri­
bution, since that would imply that ^  t) is a continuous function /  for
n+5T
/ d \ n+2 ,
1
n ^ 3 .
some n G IN, and therefore that =  e~ t *  / .  Hence
This is a contradiction. Therefore the space C[0,1] * contains more objects than 
just distributions.
If  we look at arbitrary generalized function spaces deduced from two convolu­
tion operators 7fcl and I* , ,  with k i, 6  L x[0 , 1 ], Theorem 2 . 2  yields the following 
structure.
C [M lT ‘ 1 # fc 2 —  C fM lTka C p u f * 1 * * 8  <------- — ---------
isom. isomorph
(J J *^2 isom.isom. isom.isom. Tk2
m
c lM r “  -  0 ,(0 ,1 ] c I o j f “  <--------- ----------- Co[0,1].
isom. isomorph
For elements /  6  C[0 , lj *l we have that T ^ T ^ f  =  T ^ k i f ,  whether /  is con­
sidered as a generalized function in C[0 , l]Tfcl or as its embedding in C[0 , i]Tfcl*‘a.
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Thus we identify an element /  €  C[0, l]T<ri with an element /  €  C[0, l] 7*3, if their 
embeddings in C[0, i]Tfcl*‘a are the same; i.eM if
This identification enables us to define the convolution between two generalized 
functions.
D e fin itio n  4.1. Let fci.Afe €  £*[0,1] with 0 € supp(k\) n supp(k2). Let /  €
 - )Cl - ^
C [0 ,1 ] and g € C[0,1] . Then we define the convolution between the two 
generalized functions via
f * g  :=  Tj~\k3 ( k i * f * k 2 * g ) .
Clearly, /  *  g € C[0 , 1 ] 1 3  is again a generalized function. Next, we show that 
this convolution is well defined: we show that for /  € C[0 , l ] * 1 fl C[ 0 , l ] * 3 the 
convolution f * g  is independent of the representative for / ;  i.e., it does not matter 
whether /  is considered as an element of C [0,1 ] or as an element of C[0 , 1 ] . 
We know that
/ = K  I t ,  (fci * * 2  *  / )  € q o j f 1**’ .
Thus, for g €  C [0,1 ] for some k  €  L l [0 , 1 ] with 0 €  supp(k) we obtain that
f * g  =  * k 2 * f * k * g ) ,
which is independent to the choice of the space of / .
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EVirthermore, let fci, be as above and let h :=  Tj~\k iit l( l * k i ) .  Then for all 
/  6  C p [ T‘J, * 1  * /  € and
h * ( k i *  f )  =  ( i  *  k i *  k i *  k2 *  f )  — / .  ( i)
Thus Th — r fc- 1. This shows that the inverse convolution transform of functions fc 
with 0  €  supp(k) is again a convolution, a convolution w ith a particular generalized 
function.
Through the additive component of the generalized function spaces, we will 
always have to deal w ith generalized functions that do not have zero in their 
support.^ 1) Thus in order to obtain a field with respect to addition and convolution 
we have to take a closer look at convolutions of functions that are zero on some 
interval [0 ,a].
Let k € C\0, oo) with k  =  0 on [0, a] for some a >  0. Then 
k ★ f i t )  =  j  f i t  — s)k(s) ds =  j  f { t  — s)kis) ds
t—a
f i t  —a — s)kis +  a) ds =  ( k -a *  f ) { t  — a),
where fc_a(t) k{ t  +  a); i.e., the graph of fc_a is the graph of k shifted by a to 
the left. Thus, convoluting w ith a function k that is zero on some interval [0 , a] is 
the same as convoluting w ith the shifted function k - a and then shifting back the 
result.
Therefore if the "shift”-operations were invertible, we could define the inverse 
of the convolution transform w ith respect to functions that do not have zero in
W Let /  € C7([0,1 ] *. Then supp(f) := supp{y), where T k f =  k *  f  =  y € 
C0[0,1].
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their support. Unfortunately, only the right-shift is invertible on [0, oo) and neither 
shift is invertible on [0 , 1 ]. On (—oo, oo), however, they are invertible. Thus, if we 
regard functions /  in Co[0 ,oo) as functions /oo € C (—oo, oo) w ith
the shift-operator Sa w ith Saf ( t )  =  f ( t  — a) for some a  €  1R is an invertible 
operator. The resulting functions can be identified w ith functions in Co [a, oo) 
for some a  € 1ft. W ith this embedding of the continuous functions Co[a, oo) into 
C (—oo, oo) we have to adapt the definition of the convolution operator in order to 
keep it one-to-one.
For k  € [a, oo) and /  €  C ([6 , oo); X )  for some constants a, 6  €  1ft, define
the left. W ith this interpretation we follow J. Mikusinski’s interpretation of the 
shift operator in the context of his operational calculus ([Mi2] §6 6 ). If  a =  6  =  0 ,
We cannot use the space C (—oo, oo) as a seed for our generalized function spaces, 
since it does not have the properly that the convolution transform is one-to-one. 
For example
0  else,
/(£ ) for 0  <  t
where and are the functions obtained by extending k  and /  with zero to
then obviously this convolution coincides with the convolution discussed so far.
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For functions / ,  g €  C (—oo, oo) with /  =  0 on (—00, a] and g — 0 on (—00, 0] we
Since the right shift S_a/  and S -0g are zero on (—00,0) and the convolution 
transform is one-to-one on C[0, 00), we obtain that the convolution product on 
the space of continuous functions that are zero on the interval (—00, a] for some 
a  €  1R has no zero divisors. Furthermore, if /  =  0 on (—00, a] and g =  0 on 
(—00, 0\, then /  *  g =  0 on (—00, o +  0].
We can extend function spaces Co [a, 00) to Co [o, 00) for T* : Co [a, 00) —► 
Co [a, 00) with
for k € C[0,00) by taking the completion of the space C[a, 00) with respect to 
the seminorms ||/||a ,rk :=  ^Pteta.a] li^fc/W II- Any generalized function /  €
with its zero-extension to [a, 00) and then taking Tk 1. Recall that we identify
have that
/  *  9(*) *  f  / ( *  -  *)g(s) ds=  f  f ( t  -  s)g(s) ds 
J—0 0  J#
a  — 0  — s +  a)p(s +  0)ds
- / - a * - a - 0 ) =  S a+0(S -af  * S -0g) (t).
Tkf :t*-+ f  k ( t— s )/(s ) ds 
Ja
Co[b, 00) is naturally embedded in Co[a, 00) for a <  b by identifying k *  f
/  € Co[a, 00) kl with g €  Co[a, 00) *3, if k 2 * k i * f  =  k i*k 2 *g .  Thus we consider
two generalized functions /1 € Co[ai, 00) kl and /2 6 Co [02,00) *3 to be the same
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if
Ity ★ k i *  f i  — k i *  A?2 *  / 2 >
where the functions fcj *  fci *  /x  and fci ★ k i *  H  8 X 6  considered as functions in 
C (—oo, oo) by extending them w ith zero to the left.
Theorem 4.2 (The field o f generalized scalar functions). Let
?  :=  { f  E Co[a, oo) * : a €  1R, A; 6  C[0, oo) with  0 6  supp(k)}, 
and define
/  *  y :=  Tk l\ ki (k l *  f  *  k2 *  g)
for f  €  Co [a, oo) 1,1 and <7 6  Co[a,oo) ia. Then J7 is a Geld w ith  respect to 
addition and convolution.
Proof. Clearly, with the above identification, F  is an additive group. By the 
natural embedding of functions with different domains, the convolution is defined 
for all / ,  g E F .  Furthermore, f * g  — 0 implies that k\ *  /  *  k i * g =  0. Since the 
convolution transform is one-to-one, we obtain that either k i * f  or Afc * g  =  0  and 
hence /  =  0 or g =  0. Let /  6  Co [a, oo) with a € supp(k *  / ) .  W ith  the above 
identification, such a constant a always exists for /  #  0. Then S -a( f * k )  := h E 
C[0,oo) with 0 6  supp(h). Let f ~ l :=  Tk 1(S -ak). Then for all g €  ^  we have 
that
f * f ~ l *g  =  Tk*ii*ki ( k * f * h * T k l S -ak *k i*g )  — Tj^hi[kl (S -ah * S -ak * k i* g )  =  <7 . 
Clearly, f * ( g  +  h ) = f * g  +  f * h ,  and hence, T  is a field. 0
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Since every element of the field is a generalized function and is therefore equal to 
Tk l f  for some continuous /  and k , the field is the same as the one obtained via 
a field extension by J. Mikusinski.
So far we have only considered scalar-valued functions. Clearly, the vector­
valued generalized functions cannot form a field. The convolution between two 
vector-valued functions is not defined if the vector space has no algebra structure. 
However, we can consider the spaces Co([(a,oo);X) . As above, we can define 
the convolution of a generalized scalar-valued function w ith a vector-valued func­
tion. The vector-valued generalized functions form a vector space over the field of 
generalized functions. Thus integration (convoluting with the Heaviside function 
Ho), for example, and differentiation (convoluting with H q 1 =  6q) are “scalar” 
multiplications in this vector space.
C oro llary 4.3 (T h e vector space o f generalized functions). Let X  be a
Banach space and let T  be the held o f generalized functions. Then
V := { /  € Co ([a, oo );X )Tk : a € 1R, k € C[0 , oo) with  0  € supp(k)}
is a vector space over T  where scalar multiplication o f a vector f  6  V  with some 
is defined by
h * f : =  T j^ lkt ( k i * h * k 2 * f ) ,
^ ™ ^ j *
where h  €  Co[a, oo]fcl and f  € Co([a2 , oo);X )k i.
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III. The A sym ptotic Laplace Transform
“The modem Laplace transform is relatively recent. It  was first used by 
Bateman in 1910, explored and codified by Doetsch in the 1920s and was 
first the subject of a textbook as late as 1937. In  the 1920s and 1930s it 
was seen as a topic of front-line research; the applications that call upon 
it today were then treated by an older technique -  the Heaviside oper­
ational calculus. This, however, was rapidly displaced by the Laplace 
transform and by 1950 the exchange was virtually complete. No other 
recent development in mathematics has achieved such ready popularisa­
tion and acceptance among the users of mathematics and the designers 
of undergraduate curricula.”
M . A. B. Deakin [De2 ].
The asymptotic Laplace transform is an extension of the classical Laplace trans­
form. It  was introduced in 1939 by J. C. Vignaux [Vi] and further investigated 
by J. C. Vignaux and M . Cotlar [Vi-Co], [Vi2] in 1944. It  allows one to trans­
form functions and generalized functions of arbitrary growth at infinity, while 
preserving all operative features of the classical Laplace transform. It fills the 
gap between the operational calculus developed by J. Mikusinski and the classical 
Laplace transform method. J. Mikusinski noted in Part V , Chapter II, §11 in 
[Mi2 ]: “ In spite of the formal resemblance of the Laplace transform method and 
the direct method, the two methods are not equivalent. [...] This (the Laplace 
transform) method restricts the range of applicability of the operational calculus 
to a class of functions for which the integral
Jo
is convergent. [...] The Laplace transform method does not provide the full so­
lution of the problem since it is necessary to assume during the calculation that
79
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the function sought does not increase too fast, i.e., to be more exact, that it is 
transformable. Consequently we do not know if the solution obtained is unique.” 
It  was observed by W . A. Ditkin and P. L. Kusnezow [Di-Ku], and L. Berg 
[Ber], that the multiplicative field obtained in the image space of the asymptotic 
Laplace transform corresponds to the quotient field of J. Mikusinski. The advan­
tage of the transform approach, especially in the vector valued case, is that the 
emphasis is kept on the approximative nature of the generalized functions and that 
one associates via the asymptotic Laplace transform a class of analytic, vector­
valued functions w ith any element of Mikusinski’s abstract quotient space. This 
perception allows the study of vector-valued differential and integral equations 
involving unbounded linear operators.
The basic approach to asymptotic Laplace transforms presented and extended 
here is due to G. Lumer and F. Neubrander [Lu-Ne]. The main difference to their 
work is that we consider functions /  6  £ ^ [0 , T )',X )  for 0 <  T  <  oo, whereas 
G. Lumer and F. Neubrander consider only functions in the spaces L l [Q,T]]X) 
and £ ^ ([ 0 , oo); A ). Moreover, we restrict the asymptotic Laplace transform from 
the beginning to equivalence classes of analytic functions, whereas G. Lumer and 
F. Neubrander allow arbitrary functions.
in .l Asym ptotic Laplace Transforms for Functions o f Arbitrary Growth
The goal of this section is to extend the Laplace transform /(A ) :=  / 0°° e~xtf ( t )  dt 
to functions of arbitrary growth at infinity in such a way that the main operative
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features of the Laplace transform are still valid. The asymptotic Laplace transform 
£  is a set-valued operator that assigns to every /  €  £^ .([0 , oo); X )  an equivalence 
class of certain analytic functions with the following properties.
(a) /  €  £ ( /) ,  if  /  is Laplace transformable.
(b) £  is linear.
(c) £ ( /)  n  C(g) 5^ 0 if and only if /  =  g.
(d) £ ( /  * g)  =  £ ( / )  • £ (5 )+ £ (0 ).
(e) £ ( /')  =  A £ (/) -  /(0 ).
(f) £ ( - * / )  =  (£ ( /) ) ' +  £ (0 ).
The asymptotic Laplace transform does not only exist for functions of arbi­
trary growth on [0 , 0 0 ), but also for functions that have a finite time blowup; i.e., 
for functions /  €  Ljoc([0,T);X ) with arbitrary growth in [0 ,T ). The asymptotic 
Laplace transform of such functions w ill be denoted by £ r ( /)  and has the same 
operational features than £ . As mentioned above, the main difference between the 
Laplace transform f  *-* f  and its asymptotic versions /  «-► £ ( /)  or /  £ r(/)»  >s
that the latter are set-valued. They consist of equivalence classes of analytic func­
tions q : ft —► X ,  where the complex domain ft is a post-sectorial region containing 
some real halfline (u, 0 0 ).
D efin itio n  1.1. Let ft C (D be an open set. We say that ft is a post-sectorial 
region if  for a ll — ir/ 2  < a < i r 2 there exists a constant Aa >  0 , such that
{Aei/J: —|a| < 0 < |a|, A > Aa} C ft.
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We denote w ith A (P ; X )  the vector space of all analytic functions defined in some 
postsector Cl with values in a Banach space X .
On the space A (P ;X )  we define an equivalence class via the equivalence relation 
« r , where r  q i f r  — q and its derivatives are of exponential decay T; i.e., for 
T € R w e  define
r « r g  if lim s u p In ||r^ (A ) — g ^ (A )|| <  — T  
A—*00 A
for all n € IN.
Proposition 1.2. The relation r  tu r q is an equivalence relation on A (P ; X ). 
The relation r  0 defines a linear subspace {0 }r  o f A (V , X ), and the quotient 
space A t (P ;  AQ /{0 } r  is a vector space. Furthermore, i fq  € A(V] <D) with q « s  0  
and r  €  A (P ;X )  with r  « t  0, then qr €  A (V ;X )  w ith qr 0.
Proof. Clearly, “wT” is an equivalence relation, since 1) r »*, 2 ) r  ? if 
and only if q f , and 3) p ? and q r  implies that for all e >  0 there 
exists >  0  such that
IpOO(X )  _  r<” >(A)|| <  |lp(n)(A) -  9<">(A)|| +  ||«<*>(A) -  r<” >(A)|| <  2 e ^
for all A >  A«. Hence p **•
Clearly, r  0, implies that o r 0. Let r  0 and q 0* Then —g 0
and thus r  « r  —q which implies, by definition, that r  +  q wy 0. Thus r  0 
defines a linear subspace in A (V ; X ). The last statement follows from the fact
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that
II («(A)r(A))<"> y < E  ( " )  ll<z(A)0 ) l| l|r(A )< *-» || <
j=Q ' J '
_2 ne-A(T+5-2c)
for A large enough. 0
D efin itio n  1.3. Let 0 <  T  <  oo, let /  €  £^.([0, T )]X ) .  A  function q €  
A (V ;X )  is an asymptotic Laplace transform of / ,  i.e., q 6  £ r ( /) , if  and only if
? (A )« t f  e~Xaf(s )d s  Jo
for a ll*  €  [0 ,T ) .W
We first show that for all /  € £^ .([0 , T ); X ) the asymptotic Laplace transform 
Ct  exists.
Theorem  1.4 (Existence). I f f  €  L/^ QO, T )\X ) , then
A ►- g(A) :=  A F  e~xt( l  -  e ~ ^ ) F ( t )  dt €  CT(f) ,Jo
where F ( t ) :=  / q/ ( s) ds, and G (t) :=  m ax{||F(t)||, 1}.
Proof. Notice that
| 1  ~  e_Ml — Im / V * < f t | S W
do
for all /j €  (E with Re(ji) >  0. Let
A € ft {A € <E : Re(A) >  0  and Ae(AlnA) >  0 }.
t1) To keep notation as simple as possible, we sometimes write r(A ) q(A)
instead of (A •-+ r(A)) (A q (\)).
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Then
[  ||e~A-( l  — e“ ^ft^)F(s)||ds — f  e-A* |l — e~^ft^||(F(s)|| ds Jo Jo
< £ e - » & > * ! ^ !||F W ||<b
^ i f — S
Thus q(A) =  A Jq e~Aa( l — )F (s) ds exists for all A 6  ft >  0. It  is easy
to see that q is an analytic function on ft. Moreover, ft is a post-sector since
Ae(AlnA) =  i2e(re*a(ln r +  ta )) =  r  In r  coe a  — or sin a  >  0
if and only if r  >  eatana, where A = : re*a.
Now we show that q €  £ t ( /) -  For a ll A € ft and all n € INo, we have that
= || Q x ) ” (*) +  ^ J ‘ e ^ F ( s )  d s j \ ~ Xs( l  -  e“ W ) F ( S) ds\  ||
<|| ( J \) "  ^  f ‘ e"AV" W f(s ) d s - \ J *  e^A,(l -  e~ W)F(«) ds\ ||
+ 1 ( |)  V*F«||
- 11 & ) i : ^ ) " x j r r e -» * (l-e -W )F W < fa ||
+  l l ( s ) " e _ i‘ FW I1-
We want to show that the right hand side is of exponential decay t. Clearly, the 
third term  decays at that rate for any n 6  INo. For the first term, there exists a 
function p  with |p(A, s)| <  C(snAn+1 + 1) for all s € [0, t], A >  1  and some constant
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C  such that
1 ( J x ) " Xl ! -  II j T‘ p ( A , * ) e - ^ - i *F(S)<fa||
< e- ^  r e-^M \p(X ,8)\d8 ,
Jo
where M  =  supj€ j0  tj ||F(s)||. Thus, the first term  is of exponential decay of order 
oo. For the second term, there exist functions q3 and p  which satisfy |?j(A, s)| +  
[p(A, s)[ <  C j(snAn+l + 1) for all a € [i, T ) ,  A >  1 and some constant C j  such that
j f 1
=  l|p(A , a)e-A#( l  -  <T W ) F «  +  £  is
<  f t IP(A, » ) | e - * * ^ i | | F ( S)|| da +  f  £  M ^ g ^ ± | | F W || *
J fT  fT  n
' p(A , s)e~Xa da +  I  k j(A , s)|e~~A* da.
* Jt
Hence the third term is of exponential decay t  and therefore / 0‘ e~Xaf(s )  da — 
q(A) « t 0  for all 0  <  t  <  T  and hence q 6  C r { f ) .  0
We proved the existence of an analytic element of the asymptotic Laplace trans­
form defined on a post-sectorial region, h i the above proof, in case that T  <  oo we 
can replace In  A by T . Then q{A) :=  A Jq e~At( l  — e ^ T )F (t) dt is analytic in the 
right halfplane and q €  Ct (/)•  J* C. Vignaux and M . Cotlar ([Vi-Co]) proved the 
existence of an element of the asymptotic Laplace transform which is analytic in 
the right halfplane also for the case T  — oo. Since their proof is not constructive 
and since for our purposes the existence in a post-sectorial region is fully sufficient, 
we w ill not go into details.
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Now that we know that the asymptotic Laplace transform always exists, we 
w ill check the operative rules (a) — ( /)  mentioned above.
Proposition 1.5. Let /  €  Lj^QO, oo); X ). I f  f  exists, then f  €  £ ( /) .
P roof. We recall the following facts from Laplace-transform theory (see [Bar
all A €  <D with Re(X) >  ReXo. Moreover, /  exists if and only if the antiderivative 
F (t)  :=  Jq/ ( s) ds of /  is exponentially bounded. Since
Proposition 1 . 6  (L in earity ). Ct  : L}oc([0 ,T )]X ) —► A (V ,X ) / {0 } t  is a
P roof. Let /  €  ££*.([(), T );X ) and p,q  €  Ct U)- Then p Q for all t  6  
[0,T ); i.e., limsupA _ 0 0  £ In ||p^(A ) — qW  (A)|| <  - t  for all 0 <  t  <  T. Hence 
p q- Thus, the asymptotic Laplace transform £ r is a singlevalued operator 
from L/oc([0, T ) ;X )  into A (V ,X ). It  is easy to see that Ct  is linear; i.e., that 
a C r i f )  +  C r{g )  =  C rip tf  +  g) for all / ,  g 6  L } ^ 0, T); X )  and all a  € <D. 0
It  is often more convenient to work in Banach spaces Lx([0 , f];X ) for 0 <  t  <  T  
instead of L^Q O jT); X ). The following proposition provides the framework that
N el]): I f  /  :=  lim r-.<» Jq d t exists for some Xq €  <D, then /(A ) exists for
e A*/(« )d s  +  rt(A),
it follows that r t 0. Thus /  € £ ( /) •
linear operator.
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allows the deduction from properties of the Laplace transform on £ x[0 , £] for 0  <  
t  <  T  to properties of the asymptotic Laplace transforms on £ Xoc([0, T ) ;X ) .
Proposition 1.7. Let f  € ££*.([0, T )\X ) . Then
C r U ) =  f l  CtU)-
0<t<T
Proof. Let /  €  ^ ( [O .r ) ;^ )  and q €  £ t ( / ) .  Then clearly, q € flo<t<T Ct { f ) .  
By definition, for 0  <  e <  T  — t, any function p  €  Ct+e( f )  satisfies p 
/ 0te_Aj/(s ) ds. Thus for p €  flo < t< T ^ (/) we know that p foe Xtf(s )  ds 
for all 0 <  t  <  T. Hence, p  6  £ r ( /) -  0
The uniqueness property “£ r ( /)  n Cr{g) #  0 < = >  /  =  p” was already shown by 
J. C. Vignaux and M . Cotlar [Vi-Co], L. Berg [Ber], and Y . Lyubich [Ly]. We give 
a new proof and add a new inversion formula.
Theorem  1.8 (Uniqueness and Inversion). Let f ,g  € £ ^ .([0 , T ) ;X )  for 
some 0 <  T  <  oo. Then £ t ( / )  n £ r(p ) ^  0 i f  and only i f  f  — g. Furthermore, for 
any Muntz sequence sequence (/?n)n6N and 9  € £ r(/)>  we have that
/•t
/  /(s )  ds =  lim J 3  <Xk,net0knq(j3kn),
converging uniformly on compact subsets of[Q ,T), where the constants a *>n end 
Nk are the same as in  Theorem I I.3.1.
Proof. The proof is based on the Phragmdn-Mikusinski inversion formula for 
Laplace transforms (see Theorem II.3 .1). Clearly, f  =  g implies that Ct  ( / )  =
Cr{g)-
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Let q 6  £ ( /)  n C{g). Then for all 0  <  t  <  T  there exists u  >  0  and 
r / , r g €  A (V , X )  with r /,r y 6  (0 }t such that
q(X) = f e~Xaf(s ) ds + rf(X) = f  e~Xag(s) ds + rg(\).
Jo Jo
By Corollary H.3.2, the Phragm&i-Mikusinski inversion formula applied to ty and 
rg yields zero on [0 , t), and thus, for all 0  <  s <  t,
lim  y Z a kiTlegpknq(j3k j) =  f  f ( u ) d u -  f  g(s) ds.
~,QC U==l Jo Jo
Since t  was chosen arbitrarily, the above equation holds for all 0  <  s <  T  and
hence /  =  g almost everywhere on [0, T ) . <£
In  applications to differential and integral equations, the most essential operational 
properly of the Laplace transform is that it transforms convolution (in particular, 
integration and differentiation) into multiplication. It  therefore transforms linear 
differential and integral equations into algebraic equations. We will show next 
that this crucial feature extends to the asymptotic Laplace transform; i.e., the 
convolution k  *  f  between an operator-valued function K  and a vector-valued
function /  is mapped by Ct  to the application of Ct {K )  to £ r ( /) .
By the uniform boundedness principle, any strongly continuous operator fam­
ily  (# (£ ))t€p)jT) C C(X, Y) is uniformly bounded on compact subsets of [0, T ) . 
Thus K t (X) :=  j^e_A#/ir(s) ds is a bounded linear operator and A K t (A) is an
entire function. As in the vector-valued case we define
Ct (K )  :=  {Q  €  A{V; C(X, Y ) ) : Q {A) [ * e~U‘ K (s) ds for all t  e  [0, T )}.
Jo
The proofs of Theorem 1.4 and Theorem 1 . 8  are easily extendable to asymptotic 
Laplace transforms of strongly continuous operator families.
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Theorem  1.9 (Transform  o f convolutions). Let X , Y  be Banach spaces, 
0 <  T  <  oo, le t f  €  £?([(), T ) ;X ) ,  and le t [X { t) ) te Q^ T  ^ c  C (X ,Y ) be a strongly 
continuous operator family. Then
C r ( K * f )  =  CT (K )C r ( f )  +  ( 0 }T .
P roof. Let 0 <  t <  T  and let Q(A) :=  / 0te~x*K '(s)(is +  R (A) €  Ct (K )  and 
q (\)  :=  / 0*e~AV (s )ds +  r(A ) € £ r ( /) ,  where i 2  0  and r  0 . Define
m(A) :=  H(A) / V A'/0 0  ds +  C  e 'Xa K {s ) r { \)  ds +  R (A)r(A).
«/o Jo
Then
Q(A)«(A) =  /  f  e 'x^ +u)K {s ) f{u )  ds du +  m(A)
Jo Jo
/•t /•*+«
=  /  I  e~XaK (s  — u )f(u )  ds du 4- m(A)
Jo Ju
— f  f  e~XaK (s  — « )/(« ) d u d s+  [  f  e~XaK {s  — u ) f{u )  du ds +  m(A) 
Jo Jo Jt J*-t
=  / e~Xs(K * f) ( s )d s  +  e -Xt [  e~Xa [ * K (s  +  t - u ) f ( u ) d u d s +  m (A)
Jo Jo J«
= : f  e~Xa (K  *  / )  (s) ds +  c(A),
Jo
where c(A) =  e~Xtf*e~Xa f *  K (s  +  t  — u ) f(u )  du ds +  m(A). Since c 0 it follows
that CT(K )C T( f )  C C r { K * f ) .
Let g € Ct (K  *  / ) .  Then, for all 0 <  t  <  T  there exists d  wt 0  such that 
g(A) =  foe~Xs(K * f) ( s )d s  +  d(A). Let Q € Ct (K ), and let g €  £ y (/) . As shown 
above,
f e ~ Xa{ K * f ) { s )  ds =  Q(A)<?(A) -  c(A)
Jo
for some c wt 0. Thus g{A) Q(A)g(A) for all t 6  (0 ,T ), and therefore y(A) ssT 
Q (\)q { \) .  Hence s(A) € CT {K )C T ( f )  +  {0 }r- 0
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C o ro llary 1.10. Let f  6  £ ^ ([ 0 , T ) \X )  be such that f  exists a.e. and / '  € 
L I c([0 ,r ) ; X ) . Then £ *« (/') =  X C r{f)  -  / ( 0 ).
P roo f. By Proposition 1.2 we know that x (0 }r  =  {0 }r- Since (1 *  /') ( * )  =  
fo f '(s )  ds =  f ( t )  — /(0 ), we obtain by the previous theorem and Proposition 1.3 
that
j C r i f )  = ( j  +  {0 } t )Ct W ) +  {0 }T -  Ct W t W )  +  {0 } r
= £ r (  W ' )  =  C r(f -  /(0 ) )  =  Cr ( / )  -  ^  +  { 0 } r  =  Cr(f) -  ® . 
Hence, C r ( f )  =  XCr(f) -  /(0 ) . <>
The main difference in our definition of asymptotic Laplace transforms to the lit­
erature is that we restrict the range of Ct  to analytic functions on post-sectors. 
This yields the following operational property, corresponding to Mikusinski’s alge­
braic derivative (see [Mi2] pp.294), which is crucial, for example, in dealing with 
Laplace’s equation
{ f l it  +  &2 )y"(*) +  (a it +  h )y '( t)  +  (a0t +  b0)y{t) =  g(t).
Theorem  1.11. Let f  €  ^ ( [ 0 ,  T); X ). Then £ { - t f )  =  (£ ( /) ) '.
P roof. Let q € C r{—t f ) .  Then, for all 0 <  t  <  T , there exists r t 0 such 
that
q(A) =L ds +  rt(A) =  e_As/(s ) dsj +  rt(A)
= ^ ( j f e' A* / w ‘b + B ,(A ) ) '
where i?t(A) :=  — rt(/x) d/x satisfies 0. Thus 9  € (C r if ) ) '-
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Now let p € Ct ( /) .  Then, for all 0  <  t  <  T, there exists r t 0  such that 
P(A) =  /o e~AV (« ) ds +  r t(A). Thus j/(A ) =  /o e 'A* (-s )/(s ) ds +  r£(A). Since 
r 7  0  it follows that p7 €
In  Theorem 1.4 we have seen that the asymptotic Laplace transform exists for all 
/  6  Lr/oc([0 , I ,);X ) and maps to /  to analytic functions g : Cl -*■ X , where Cl is 
some post-sectorial region in C . Now we ask the converse question. For which 
analytic functions q : Cl —► X , defined on a post-sectorial region Cl, does there exist 
T  >  0, and /  €  £ ^ ([0 , T ) ;X )  such that q 6  C r(f)1  The following theorem, which 
is a slightly reformulated version of a result due to G. Lumer and F. Neubrander 
[Lu-Ne], gives a partial answer to this important representation problem.
Theorem  1.12 (C om plex R epresentation). Let q : Cl X  be analytic in 
a region Cl containing
G * :=  {A : Re(A) >  0  >  0 , |/m (A)| <  (Re(A))},
where is a positive, strictly increasing C l -function w ith  'f(r )  —► oc as r  —► oo 
and supr>£ <  oo for some a  >  0. Then the following statements hold.
(a) I f  there exists T >  0 such that
e- T ( * - l (|A|))
ii«(a) ii <  — pq—
for a ll A € 0 * , then there exists f  € (?([(), T ) \X )  such that r  € Ct U )-
(b) I f  there exist constants c >  0, d >  1 such that
e- c ( v l m ) d
w m  *  ‘— m —
for all A € ft* , then there exists f  € C([0 , oo); X ) such that r  e  £ ( /) .
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P roof. (a) Let T be the oriented boundary of the region ft* ; i.e., T =  T_ 
T0 U r+ , where
:=  {r  ±  i9 ( r ) ;  0 < r  <  0 0 } and T0 :=  {0  +  *r; —9 (0 ) < r <  ^ (r)} . 
Let Co, C i >  0 be such that
for all A € f t*  and all r  >  0. Since \P~ 1  is increasing it follows that
®“ l (l» *± i« (r ) |)  >  * ' l ( l* (r ) l)  = r  
for all r  >  0. This implies for A =  r  ±  t^ (r) €  r ±  the estimate
is well defined and continuous for 0  <  t  <  T. Next it w ill be shown that
l|ei ‘ «(A)dA||<erte -™ “ <lr t i *MI> 1 * * * > >  dr
" ' " r ± t 9 ( r )
<  (Co +  C ira)e -^ T-^dr.
It  follows that
5 5
for all 0  <  t  <  T  and A in the interior f t*  of ft* , where
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To see this, let T(n) : = m  {ReA < n } and IIn := {n +  ir; —^ (n ) < r  < ^ (r)}. 
Then, for all A € fly ,
e~Xsf(a) ds = Jq e~Xs^  f r *^ (#0 duds = ^ f Tj Q e°*-A)* dsq{p) dp
= JS& 5? [/rW ^  *  - jL  ^  *
=  ton ~  [ f  - l - r e ^ - W q O i)  dp 
n-*oo 2irx V r(n) M “  A
+ { - L + L ~ L )
■  ,W  +  »l2 So t / r(n) jrhc*01" ^  * •
since, by the residue theorem,
2^(-/rW+/J  jrh^ *-«<*>
for n >  f2eA, and limn_>oc jjU  / n  ^ i ^ q ( p )  dp =  0. The last statement follows 
from the estimate
/* l /*♦(») i , i
1 1 /  — 1 — <fr
JUn. V- ~  A J -*(n ) \n +  i r  — A| |n +  tr|
<  e -T * - i(n )  / ° °  ______1______ dr
J-oo In +  *r -  A| 2
To show that at 0, it suffices to prove the boundedness of
( s )  l ' ^ x e‘“ q W ^
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for A —► oo. Since / r dp exists, we have that
( £ f  L  j r V ^ W r .  J ] ^ x r ^ d^ 0
as A —► oo. Moreover,
11 ©  L  7 ^ > f tq ( j‘ ) M l =  11L  ( ^ W e" ‘ ? w  M
<  f ° °  wi rt -T 9 - l (lr± i*(rW  1  ±  i9 '( r )
- S o  <ust(A,r±)»e d r
yr±
r ±  ^(r)
^ n ^ f ^ r ic o + c ir a ) e ' HT' ,)d r-
This shows that at 0. Thus, q E £ r ( /) .
(b) Let the path T and the constants Co, C i be as above. Then, for A =  
r  ±  *® (r) € r±,
1 ±  *\P '(r)
r  ±  t ^ r )
d r
<  (C 0 +  C 1r “ )er t-c r  d r.
It  follows that
« t):=2b l ^ x ) d x
is well defined and continuous for t  >  0 . As in part (a) one shows that 
f Q e~x ,f(s )  ds =  q (\)  +  j f  —L ^ g O * )  dp.
Since ef*q(p) dp - * 0  as A —► oo and
<  / ” _ _ _ _ _5 iL _ erte-c(»r-l(|r±<*(r)|))d l ± W ' ( r )  
h  d is t{ \,  T ± )n r  ±  'P (r)
it follows that g € £ ( /) . 0
d r
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In  essence, the previous theorem tells that an analytic function q defined on some 
post-sectorial region has an asymptotic Laplace representation q =  C r f  for some 
continuous function / ,  if  q decays sufficiently fast at infinity. Analytic functions q 
defined on postsectors which grow at infinity can not have a Laplace representation 
q =  Ct U )  f°r same f  €  •&toc([0,T);.X '). In  fact, if q €  £ r ( /)  for some /  € 
L'loC(l0’ T ) ;X ) ,  then there exists r t tat 0  such that
?(A) =  f  e~A*/(s ) &s +  r t (A) =  e~Xt f  f (s )  ds +  x f  e~Xa [ *  /(u ) duds +  r t(A). 
Jo Jo Jo Jo
Thus 114(A) || <  M  for all A €  1R sufficiently large. As we w ill see in the following 
section, such functions have an asymptotic Laplace representation q € Ct  ( /)  for 
some generalized function / ,  if limsupA _ 0 0  j  In ||4 (A) |( <  0 0 .
III.2 Asym ptotic Laplace Transforms o f Generalized Functions
rTfcAs it was shown in Section I I .4, generalized functions /  € Cq[u, 00) for some 
constant o €  E  and some k €  C[0,oo) with 0 € supp(k) form a field with 
respect to convolution and addition, and their vector-valued counterparts /  €
rTk
Co ([a, 00) ;X ) form a vector space over that field. In  the last section we gave 
a method that assigns to any function /  € C[a, 00), a >  0, an equivalence class 
of analytic functions defined on a post-sector, namely, the asymptotic Laplace 
transform. Moreover, the asymptotic Laplace transform converts convolution into 
multiplication. It  is not surprising that we can extend the asymptotic Laplace 
transform to all elements of the convolution field, taking the multiplicative struc­
ture as a basis for the extension. It  is easy to see that for /  €  £ ^ .[0,00), the asymp­
totic Laplace transform of the shifted function f a : t  |  ^  ^  ~ t ~ a ,
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satisfies
£ (/« ) =  «"*“£ ( /) •
Thus the asymptotic Laplace transform of the generalized function representing 
the right shift operator, denoted by 5a, must be C(Sa) — e~Aa+ { 0 }. That suggests 
the following definition.
D efin ition  2.1 Let k €  C[0, oo) with 0 6  supp(k) and /  6  Co ([a, oo);X )T* for 
some a 6  R . Then k *  f~ a € Co([0, oc;X)  and we define the asymptotic Laplace 
transform of /  to be
r ( f )  Aq £(k  *• / —o)
U)  •”  £ (* ) '
For functions /  €  C[0, T ) ;X )  and k € C[0, T ) w ith 0 € supp(k), define
/. f* \  £ r ( k * f )
-  cT(k) ■
The resulting functions q € £ t ( / )  are now meromorphic function defined in a post- 
sectorial region (except at the poles). We denote the vector space of meromorphic 
functions with A i(V ; X ) .  Notice that this vector space is a vector space over <B as 
well as over A4(P;(D).
We w ill show first that this extension of the asymptotic Laplace transform is 
well defined and that the operational properties of the asymptotic Laplace trans­
form extend to the generalized function case.
Proposition 2.2 The asymptotic Laplace transform o f generalized functions is 
well defined; i.e., generalized functions that are identified via natural embeddings 
yield the same asymptotic Laplace transform.
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Proof. Recall from Section II.4 , that we identify two generalized functions /  €  
C0 [a, oo );X )Tit and g € C0 [b,oo);X ) T k 2  if
* k i * f  =  k x * k i  *g ,
considered as functions on C (-oo, oo) by extending them with zero to the left.
Suppose that A& * ^ i * /  =  &i *  fc2  *  <7 for /  e  C0 [a, oc);X ) fcl and y €  
C0 [6 , o c );X )Tk\  Then
r f  ___ —Aa £ ( ( ^ 1  *  / )  —a )   \ g  £ ( ( & !  *  / ) —g *  f o )
C(kx) ~ e £ i k i * k » )
-A fa + h l ^ ( ( * 1  * f *  h ) - g - b )  _  -A ft  A & 1  * f o *  f o ) - f t )
£(fci *  fc2) £(h i *  ks)
_ _ - A f t C ^ * fe2 ) - f t )
-* “ Z<S)—  £(s)-
Clearly, the same argument holds for generalized functions /  € C[0 , T ) ; X  *l and 
g 6  C[0 , T ); X  *a with 0 € supp(ki) fl suppiki)- 0
Next, we show that the operative features of the asymptotic Laplace transform 
extend to asymptotic Laplace transforms of generalized functions. Denoting with 
C : V x(+ , * ) the vector space of generalized functions with values in a Banach 
space X  as described in Section II.4 , we show that £  : V *(+ ,*) —*• M { P \ X ) / { 0 }  
is linear; i.e.,
(a) C ( f  +  g ) = £ ( f ) + C ( g )
(b) C ( f * g ) = C ( f ) £ ( g )  +  {0},
Proposition 2.3. The map C : V x (+ , * ) -*• A (P ] X ) / { 0 }  is linear; i.e., £ ( /  +  
g) =  £ ( /)  +  £(g) and £ (/*< /) =  £ ( /)£ (* ) .
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Proof. Let f , g  €  Vx- Then /  €  C0[a ,oo );X )Tkl and g €  C0[b, oo);X )Tk2 for 
some constants a <  b €  R  and functions k x, k2 €  C[0, oo) with 0 € supp(kx) n  
supp(k2). Thus, by definition, /  +  g =  Tki\ k2 (k2 *  k \ *  f  +  k i *  k2 *g ) .  Hence,
n r *  . ^  - \ a £((k2* k i * f  +  k i * k 2 * g ) a)
+  9) £(k i  *  k2)
- A a  A ^ A C ^ i  *  / )  a )  +  £(k i )£ ( (k2 -kg)a)
“ *  A * i ) A f c )
= e - > . A ( f c l * / ) . )  +  e -A 6  .  £ ( / )  +  £ ( j )
Furthermore,
/./■* . _ \  -Afa+61 A (*2  * k i *  f  * k i *  k2 * g)a+b)
9 )  - e  A * i * * a )
. - A a  A * * ) A ( f c i  * / ) « )  , . AfeA f c i ) A ( f r * < 7 ) 6 )  _
£{k2)£{kx) e £ {k \ )£ {k 2)
Since integrating is the same as convoluting with the Heaviside function X[o,oo) 
(which we continue to denote by 1 ), and since £(1 *  / )  =  j £ ( f ) ,  the inverse 
function is differentiation and thus
A/0 = AA/)-
Notice the difference of the above equality to item (e) of Section IH .1 , where we 
show that A / ')  =  A A /) ~  / ( 0 ). A t first glance this looks like a discrepancy; 
however, the generalized derivative of a constant function in C[0 , 0 0 ) is not zero, 
but a multiple of the ^-function (see Section H .1 ). This is not the case if we just 
look at the usual derivative in C^O, 1 ], and hence this is corrected by the term  
- / ( 0).
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Thus, multiplying A with the Laplace transform of a generalized function 
/  €  Co[0 , oo); X )  corresponds to differentiating, while dividing by A is equivalent 
to integrating the generalized function.
Exam ple 2 .4 (Laplace transform  o f D irac’s ^-function). We showed in 
Section 1.1 that the ^ -function can be obtained as the second generalized derivative 
of / ,  where f { t )  =  t on [0 , oo). Thus, <5 * 1 * 1  =  / or
Thus <5 (A) =  1 . Moreover, C(6') =  A.
Recall from Section II.1  that the definition of a product between a generalized 
function and a continuous function was somewhat tricky; for generalized functions 
in C - 1 [0 , 1 ] it was only well defined for differentiable functions. However, we will 
show that for a given generalized function / ,  the product t f  :=  [ t fn] for /  =  [/„] 
is always well defined and
c ( fY  =
Since
(£ ( /) ) ' =  ( W * f )  V  =
V £ (* ) /  £ (£ )2
we do not expect the sequence t f n to converge in the T^-topology, but in the Tk*k 
topology.
Theorem  2.5 Let f  =  k — lim f n € C([a, oo); X )  k for some k €  C[0, oo) with 
0 € supp(k). Then the generalized function
t f  :=  Tt . k -  lim t/n € C ([a,oo);X )n “  and £ ( ( /)  =  - £ ( - ( / ) .
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Proof. Suppose k *  f n converges in Co ([a, oo); X ) .  Then, identifying f n and k 
with their zero extensions,
{ h * k *  (tfn )) =k* ( t> -+  [  ( t -  s )fn(t -  s)fc(s) ds)J—OO
/ oo  r o ofn ( t — 8)k(s) d s— I  f n(t — s)sk(s) ds)
■oo J —oo
= k  *  ( t ( /n *fc)) (tk )
-+ k *  ( t ( f  * k ) )  — k * f * ( t k )  6  Co([a,oo);X).
Hence, by Theorem 1.9 and Theorem 1 .1 1 ,
C ( k * ( t ( f * k ) ) - k * f * ( t k )  -C (k )C ( f  *  k ) ' +  C(k *  f)C (k )f 
Jn C (k *k )  ~  C(k)*
=  - A / ) ' .
0
Equipped with this operational property we consider the following example.
Exam ple 2.6 (S ingular ordinary d ifferen tia l equation). To demonstrate 
the operational method developed in the last sections we consider the problem
ty "  {t) +  (t +  3)y'(t) +  y(t) =  0; y(0) =  0 (1)
and determine all u  €  T  (the field of generalized functions) that satisfy ( 1 ). 
Suppose there mast k  € C[0, oo) with 0  € supp(k) and T  >  0 such that u; €
rTk
C[0,T) satisfies (1 ); i.e., z := k *  u  € Co[0,T) is a classical solution of the 
convoluted problem
k *  (ty"(t) +  (t +  3 )y '(t) +  y(t)) =  0.
From the operational rules
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(a) C r(uY  — £ r (—<w) and
(b) C r(u /)  «  A £t(w ),
we deduce the following familiar rules from Laplace transform theory:
(c) C r (v )  +  A £r(o ;)/ =  Ct (u/ ) '  =  C r ( —tu /)
(d) £ T(u " )  =  A £ t(u /) =  A2 £ t(w )
(e) 2X£T(uf) +  A2 £(u/)' =  C (u")' =  £ (-tw " ).
Thus, if 0  =  tu /'(t) +  (t +  3)u /(t) + w (t), then
{0 } t = £(fei/,;(t)) ■+* C(tu '(t) + 3 £ (ti/(i)) +  £(w (t))
=  — 2A(£r(f*i) — A2£t(&j)/ — £r(u/) — A£(u;)/ +  3AjCt,(w)/ +  ;
=  (—A2  -  A )£r(w )' +  A£t (w) 
or equivalently, £ t(w )' — yL>£r(u/) =  {0 }r. Thus, the asymptotic Laplace trans­
form reduces the second order problem to a first order problem which can be solved 
explicitly. Let q €  C t ( w ) .  Then
-  j i T «(A) =  r(A ),
where r  0 ; so { jq {X)) '  =  j^ r (A ) = : f(A ), where f  0 . This shows that 
there exists a constant c such that j q ( A) =  c +  A(A), where
poo
f2(A) =  — j  r(p ) dp 0.
Then
C t ( o j )  =  c(A + 1 ) +  {0 }r
is the operational solution of (1), and u  =  c£- l (A + 1 ) =  c(<5' +  6) for c € <D is the 
unique class of solutions in T  that solves ( 1 ).
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The next proposition follows immediately from the definition.
P roposition 2 .7 . Let q € A (P ',X ), le t k  €  C[0, oo) with 0 €  supp(k). Then the 
following are equivalent.
rTfc( i) There exists a generalized function f  €  C([0, oo);X ) such that q €  £ ( /) .
(ii) k  q E C(g) for some g €  Cio([0, oo); X ) and fe 6  C(k).
Proposition 2.7 sets the stage for several representation theorems, characterizing 
( i i)  in different ways. G. Lumer and F. Neubrander in [Lu-Ne] proved the following 
sufiScient conditions (recall from Section m .l that for all /  6  C7([0, a ) ;X )  there 
exists /  €  £ a ( / )  such that /  is analytic in a postsectorial region):
Theorem  2.8 (Com plex Representation. Let r  € A{P', X )  be a function. 
Suppose there exists k € C[0, oo) with  0  €  supp(fc) and q €  A(V ; X )  such that 
q =  r - k €  A (P ; X )  for k €  C(k). Suppose the post sector on which q is analytic 
contains
G * (A : Re(A) >  0  >  0, |/m (A )| <  ¥(i2e(A ))},
where &  is a positive, strictly increasing C l -function with V ( \ )  —► oo as A - *  oo, 
and 8 upA>^ <  oo for some a  >  0. Then the following hold:
(a) I f  there exists T  >  0 such that
c- T ( * - l(|A|))
lk(A)|| <
|A|
for a ll X e  f t* , then there exists f  € C([0, T ) \X )  such that r  € £ t ( /) -
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(b) I f  there exist c >  0, d >  1 such that
W
fo r a ll X e f t *  and for some c >  0, d  >  1 , then there exists f  €  C([0,oo);AQ  
such that r  €  £ (/)•
P roo f. The proof follows immediately from Theorem 1.6 and the definition of 
asymptotic Laplace transforms of generalized functions. 0
The above results give us a gauge to measure the regularity of / .  The less growth in 
a post-sectorial region, the more regularity we obtain for / .  Especially, if  /  grows 
polynomially we can multiply by pr in order to satisfy the growth requirement. 
But multiplying by 1/An corresponds to integrating n-times, thus /  would be in 
C -« ([0 ,o o );X ).
The philosophy that the growth determines the regularity is the idea behind 
the next theorem. J. Priiss in [Pr] has a similar characterization, although we do 
not need any derivatives of the analytic function.
Theorem  2.9 (Com plex Representation Theorem  for d ifferentiable func­
tio n s). Let q : (-Re(A) >  u  >  0} —*■ X  be analytic in a right halfplane, let 
0  <  /? <  1 , le t n  6  INo, and assume there exists a polynomial p(A) :=  A*s« 
such that A/J+l(An?(A) — p(A)) is bounded for all X with Re(X) >  w. Then there 
exists a function f  such that q(X) =  f£ °  e~xtf ( t )  d t and f  € Cn,a([0 , oc);X ) for 
all 0  <  a  <  0S1)
W A  function /  is locally a-Holder continuous, or /  € C 0 ,a([0,oo); X ),  if for all
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P roof. Let r(A) := Xnq{\)  — p(A). Then A^ + lr(A) =  AA/3 _aAar(A ) and hence, 
by the Complex Representation Theorem, for every a  there exists a function ga € 
Co([0, oo);X)  such that A^“ a A^ar(A ) =  A e~Xtga (t) dt and thus
for 0  <  a  <  0. By the uniqueness of the Laplace transform, h  is independent of 
a; and hence h €  C$’a ([0 , oo); AC) for all 0 <  a <  0. Since
«(A) = ^ (r (A ) +p(A ))
= r  *  * ) w + e  == r  e~u w  *Jo n — l! "T5  *! Jo
we obtain that /  6  ^ ’“ ([O, oo); AT). ^
iV there exists a constant M  such that supt a € 0^  ^i ||/(t) — /(s )|| <  M \t  — s|a. A 
function /  is said to be in the Holder space Cn’a([0, oo);X) if f  6  Cn([0, oo); Af) 
and /(» ) € C °,a([0 , oo);X).
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IV . The A bstract Cauchy Problem
J. Hadamard [Ha], Chapter I.
“A  differential equation -  whether ordinary or partial -  admits of an 
infinite number of solutions. The older and classic point of view, concern­
ing its integration, consisted in finding the so-called ‘general integral,’ i.e. 
a solution of the equation containing as many arbitrary elements (arbi­
trary parameters or arbitrary functions) as are necessary to represent any 
solution, save some exceptional ones. But, in more recent research, espe­
cially as concerns partial differential equations, this point of view had to 
be given up, not only because of the difficulty or impossibility of obtain­
ing this ‘general integral,’ but, above all, because the question does not 
by any means consist merely in its determination. The question, as set 
by most applications, does not consist in finding any solution u of the dif­
ferential equation, but in choosing, amongst all those possible solutions, 
a particular one defined by properly given accessory conditions.[...]
The true questions which actually lie before us are, therefore, the 
‘boundary problems,’ each of which consists in determining an unknown 
function v so as to satisfy:
( 1 ) an ‘indefinite’ partial differential equation;
(2 ) some ‘definite’ boundary conditions.
Such a problem w ill be ‘correctly set’ if those accessory conditions are 
such as to determine one and only one solution of the indefinite equation. 
The simplest of boundary problems is Cauchy’s problem. It  represents, 
for partial differential equations, the exact analog of the well-known fun­
damental problem in ordinary differential equations. The theory of the 
latter was founded by Cauchy on the following theorem: Given an ordi­
nary differential equation, say of the second order, [...] a solution of this 
equation is (under proper hypotheses) determined if, for *  =  0 , we know 
the numerical values yo, y£ of y and a£-[—]
Strictly, mathematically speaking, we have seen (this is Holmgren’s 
theorem) that one set of Cauchy’s data tto,ui corresponds (at most) to 
one solution u of ^  =  0 , so that, if these quantities t*o, u i were
‘known,’ u would be determined without any possible ambiguity.
But, in any concrete application, ‘known,’ of course, signifies ‘known 
with a certain approximation,’ all kinds of errors being possible, pro­
vided their magnitude remains smaller than a certain quantity; and, on 
the other hand, we have seen that the mere replacing of the value zero 
for u i by the (however small) value changes the solution not by very 
small but by very great quantities. Everything takes place, physically 
speaking, as if the knowledge of Cauchy’s data would not determine the 
unknown function. This shows how very differently things behave in this
105
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case and in those which correspond to physical questions. If  a physi­
cal phenomenon were to be dependant on such an analytical problem as 
Cauchy’s for V 3u =  0 , it  would appear to us as being governed by pure 
chance (which, since Poincar6 , has been known to consist precisely in such 
a discontinuity in determinism) and not obeying any law whatever.”
One of the applications of the theory of Banach space valued generalized func­
tions and their asymptotic Laplace transforms is the study of the abstract Cauchy 
problem
u '(t) =  A u (t); tt(0) «  ®; t  € (0, a)
where x  € X  for some Banach space X , A  is a linear operator on X , and a € 
1R+ U {+oo}. We w ill show the equivalence of the solvability of the above problem 
w ith the solvability of the asymptotic characteristic equation
(AI  -  A )y (A) = x  +  r 0 (A)
for some remainder term ra(A) of exponential decay a. The growth in the region 
of analyticity of the asymptotic local resolvent y w ill determine the regularity and 
growth of the (generalized) solution u.
IV . 1  The N o tio n  o f a  G eneralized Solution
Recall from Chapter II, that the generalized derivative coincides with the deriva­
tive of a differentiable function u, as long as u(0) =  0 , and that the generalized 
derivative of a constant function is the Dirac ^-function at 0 . This means that we 
have to modify slightly the above notion of the abstract Cauchy problem in order 
to fit the setup of generalized derivation. We obtain an equivalent formulation of
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the abstract Cauchy problem if we write
(u (t) -  x ) ' =  A u (t)\ u(0 ) =  x; t  €  [0, a).
But now the derivative symbol on the left can be understood as a generalized 
derivative and solving the abstract Cauchy problem in a generalized sense will 
mean that both sides represent the same generalized function. Convoluting both 
sides w ith 1  leads to an equivalent equation without derivation, namely
u — x  =  1  *  Ait. (AC P)
h i order to claim that a generalized function^1) u € C7([0,a);X)"*™  solves 
(A C P ), we face the problem that u (t) is no longer defined for a specific t, nor 
in an “almost everywhere” sense. Hence, what is A u(t)? This problem can be 
resolved by emphasizing the lim iting processes involved.
D efin itio n  1 . 1  (G eneralized solutions). We say that u  €  C([0 , aJjX)™™ 
is a generalized solution o f (A C P ), i f  and only i f  there exists a sequence un €  
C ([0 ,a );X ) such that
(a) Un(t) €  V (A ) for a ll t  £  [0 , a) and Aun e C([0, a); X ),
(b) u =  new — lim un,
(c) u  — x  =  new — lim  1 *  A un.
I f  A is closed and if we can choose un 6  C ([0 , a); X )  satisfying (a) — (c) such that 
un —♦ u and Aun —► Au in C([0, a); X ), then clearly u is a classical solution to the
^  Clearly, C([0 , aYX)™*™ is the completion of the Rech6 t space C ([0 , a )\X ) 
equipped with a new set of seminorms.
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abstract Cauchy problem. If  we omit the requirement that Aun —*■ Au, we obtain a 
mild solution to the abstract Cauchy problem since l*A u n =  A (l*u n) —► A (l*u ) 
and hence u — x  =  A ( l* u ) .
Next we want to investigate how this notion of solution correlates to the 
notions of integrated, ^-regularized and C-regularized solutions to the abstract 
Cauchy problem. Recall that v €  C([0 , a); X ) is a ^-generalized solution of the 
abstract Cauchy problem if JqV(s) ds € 22(A) and
v(t) =  A  f  u(s) ds 4- (k * x ) ( t)  (ACP/e)
Jo
for all t € [0,a). In  the case that k =  we speak of an n-times integrated 
solution. If  we replace k (t) with a bounded operator C  €  C (X ) we obtain the no­
tion of C-regularized solutions to the abstract Cauchy problem. See, for example, 
R. deLaubenfels [deL].
The following proposition is crucial in the interplay between generalized lim it 
solutions and regularized solutions. We say that a linear operator A on a Banach 
space X  is (X a  *—*• X)-closed, if there exists an auxiliary Banach space X a  such 
that P (A ) c  X a X  and the graph of A is closed in X a  x X  (see Appendix).
We denote with [Z>(A)] the Banach space
(22(A) : ||*||p>(A)] := M \x A +  ll<Ax||*) .
Proposition 1.2. Le t A  be a (X a  X)-closed, linear operator on a Banach
space X  and le t o >  0 . Then fo r a ll v € C([0 , a); X ) w ith  l * v  € Co([0, a); [22(A)]), 
there exists vn € C([0 , a); [22(A)]) such that vn - *  v in  X  and l * v n - + l * v  in  
[V (A )\.
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Proof. Let v €  C([0, o );X a ) with 1  * v € Co([0, a); [Z>(A)]). For 0 <  h <  a/2,
Then, for 0 <  t  <  a  — 2h, we have that V h ( t )  =  **”(0 and thus V h  €
C ([0 , a);[£>(A)]). Clearly, vh —► « in C7([0,a);X) as h  -*■ 0. Since 
( i * , k) ( o = r / ‘ r  v ( r ) d r d s = j - [  f  v ( r  +  s)drds
Recall from Chapter / /  the following definition. For an injective linear operator
for t  €  (0 ,a ).
Theorem  1.3. Let A  be an (X a *—*• X)-dosed linear operator on a Banach 
space X  and x  € X . Let a >  0 and iet T  € £ (C ([0 ,a );X )) be injective w ith  
T(1 *  v) =  1  *  T (v). Suppose that fo r a ll f  € C([0,a);[Z>(A)]) we have that 
T f  € C([0 , a); [P(A)J) and A T / =  T A f. Suppose that the image o f T  as an 
operator on C ([0 , a); [D (A )]) is dense in  C([0, a); [2?(A)])/2) Let u  € C([0 , a );X )T
r
w ith  l * u 6 C([0 ,a );X a ) . Then the following are equivalent:
Clearly, the theorem also holds for v €  Co([0 , a ); X ) with the image of T  being 
dense in Co([0 , a );X ).
define
i  / • ( - + . ) * * -  \ f t
C L ^ - U
v (r — t  +  s)dsdr
for 0  <  t <  a — 2 h, we obtain that l* v & —» l* v in  C([0 , a); [P (A )]). 0
T  6  £(C ([0, a );X )), we define C ([0 ,a );X )T to be the completion of the space 
C ([0 ,a );X ) equipped with the seminorms
ll/lk r  := \\T f\\t :=  sup ||T /(s )||
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(i) u is a generalized lim it solution o f (AC P ),
( ii)  T u = i v  is a continuous solution o f
v(t) — A  [  v(a) ds +  T ( lx ) ( t ) .
Jo
Proof. Let [un] :=  u €  C ([0,o );X )  be a generalized lim it solution of u — x  =
1  *  Au  w ith un €  C([0 , a); [D (A)]). Then
Tu -  T ( lx )  = T (T  -  lim  1 *  Aun) =  T  -  lim T (l *  Aun)
= lim 1  *  A (T (un)) =  A ( 1  *  T(u )).
Thus, for v =  Tu, we obtain that v(t) =  A v(s) ds +  T(\x )( t) .
Suppose there exists v  6  C([0 , a );X ) with 1  * v  €  C ([0 ,a );X a )  and
v(t) =  A  f  v(s) ds 4- T ( lx ) ( t ) .
Jo
Then l * v  € C o([0 ,a );[25 (A )]). By Proposition 2.2 we know that there exist 
vn €  C ([0 ,o );(2?(A)]) such that vn —► v in C ([0 ,a ) ;X ) and l * v n —► l * v  in 
Co([0, a); [Z?(A)]). Since the image of T  as an operator on C ([0, a); [P (A )]) is 
dense in C ([0 , a); [P (A )]), there exist un 6  C ([0 ,a );[Z > (A )]) with Tun — vn -+ 
0 in C ([0 ,a );[D (A )]). Thus Tun —► v in C ([0 ,a ) ;X ) and l* T u n —► l * v  in 
C ([0 ,a );[2 > (A )]). Hence
T ( 1  ★ Aun) =  A ( l * T u n) —► A ( 1  *  v) =  v — T (lx ).
Therefore T ~ l v  = : u € C ([o ,a );X )T is a generalized lim it solution of ACP. 0
In  terms of fc-regularized and C-regularized solutions, this translates into the fol­
lowing Corollary. For an introduction to the theory of C-regularized solutions, see, 
for example, R. deLaubenfels [deL], for ^-regularized solutions, see, for example, 
I. Cioranescu and G. Lumer [Ci-Lu].
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C oro llary 1.4. Let A  be a closed linear operator on a Banach space X , le t 
k  €  Ljg^O, a) w ith  0 €  supp{k), and le t C  €  C{X) be one-to-one. Suppose fo r a ll 
x  €  V (A ) we have that Cx €  V{A) and C A x  =  AC x. Suppose furthermore that 
C  as an operator on [X>(A)] has a dense image in  \D {A)\. Let T t : f  k * f  be 
the convolution operator, and define T c : / * - *  C f .  Then
——— — — T h(a) v €  C[0 ,a );X ) is a generalized lim it solution i f  and only i f v  :=  k * u  is a 
k-regularized solution o f {ACP).
(b) u e C [0 ,a );X ) is a generalized lim it solution i f  and only i f v : — C u is a  
C-regularized solution o f {AC P).
Next we w ill show that existence and uniqueness of generalized lim it solutions of 
{AC P) for all x  €  X  implies continuous dependence of the generalized solutions 
of the in itia l data; i.e., that a Cauchy problem describes a well-posed physical 
phenomena if  it admits unique solutions for all a; € X .
Proposition 1.5 Let A  be a closed operator on a Banach space X , a >  0  and 
k €  £/oc[0, a) w ith  0  €  supp{k). I f  {A C P ) has a unique generalized lim it solution 
u  =  u (-,x ) €  C([0 , a ) \X )Tk fo r a ll x  6  X ,  then {AC P) is well-posed; i.e., fo r a ll 
0  <  T  <  a there exists M r >  0  such th a t ||u (-,x )||rk <  A frlH I oa the interval 
[0 ,T].(3)
(3) C onjecture. I f  for all x e X  there exists a k 6  [0, a) with 0 € supp{k)
such that {AC P ) has a unique generalized solution ux €  C([0, a); X ) Tk, then there
exists ko €  £ ^ .[0 , 0 ) such that ux €  C ([0 ,a );X )Th° is a generalized solution and 
hence {AC P ) is well-posed.
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P roof. Let S(-)x := k *u (- ,x ) .  Thus, by Theorem 1.3,
S (t)x  =  A  f  S (s)x d s + ( k *  1 ) (t)x.
Jo
By the existence and uniqueness property, we know that S : X  —► C([0, a); X )  is a 
linear operator. Furthermore, 5  is a closed operator, since xn —* x  and Sxn —* v 
implies that 1  * S x n -*• 1 *  v and, by the closedness of A , that
A (l*v ) =  v — k * l x .
By the uniqueness property, Sx =  v, and hence S is a closed linear operator. By 
the closed graph theorem, S is bounded and hence for all 0  <  T  <  a there exists 
M t  >  0  such that
IN-.aOIlT* =  115*11 =  sup l|5(t)s || <  Mt \\x \\.
t€[0,T]
❖
IV . 2  Existence and Uniqueness o f Solutions
In  this section we show the equivalence between the abstract Cauchy problem and 
its characteristic equation
(A / -  A)u(X) x, (<CE)
where u € Ca (v) . We show that u is a generalized solution of (ACP) if and only if 
there exists u  solving (CE). Thus existence and uniqueness of solutions of (ACP) 
is equivalent to existence and uniqueness of solutions to (CE). Furthermore, recall 
from Section III.2  that we can deduce the regularity of a generalized function; i.e.,
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we can determine the regularizing functions K  such that u €  C([0 , a );X ) by the 
growth behaviour of its asymptotic Laplace transform in the region of analyticity.
For the sake of clarity we introduce the following notation for the asymptotic 
Laplace transform:
{ / } t  :=  C r ( f ) .
In  order to investigate the abstract Cauchy problem with our operational calculus, 
we have to establish how the asymptotic Laplace transform interacts with closed or 
relatively closed linear operators A. Recall that we define the graph space [Z>(A)] 
for a (X a  *-*■ X)-closed operator A  via
[V (A )\ := (2>(A) : ||«||[n(A)] :** \\*\\xA + ll^ ar||x) •
By the definition of a (Xa «-► X)-closed operator, this is a Banach space (for 
closed operators, X a  — X ).  Clearly, we need some conditions on /  such that 
{ A f }  =  A { f } .  It  is well known (see, for example, Hille-Phillips [Hi-Ph], Theorem 
3.7.12) that if A is a closed operator, /  €  L x[(0 , t ] \X )  with f(s )  € V(A)  almost 
everywhere, and if A f  € L 1 ([0 , t ] ;X ) ,  that then / 04 /(s ) ds e V(A)  and
I *A f(s )d s  =  A  f* f (s )d s .
Jo Jo
However, this does not imply that {A /}  =  A { /} , since the remainder term on 
the right hand side might not be of exponential decay anymore. However, /  € 
Ll [(0 ,t];X ) and A f  € LHfO.tJjX) implies that /  € £/oc([0, T); [D (A )]). Hence,
;i
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we can consider the asymptotic Laplace transform
{/}[p (A )] :=  {q €  A {V \ [V(A)]) : q f e"A*/(s ) ds for all 0 <  t  <  T }
Jo
for /  €  Lfoc([0, T); [P (A )]) and, as we w ill see in Proposition 2 .1 ., we can obtain 
{ A f }  =  { A f } [ v { A ) \  +  { 0 }  =  A { / } [ d ( x )  j  +  { 0 } .
On the other hand, let /  €  L|oc([0 ,T );X ). If  /(A ) € P (A ) for /  €  { / }  and 
A f  €  {</} for some g €  £^ .([0 , T );X ), we can deduce by the Phragm£n inversion 
formula and the closedness of A  that A l *  f  =  1  *  g and hence A f  =  g.
Reformulating these statements for the general setting of relatively closed 
operators yields the following proposition.
Proposition 2.1. Let A  be a (X a  *-* X)-closed operator. Suppose f  e  
£/oc([0, T ) ;X a ) w ith f ( t )  € V(A) almost everywhere. Let g € ££*.([(), T ); X ). 
Then
(*) { f } x A +  {0 } «  { /} .
(b) A f  — g implies tha t f  € Lf«.([0, T ); (P (A )]), { / }  =  {f}[D{A)\ +  {0}, and
fa} =  { A f }  =  A{f}[v (A )]  +  {0}.
(c) fo r f  €  { /} jc a /(A ) € P (A ), the condition that A f  6  {</} implies that 
A f  =  g.
Proof. (a) Let /  € {/}*,» • Then for all t  €  [0,r) there exists a remainder 
term r t w ith r t 0  in X a  and /(A ) =  fQe~Xif ( t )  dt r t(A). Since X a  X  we
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know that r t « t 0 in X  and thus /  €  { /} .  Thus for all q € { /} ,  /  q in X .  
Hence { f } x A +  {0} =  { /} .
(6 ) The proof follows Theorem 3.7.11 of [Hi-Ph]. Since /  is locally integrable 
in X a , for each e >  0 and t  €  [0 ,T ), there exists a countable subdivision Sn of 
[0 , t] of disjoint sets Sn of positive measure, such that the measure of (J Sn is t, and 
li/(*)~ /e (*)l|x A  ^  e for all s €  |J Sn and a countably valued step function / e that is 
constant on Sn. Since A f  is locally integrable in X ,  we obtain another subdivision 
for A f .  Take a common refinement Sn. Then ||/(s ) — /e(«)||jtA +  ||A /(s ) — y(s)|| <  
2 c for all s 6  (J Sn for countably valued step functions /«  ge that are constant on 
Sn. W ithout loss of generality we can assume that for all n, / e(s) =  f (s )  for some 
s €  Sn. Let g(s) :=  A fe(s). Then ||£(s) -^ (s )|| <  2e and ||/(s ) -  / e(s)||[p(A)] <  3c 
for all s €  U^n> Thus, the restriction of /  onto [0,t] is the uniform lim it almost 
everywhere of countably valued functions, and is therefore strongly measurable in 
[25(A)]. Since
/ ll/(s)l|p>(A)]«fe= f 11/00 ||x:Ad s+  f ||A /(s)||ds <  oo,Jo Jo Jo
we obtain that /  €  L 1 ([0 , t]; [25(A)]) and therefore /  € ^ ^ ([0 , T ); [25(A)]).
Suppose A f  =  g. Let /  €  {/}[© (a)]- Then for all t  € [0,T) there exists a 
function r t such that r t 0 in [25(A)], and
A /(  A) =  A / V At/(s ) ds +  A rt ( A) =  /V ^ A /ts )  ds +  A rt (A).Jo Jo
Note that r t 0  and Art 0 in X . Therefore /  €  { /} , A f  6  { A f } ,  and thus 
{/}[D (A )l +  {0} =  { / }  and A { /} [ x>(a )] +  {0} =  { A f } .
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(c) Suppose that /  €  { f } x A» f W  €  12(A), and A f  € {p}. Then
A f(X )  =  A ( [  e~Xaf(s )  ds +  r t(A)) =  f  e~Xag(s) ds +  qt (A), 
yo 7o
for some rt 9 t 0. Since by the generalized Phragmdn inversion (Theorem 
H.3.1)
f  Nk




the relative closedness of A  implies that A / Q* /( r )  dr =  / 0* <?(r) dr. Again, by the 
relative closedness of A, A /(s ) =  g(s) for all a € [0 , i] and all t  €  [0 ,T ). Thus 
A f  =  g. 0
W ith these operational rules at hand, we can now easily prove the following the­
orem.
Theorem  2 .2 . Let A  be a (X a  X)-closed, linear operator on a fianach
space X . Le t T  >  0, le t k  €  C[0, T) w ith  0 € aupp(k), and le t v 6  £]<*.([0, T ); X ) 
with  1  * v €  £/oc([0,17);X a ). Then the following are equivalent.
(i) v  is a solution o f (A C P k ); i.e., JqV(s) ds € Z>(A) and v(f) =  A/qV(s) da +  
fgk(s)xda.
(ii) There exists v € {v} w ith  A ►-* €  {1 *  v}xA and & 6  {fe} such that |
solves (C E ); i.e., (5(A) € P (A ) and (A / — A ) |^  * .
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P roof. Suppose (*) holds. Then v(t) *  AJqV(s) ds+k*x(t) ,  and by Proposition 
2.1, 1 * V 6 L /oc([0 ,D ;[Z )(A )]). Thus
{v} =  {A1 *  v }  +  {k  *  x }  =  A {  1 *  v}[o(A)i +  {k  *  x }  +  {0 }.
Let q 6  {1 *  v}[o(A)] C {1 ★ v \ x  — Hence q(A) =  2^1 for some v €  {v} and
+  J (A )£  €  { „ }  =  v(\) +  {0 }.
Thus (A — A) x  and thus (**) holds.
Suppose (it) holds. Then
A - ~  € v(A) +  k(A) — +  {0} C {v — k *  x}.
By Proposition 2.1 (c), ( 1  *  v)(t) €  V (A ) for all 0 <  t  <  T  and
A f  v(s) ds =  v(t) — f  k(s)xds.
Jo Jo
0
The above theorem yields the following extension of the celebrated Lyubich unique­
ness theorem (see [Ly] or [Pa],Thm. IV .1.2).
C oro llary 2.3 (Lyubich). Le t A  be a closed linear operator on a Banacb 
space X . Le t a >  0 and k €  L } ^ 0, a) w ith  0 € supp(k). Suppose there exists a 
M untz sequence (/?„)n€N C such tha t (3n is in  the resolvent set o f A  fo r a il 
n 6  IN and
lim  sup ~  In \\R(0n, A) || <  0 .
n—»oo P n
Then every k-generalized solution to  (AC P) is unique.
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Proof. Suppose (0n — A) =  q(J3n) wa 0  for some k  €  {A;} and some 
v e A ( P ] X ) .  Then
The condition that the resolvent exists at points of a Muntz sequence and is 
of subexponential growth along those points, is also a necessary condition if we 
require existence of solutions for all initial data.
Theorem  2.4. Let A  be & closed linear operator on a Banacb space X . Let 
k € £^ .[0 , a) with  0  €  supp{k). Suppose (ACP) has a unique generalized lim it 
solution u  =  u (-,x) 6  C ([0 , a );X ) * fo r a ll x  € X . Then every M untz sequence 
has a subsequence (/?n*)j€N  such that (5ni is in  the resolvent set o f A
and
Proof. By Proposition 1.5 there exists a strongly continuous operator family 
(S (*))t€ [o,a) 811011
llj^ ll <Mlfl(^ ,A)||||«(flO|| «.o. 
*03n)
Since 0  €  supp(k), there easts a Muntz subsequence 0n j, such that
lim  -^ -ln ||*G 3nj)|| < 0 . j —oo pnj
Hence ||t;(/3n i)|| « 0  0, implying that any regularized solution v is zero. 0
limsup In ||i2 G0 ni, A)|| <  0 .j-*oo Pn*
S{s)x ds +  {k *  l)(t)x .
Furthermore, let 0 <  T  <  o. Let
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Since ( 1  *  S )(i) €  C(X, \D (A )\) for all 0 <  t  <  a, we obtain that 5(A) €  
C(X, [D(A)]) and is a strongly analytic operator family. Let k €  {Jfc}r-
Then, by Theorem 2.2,
(A -  A )5(A )x =  k(X)x +  r*(A ),
where r x t&r 0 for all *  6  X .  Furthermore, (A) €  £ (X ) .  Let 0 <  e <  T /2 . 
Since rx 0, there exists M x such that
eA (T-., ||rt(A )|| <  M i
for all A >  0. By the uniform boundedness principle there exists a constant M  
such that r(A ): x  *-* r*(A ) satisfies
l|r(A )|| <  M e - A(T" c).
Let (fln)n€tf  be a Muntz sequence. By Theorem I I . 3 . 6  there exists a subsequence 
(Pnj ) j ei f  such that lim ^oo ^  In \k(J3n j)\ =  0 and thus there exists a constant J  
such that
\k(0ns)\ >  e - * " ! ' >  2 ||r(ft,,)||
for all j  >  J. Then II ? II <  1/2. Thus Id  +  ] is an invertible operator
that maps onto X  and
Since k(J3n i) ^  0 is scalar-valued, the operator
(ft., -  A)S (ft.,) = k(ft.,)(M + ^ 1 )
“ (Prij)
i
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is a continuously invertible operator. Let
- l
and define
:=  S<J3n i)Q (0n j).
Then clearly, ||Q09n i)|| <  and (J3nj -  A)R(J3n j) =  Id .
We show next that (J3ni — A) is one-to-one. Suppose 0njx  =  A x  for some 
x  6  2>(A). Then
(eP"*1 — 1 )® =  A —^ e ^ " * 4 — l) x  =  A /  e?n**xda.
HUj Jo
Since the solutions to A C P  are unique, we deduce that S(t)x  =  (k-keP*s^)(t)x. 
Thus S ( \)x  is a scalar multiple of x for all A € CD. Hence,
o -  (0n, -  A)S(J)n i)x  -  k<J3n,K x  +
*CPnyJ
Therefore, || — x|| =  ll^ ^ fy ll — 11*11/2, and thus x  = 0 .
Hence (J3ni — A) is one-to-one and thus R{fin i) — R(PnjiA) is the resolvent 
of A  &t •
Since \\Q(J3n j)\\ <  V \k (0 n j) l  we know that
lim  sup In ||<2 G0 ni) || =  0
J—too P tli
and hence the same holds for R(0n j) =  S(j3n j)Q(Pnj). 0
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Appendix: Relatively Closed Operators
The appendix is part of a preprint of F. Neubrander and the author 
([Ba-Ne2 ]), and modified only slightly.
Some in itial and/or boundary value problems for partial differential equations in 
function spaces on I  x f) ( I  interval, to C R ^ ) lead to an equation
u '(0  =  A u(£ ), « (0 ) =  x, $ € [0, £o],
in which the operator A  is not closed. Since much of the significant information 
on the problem is contained in the space X  and in the domain Z?(A), it is not 
always desirable to change the norm (by changing X ) or the domain (by switching 
to the closure of A, if possible). As already remarked by Agmon and Nirenberg, 
in these cases it is ‘convenient’ to consider the graph of A  not in X  x X  but in an 
auxiliary space X a  x X , where V(A)  C X a  X .  We w ill show in this section 
that for a large class of linear operators A  c  X  x X  there masts an auxiliary 
Banach space X a  with X>(A) C X a  *-♦ X  such that the graph of A is closed in 
X a  x X .  Such operators w ill be called relatively closed w ith  respect to X a  or 
also ( X a  X)-closed. An operator A  is called relatively dosed if  it is relatively 
closed with respect to some X a-
The main result is Theorem A.4 below. There it is shown that the class of 
relatively closed operators with respect to a fixed Banach space Y  is invariant 
under compositions, additions, and limits. In particular, compositions, additions, 
and limits of closed operators are relatively closed.
125
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It  is important to notice that a relatively closed, linear operator commutes 
with the Bochner and Stieltjes integral for sufficiently regular functions. We recall 
the following classical result (see 3.3 and 3.7 in [Hi-Ph]): Let A  be (X a  *—► X )- 
closed, let u : [a, 6 ] —► 22(A) be Bochner integrable in  X a , and let Au : [a, b\ —* X  
be Bochner integrable in X . Then u(t) dt €  22(A) and /J* A u(t) dt =  A  f *  u(t)dt.
Exam ples. ( 1 ) A  natural class of examples of relatively closed operators are 
sums and compositions of operators A , B  which are closed in X  x X . In  general, the 
sum S  :=  A + B  with domain 2 2 (5 ) =  22(A) fl 22(B) and the composition C  :=  B A  
with domain 22(C) =  (x  € 22(A) : Ax € V (B )}  w ill not be closed or closable in 
X x X .  However, both S and C  are closed in [D(A)\ x  X , where [D (A)\ denotes the 
Banach space D(A)  endowed with the graph norm. Since V (A ) C [22(A)] <—*■ X , 
sums and compositions of closed operators are relatively closed.
(2) We remark that the sum S and composition C  can be relatively closed 
even if the operators A, B  are not closed themselves. As example take a pair of 
jo in tly  closed operators A, B  on a Banach space X ; i.e., 12(A) n 22(B) 9  xn —► x, 
Axn —♦ y i, and B xn —* ya implies that x € 22(A) n  22(B), A x  =  yx, and Bx =  y-2 
(see also [Sa]). ThenXs := [2>(A)n2)(B)] with norm ||x||xs :=  ||x||+ ||A x||+||B x|| 
is a Banach space and 22(5) c  X s X . It  is easy to see that the sum S is closed 
in X s  x X .
(3) There are operators which are not closable in X  x X , but are relatively 
closed. As example, let A be the first derivative on X  =  C [0 ,1 ] with maximal
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domain and let B  be the bounded operator B f  :=  f(Q)g, where 0 g €  X.  As 
seen above, the composition C f  :=  B A f  =  f '(0 )g  w ith domain P (C ) =  V(A) =  
Cl [0 , 1 ] is relatively closed. However, since there is a sequence f n €  D{C) with 
f n —► 0 and /n(0) =  1 , it follows from C fn =  f'n(Q)g — g ^  0 that C  is not 
closable; i.e., the closure C [0, 1 ] x Cg of the graph of C  in C[0, 1] x C [0 , 1 ] is not 
the graph of a single-valued operator. Because the multivalued closure of C  does 
not contain any information about the original operator and because closedness is 
absolutely necessary for most operations, it is necessary to consider the graph as 
a subset of X a  *  X .
(4) In  the example above one might take the domain D(Cmax) *= { /  € X  : 
/ ' ( 0 ) ex.} instead of C x[0 ,1 ] and define bounded operators on X  by
Then, for each /  €  D(Cmax) one has that Atf  -*■ Cmaxf  as t  - *  0. Because Cmax 
is the pointwise lim it of bounded operators, it follows from Theorem 2.4 below 
that Cmax is relatively closed with respect to
X c „ „  :=  { /  € C[0 , 1 | : ll/lie ... :=  ||/|| +  sup | | ~ / ( ^  || <  oo}.
t6[0,l] 1
(5) Operators with “small” domains might not be relatively closed. Consider 
the identity operator I  on X  =  C [0,1 ] with the polynomials V  as its  domain. 
Clearly, I  is closable. Assume it would be relatively closed. Then there exists a 
Banach space X i such that the graph Q =  {(p,p) : p € V }  of I  is closed in X i x X .
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Thus £  is a complete metric space. However, Q is also the union of countably many 
finite-dimensional subspaces and is thus of first category. By Baire’s theorem, 
complete metric spaces are of second category, which is a contradiction. Thus, the 
operator I  w ith domain V  is not relatively closed. 0
In  the following proposition we collect some continuity properties of relatively 
closed operators and their restrictions to some Banach space Y  *-*■ X . The 
straightforward proofs are ommitted.
Proposition A .I. Let A  be (X a *-* X)-closed and Y  «-* X . The following 
hold.
(a) Equipped w ith the graph norm, the domain
IV(A)} :=  (D(A), IM U  :=  M lx „  +  \\Ax\U) 
is a Banach space and A  €  £([2>(A)], X ).
(b) Let A y  be the restriction o f A  to Y  (i.e. V (A y )  — “D(A) O Y). Then
[V(Ar )\ :=  (D (A r), M U , :=  ||*||x „  +  IM Ir  +  \ \M \x )  
is a Banach space and Ay  €  C([V(Ay)], X ).
(c) Let A\y be the restriction o f A in  Y ; i.e., V(A \y)  :=  {x € V(A) : Ax € K }. 
Then
[V(A\y)\ := (V(A\y), ||x||Ak :=  ||x ||*A +  ||Ax||r ) 
is a Banach space, A\y is closed in X a x  Y  and hence A\y €  C(\D(A\y )\, K ).
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The following statement about relatively closed operators is an immediate conse­
quence of the proposition above. Further properties of this type can be found in 
[Ca].
C orollary A .2 . An operator A c  X  x X  is relatively closed i f  and only i f  there 
exists a Banach space Y  such that D (A) c  Y  *-* X  and A  €  C(Y, X ). Moreover, 
i f  A  is closed in  X a  x X , where V (A ) C X a  *-*■ X , then the restriction A \xa is 
closed in  X a  x X a  • 0
In  applications, the following weak formulation of relative closedness is helpful.
Proposition A .3 . Let 1>(A) C X a  X . The following are equivalent.
(i) A  is closed in  X a  x X . I f x n € V (A ), xn - * x  in  Xa, and Axn—*y in  X , then 
x  €  D (A ) and A x  =  y.
(ii) I f  xn € P (A ), xn —► x in  X a  and Axn—*y weakly in  X , then x  €  P (A ) and 
A x =  y.
Proof. Clearly, ( ii)  implies (i). Assume that (i) holds and that x< -+ x  in X a 
and |u Ax, —*• y weakly in X . Let Vn :=  {x, : ||x,- — x\\xA <  £ } and consider 
y» =  Ax, for x, €  Vn. By Mazur’s Theorem there exists a finite convex combination 
tin :=  E fa tfi) =  ^  £(<*»*<) such that ||yn -y || <  £ . Define x„ :=  £ (a ,x ,). Then 
||x„ — x\\xA <  £  and ||Axn — y|| <  Thus there exists a sequence (xn) C Z>(A) 
with xn —* z  in X a  and Axn —* y. By (i), x  € D (A ) and Ax =  y. <>
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Mo6 t linear operators that appear in applications can be decomposed into sums, 
products and/or limits of relatively closed operators. As we w ill see in the follow­
ing, such operators are always relatively closed.
Notice that if {Aa}ae/  is a family of (Xa*  X)-closed operators such that
Y  X a*  for all a  €  I ,  then the restrictions of Aa to Y  are (Y  <-* X)-closed.
Theorem  A .4 . Finite sums and compositions o f re latively closed operators are 
re latively closed. Also, lim its, infinite sums and integrals o f operators which are 
a ll re latively closed w ith respect to some Y X  are relatively closed.
P roof. 1 ) Finite Sums. Let A  :=  An with T>(A) :=  flo<n< ^ P (A „). If
the operators A n are *—♦ X)-closed, then A  is (X a  X)-closed, where
X A X An H f  \ [V(An)\ , ||*||x x :=  sup \\x\\xAn +  sup ||A„a:||.
0<n<JV-l 0<n<N-l
2) Finite Products. Let Cn :=  An • • • Aq for n 6  INo with V(Co) := T>(Aq) 
and V(Cn) :=  {x  € X>(Cn_ i) : Cn- i x  €  V(An) }  for n  >  0. If  the operators An 
are (X n *-» X)-closed, then Cn is (X cn *-+ X)-closed, where
x c n  ' =  [2>(Cn_ iU Xn)] » IW Icn :=  N lx * 0 +  sup ||C < -ix |U ^ .l< t< n
3) Limits. Let A x  :=  lim t _ 0  Atx  w ith V (A ) :=  {x  €  flte / ^ ( A t ) ' limt_o Atx  
exists }. Assume that the operators A t are (Y  <-» X)-closed for all t  €  (0 ,1 ]. Let
X A :=  {x  € p|p>(A t)] : M x A := ||x||y +  sup ||Atx|| <  oo}. 
tel t€ /
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Then X a  is a Banach space and V (A ) C X a  *-♦ X . Suppose V{A) B xn —► x  in 
X a - We show first that x  €  T>(A). Let e >  0. Choose no such that \\AtX—A txn|| <  
e/3 for all n >  no and all t  €  (0,1]. Then
||A(£ A«x|| — ||AtX A tX n Q  || +  | | A g X n Q  || +  A«x|| <  €
for all t, s <  to for some to € (0,1]. Hence x  € V(A)  and
\\Ax -  A xn\\ =  Jim p tx -  Atxn|| <  e/3
for all n >  no. Thus V (A )  is a closed subspace of X a  and A  is a bounded linear 
operator from P (A ) into X .
4) In fin ite  Sums. Let A x  :=  Anx  with V (A)  :=  {x  €  f |„ eN ^ (A n ) - 
^2^L0 Anx  exists}. Assume that the operators An are (Y  «-► X)-closed for all 
n  €  IN. Applying the lim it case to partial sums we obtain that A  (X a  X)~ 
closed, where
X A :=  {x  €  P | V (A n) : ||x||*-A :=  ||* ||r  4- sup || ^  A»x|| <  oo}. 
new "€N f X
5) Integrals. Let A x  :=  f  A tx d t  with V(A) {x  €  V (A t) for almost all
t  and A(.)X 6  L x( I ,X ) } .  Assume that the operators At are (Y  X)-closed for
almost all t  €  I .  Let
X A :=  { *  €  V (A ) : ||*|U A »  W v  +  /  ll-M I *> •
To see that X a  is a Banach space, let (xt-)l€K be a Cauchy sequence in X a - 
Then (A(.)Xi)ieN is a Cauchy sequence in L l (I, X ) .  Hence there exists a function
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S/(.) €  L X(I,  X )  such that A(.)X. —*■ y(.) in L l {I, X ) .  It  follows that there exists a 
subsequence (x,-k) for which Atx ,k —► yt pointwise for almost all t. Since (xf) is 
also a Cauchy sequence in Y, there exists x  such that x< —► x  in Y. The relative 
closedness of At implies that x  €  V (A t) and A*x =  yt for almost all t. Since 
y(.) €  L l ( I ,X )  we obtain that A(.)X €  L l ( I,  X )  and therefore x  €  X a - It  follows 
from
Ifc  ~  * \ \x A =  liar,- -  x\\Y +  J  \\A t X i - y t \\dt 
that X a  is a Banach space. Since
||A * -  Ax,-|| =  || J  A tx  -  A tXi dt\\ <  J  ||At(x -  x,-)|| dt <  ||x -  Xi\\xA
we obtain that A is a bounded operator from X a into X .  0
Considering infinite compositions of relatively closed operators, one has to make 
sure that there exists a Banach space Y  such that the finite composition operators 
are all (Y  «-► X)-closed. In  the special case of the infinite composition of closed 
operators, Y  can be chosen as follows.
C o ro llary A .5 . Compositions o f dosed operators are relatively dosed.
P roof. Let An be closed operators in X  x X  and let Cn :=  An • • • Ao for n € IN.
Then the restriction Cn y  of Cn to Y  is {Y  *-* jf)-closed, where
Y  := {x € p | V(C n) : ||x ||r :=  ||x|| +  sup ||Cnx|| <  oo}.
n e i  n€li
Now it follows that C  :=  lim n _ 0 0  Cn is (Y  X)-closed. 0
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